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Girl's death,likely WELCOME, NEW CANADIANS! ,nEngiand 
caused by falling Hunt bogus "irish" 
I n ju r ies  to thebody of a 16 yearold girl found Dr. from Vanoouver 
• under the old Skeena Bridge Saturday were 
consistent with a fall or jump from the bridge, LONDO (CP) An in- NO ONE HURT 
according to an autopsy•held Sunday night 
Te'rraee RCMP said, Monday.. ' 
The body. of Rose .Marie Young, of Terrace, 
was found atabout 2:30 p.m. by two cycl ists .  
Police set up road blocks at both ends of the 
'bridge for approximately 20 hours while the body 
was removed. 
An inquest into the girl's death will be held, 
although a date has not yet been set. 
According to a police Spokesman, RCMP are 
not saying whether foul play is suspected. 
However, a radio news broadcast Monday 
morning was said to have reported that foul play 
had been ruled out. The Herald has received a 
.number of phone calls from persons_ enquiring 
whether or not the RCMP are investigating the 
.... ~OPl~ed isappearance of a red-headed 16 year 
old girl whom they suspect may have been 
missing for the past week. , 
• Local RCMP have, however, denied they are 
investigating any such disap~aranee, when 
questioned by the Herald, Monday noon. 
Disabled inship gra New Canadian citizens who took the Oath of with Mayor Dave Maroney. Left to right are 
L . -  . . _ _  All,glance Wednesday were invited to an in- Nick Walton, Elshandre Mareos, Mayor Dave 
ading m r/Rupert • nil formal gathering at Terrace municipal hall after Maroney, Betty Warm, Fernanda, Gina, Henry 
the court ceremony for coffee and refreshments and Jose Crave,re, and Nijjar Harcharnji. 
by Scott Browe~ ~ Rupert, B.C., 950 miles ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::;:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::;:;:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
Updated reports~on the southeast of where the . . . . . .  . .,' • 
state :of the Adriatlk, a IrOhl.em was f i r s t  t~por ted ,  ' • • ~i . . . ,  : " 
Panamanian bulk carrier ..theshlpsma'stersbld. lfull-..: . . . . . . .  , ' '  .. -•" 
ternatlonal police htmt has 
started for a bogus dsctor-- 
believed to be Irishwho may 
have spent some time in 
Vancouver. 
Interpol is looking for a 
man who calls himself Frank 
Murphy or Gerald Frank 
Wmdon. 
Police here say the man 
they want operated on 
patients at two Surrey 
hospitals before he was 
exvosod and fled to Canada. 
The latest information 
here is that he may have 
gone to Vancouver and later 
moved to New Zealand. 
Police at Reigato, Surrey, 
just south of London, say the 
28-year-old suspect is 
wanted in Vancouver for 
fraudulently obtaining $6,000 
from two banks and for 
several 'other Financial Of- 
fences. 
The two British hospitals 
,which employed him as a 17- 
aday (;35) holiday relief 
registrar in orthop~edies~ 
are Queen Mary's in 
Roehampton and Redhili 
General, 
Surgeons at beth hospitals 
have rechecked all the oper- 
ations in which he was in- 
volved and say they are 
satisfied that no patient 
suffered as a result. 
Kenneth Porous-Wright, 
Redhill district health ad- 
ministrator, said: "0b- 
vioasly the chap is a bit of a 
crank. He must love the 
work in some way. He must 
also be quite confident that 
he is not going, to kill them. 
"He certainly knew a lot 
about medicine and oper- 
ations." 
The bogus doctor became 
known to. the health 
department aft~ working 
for two weeks at queen 
Mary's last October. 
"There were some 
irregularities and we begun 
to smell a very large rat." 
• He vanished when hospital 
administrators could not 
confirm his credentials. 
"We want to question this 
man regarding an alleged of- 
fence o f  obtaining a 
pkceckniary advantage by 
eption..." 
. desthi(~] fer Chil~ having to. gu. Well, th, ~rnin~er : . -  Hine chiefs taokle fishing rights 
~sturn to Canada due to hull" '~ should-arrive .at. Prliiee . . . .  . . " . :  " . "  . . . . .  < . "  . " : .  . • : " - -  " . . .  " " "  
" ,L~MmS~' + +!the Ship is-- Rupert late ~Tuesday, af- • • . , . . . . i +: 
'~tbt+{~.;serlousl.danger Of +m,  Said Pauilck ..... . - ' The  lund is err culture . Aspokesmanfortheunmn/cencbpt of collectively is the responsible party br  
.sinki~l~i: -i~i,~, ~i:, '~ ,, , ,The :vessel. repo x~"  its ,was the.title of a, workshop, m Vancouver explained the strengthe~.,lng bands' power indian government. : 
:~,: Chili@quarter :~master problem at • p.m. A~ Nine urea chiefs gathered 
Snig¢iy.0fth~:Kbdiak'search :.p.m. EST) .Sunda.y, it Sk. ,eemJr. High Sch®Ito 
:~d rtseus ceiitrein Kodiak aircraft was dispat~ )e one of the first groups 
Idanka, says,  "We ~ have ,determine the va~ei'e addressed b~ the union. . . . - . . . . .  . 
Horkshow~lLke th }ond last :' }~f :e  '" B ~ .  NET:  • three vessels ~nvargins;en position. "AdrlaWr;.~th~,~.qU~ ~eeks~d~ part" .of a B.C. 
Can, ~:"*,athiir d ~ , ; . . ~ ' } ~ : : '  vldatou~...'• .:::.• .. : . 
~..~aneo~ S~eU i~;~1 ' ~ , - . , ~ r  ~" - "~::~ ..... ~'~" "~" -  ................. ~ . . . . . . . . .  
The vehicle was in use 
Monday morning despite the 
shattered windows and 
equipmmt. . .-. 
Police are loolflng for. any. 
information on the case. 
Anyone driving past he site 
during the weekead who 
noticed peculiar cars or 
parked on the 
... Mail boxes opened 
• Kit,mat RCMP report several small mailboxes 
pried open in the Kuldo apartments over the 
weekend. 
Although contents of the boxes has yet to he 
clarified the police arenot susp~ting any great 
losses., 
The case is still under investigation. 
~orkshop; , I s  ,,:In .: PrInce Two.adu l ts  and one ju;/enile were in e~tody 
~eorge l~rd~ ~ sad00:. Monday in Prince Ruper~t foll6wing the theft of a 
OBO oentres According toTerrace RCMP, the safe, Which contained aminimal amount of money, was 
alia sndor ok recovered fivemiles west of town, open, with its • contents removed. 
Cl~arges are pending. 
Terrace Weekend 
POLICE REPORT 
• On the .night of. Friday fights occurred. A .few 
17th,' while / attending a complaints were received of 
'disturbance a t  a local " londparties. Oneperson was 
restaurant.'an RClVlP con- charged with driving ov~ 
st:able was-assaulted inside the .08 level. 
Saturday, March 18th, 
during the nlght'one Juvenile 
was stopped on the 4700 block 
on Park Avenue. One case of 
beer was confiscated. The 
subject was charged with 
being a 5uveaile • in 
~esesslon of alcohol. 
LOST: 
At 1 a.m. Saturday night 
Ron St. Pierre of Kiilmat 
noticed that someone bad 
absconded with his leather 
coat from the Kit,mat Hotel. 
Anyone having in- 
formation on the 
whereabouts of the % length 
coat is asked to call the 
Kit,mat RCMP. 
• the building. One adult male 
and two juvenile males were 
arrested and one additional 
adult male will be charged. 
Police say that while they 
were looking for the permn 
responsible for the distur- 
banes another constable was 
assaulted by the first adult 
male mentioned and "cer- 
tain persons" in the crowd 
attempted to prevent hem 
from performing their 
duties. NO serious injuries 
occurred, however. 
The same night (Friday, 
March 17th) many drunks 
were arrested and several 
Moi'itiiUiid, ~ud ~ the  ~e : &od i '~! '  ;~ : ' ' • :  • ' ~ .... 
Anchorage oil tanker out of 'Est: ~es . from: 
• Vald~.'. : . . . . .  : Canadian Coast GUm 
.and a'gross tonnage of 18300 
the, Adristik will be ac- 
, companied by the Areo 
~:Anchorage until the Van- 
-' sourer arrives at which time 
:the Morganthnn, and .An. 
chorige will lbave the 
escorting to the Vancouver. 
~kipper of the vancouver 
Will have to make the 
decision whether to take 
l~ople from the Adriatik, or 
~uerely escort the ~dp to 
Prince Rupert. " 
, Reports how the vessel to 
have number, 2 hold" full of 
water with the number three 
hold flooded to sea level. 
Proceeding eastward at 14 
knots,~with wo of its holds 
brimming with water, the 
Adrintik headed for an in- 
tereeption with U.S Coast 
Gusr~ Cutter Morgenthau 
and the Canadian cutter 
Vancouver, a 414-foct 
weather ship. 
The Adriatlk - was 
proceeding toward its port of 
Prince Rupert, Travei]~ 
"14 knots and encotmterL, __ 
to 24 foot: wavu, the shlp is -. rTovmc~-,held in .Toronto, ~o~t~rYOntario- wm nt~ 
proceeding to safety. • March 27- 1978 It  will take Kith-nat RCMP are in- 
Initial fears of the • ship ~ace in the Yo,,-oPeonles vest,gating the weekend 
breaking -up have been ~l~eatre and ~?iH~tolevrsed shooting of ~ windows and 
dissolved.: Water from the- on CTF affill'a~'ed stations in  equlvmmt-on a front end 
numt~tWO and throeholds : Western Canada Check loader ovmed byVic Froese 
will not penetrate into the local listings for" telecast Trucking of Terrace. 
main portion of the grain time. 
load, according to officials. Theioader was parked in a 
If the water was to Bill Lawrence will be the grayel pit on highway 25 
penetrate into the grain, special guest host of the half aS0~ut • 18 miles outside of Vehicles 
expansion of the dry'cargo hoar show, assisted by Kit,mat. Damage was roadside are asked to con- 
would burst he hull earning Kerrie Keune. A total of five estimated at  $1,000. tact the Kit`mat RCMP. 
winning numbers will .be :::::::::::::::::::::::::~:;:;:;:;:::::::::::~:~:9~::::::::::::::~:::~:~::::::::::::::::;:::::~:::~:::.~:~::::::~::::::::::~ 
an almost -immediate generated, three foe grand "- 
sinking. 
• Atspppro~Imately 0 p.m. prisesof$1millloneaeh, nd 
Pacific time Monday the two for grand prizes of uumr mai l  de l iver ies  
Vancouver will rendezvous' $100,000 es~i. ~ Thoizsands of . 
with the Adriatik to start its other tax-ires prizes ranging The mailing public is asked to take special note 
trek back to Rupert. from $50 to St0,000 will also 
Depending on weather, b~ available. • of  theGood Friday-Easter weekend and Easter  
. . . .  Monday postal, service' There will be no mail 
waves, and luck, the .In the rrovmctm, each ~ • ,. ' " 
Adriatik will return its cargo ' ,,~t,~, If ~ i~h~, ,  wit, ~,, tw,, delivery, on Good Friday, March 24, and Easter  
to shore where it will be consecutive draws. This Monday March27. All postal facilities will also 
.r~..o.aded undsnnt to China. means ,hut. a ticket issued be closed on tl/ose twodays. 
its original ~ieetmation. The fortbe March27th draw wil l  Normal  Saturday service will be available 
ship itself ,will dry;dock to alsb be eligible for the April March  25. ,. 
check the hull. 30th draw. :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
At: 4:03 Pacific time Prince ::Rupert' put 
Sunday morning we received Adriatik in harbor by 
a distress call from .the p.m. Pacific,time Tue 
Adriatik. The ship reported Theship's position a: 
taking on watoe. Causeofthe p.m. Monday 'was 450 
• seepage is believed to be a from the DL~on entr 
crack in the hull." . sheltered..: from. the 
With 29 people on beard .weather, und600 miles 
SURREY' B.C. (CP) - -  
7andals Struck five In. 
mrance Corp. of British 
• ~olumbca claims eentres 
Saturday night in the Van° 
couver area, caasing$40,000 
in the' Surrey cei~re .alone. 
RCMP said~ the Vandals 
broke~.~:into the  ieentre, 
somch0w Stiw~ed "tMe"three 
vehicles stored there and 
• drove.them around inside. 
Police said a similar .in- 
cident in the Matsqul ore,re 
and window-smashing in. 
eidmtsat the claims eentres 
in. Langley, New West- 
minster and Vancouver may 
have been part of a co-or- 
dinated attack. 
Damage in all the in- 
eidmts totalled $54300, 
"They smashed in walls, 
windows and interview 
booths," said company 
spokesman Bey Peahall. 
At the Matsqul Centre, 
vandals broke in, started• a 
truck and careened around 
inside the building causing 
$7,000 damage.:} 
Members blithe Terrace C.B.'ers Tomahawk 
Tribe, seen above~.wl'th the pool table they 
donated [o the Psychiatric Unit of the Mills 
Memorial Hospital, Sunday night. The table 
was in acuve use iwhen the photographer 
arrived. Left to right are: "super Thief", "Super• 
Mill 
Cookie", "Little Momma",)'Radar", Steve 
Lucy "(psych. nurse), "Geronimo", "Little 
Jinx". "Fifi'. "Uncle Sam", "Beanhead'. The 
Tribe are seen wearing their elaborately 
decorated outfits. We regret we could not show 
them in "llvin~ color,. 
Shown above with the 17 inch T.V. color set 
donated by the Mills Memorial Auxiliary are 
Mrs. C. Cote, evening supervisor and Mrs. Graf, 
public relations person for the Auxiliary. The 
organizations• raises funds ~for the purchase of 
needed comforts and luxuries in a variety of 
ways. These include operation era Thrift Shop, 
Hospital Shop in the Mills Memorial lobby, and 
an Annua~i~bazaar. As can be seen, the color set 
was b l rea~ln use when the picture was taken. 
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Canadian" troops wall" be safe. [ PM. claims 
• • " U - " * • ' ' /  , f  , , .n t  tn  l. h ncm I good i nvestment  To insure  a safe dnvmg career,  q~mJ .~, /~ j I , . l LV~. J  J L J .  I~rq, J.ItJa.~, li, lt.w ja,alt./.ahww~m,~m-v.m.m. I . / I 
. ,, ' ' OTTAWA (CP} --Prime discuss Canada •role ~al~ ['trust the ex erts Jto show you I 
OTTAWA (CP) .-- Canada East on l~.acekeeplng duty effeetiven~! of the, force. A tmtr.l.an" and p.erhaps Minister Trudoau, a¢- UN-m.clor~l. ~ to ~ ,_ | , P I 
is reluc~Jmt to send troops to and aamteson said no He noted tlmt the term for .Cena.dian. uroo.pswomamo.ve eompanled by a bevy of blue- ~eac, e.Keep!ns.~lr°°~s  n [ , ~:  . . . . . . .  n : fe"  I 
a new UnitednNatlons decision has ~m made m the Lebanon force would be lntot~eanon tot tWO wemm chip bminemunen, goes to ~ue.~a~, auu~A~mm,,,~,~,~ [ ][IOW- I t  may save  yum ,-- I 
peacekeeplng force in how these cnn or cannot be eixmonths.Butthefewasa to hel.p set up me ..new NewYork today to auure t .~ ,~p.o  .... :~.'?'~;A'~ | . . . . .  . |  
Lebanon until it receives involved lfi the Lebanm plan under which Swedish, peacexeepmg orgamzatnm. American moneymm that _t;amaa na.s ..~ua !~ we mu I ~ @Lmmma N~in f  MIt.IMMMI 
mut~uran~t it win be both Cn~.oa wha,~ tna ,~.,~,o,.,, Canada remains a good in- De sympatneuc to par- I _ 'qR-"~' - ' lW 41t~l~ ~mmwnq) v~, ,v~.  I . 
safe-----an"-d e -ffeetive-~ Exta'nal g'ene'ra]"'~xa~s'wLU n~u~n~ _ _ • vestmemt despite a ~lta'lng .tict p.a.tion.in such a force.flit | ~ ~ / ~  _ . , , J [ 
Affairs Minister Don 4,000. ]~ d~ -msf~i" ]["~lqd~Ob11F31dl"i~ ~ .economx and.  internal tstelt.|tna..sme. ,~,~uu_tt_y I N k ~  B.0. Govornmon! uonueul 
Jamieson said Monday. Jamleson expressed some J.~o~t.~o I IU I ,  J k f J .q .41~k lutz~ tlu'_.ea~.to nationm_unity.. .topermrm.mero}e:~uanaua. | V v -  . . . . . . .  [ 
Anawering questions in the doubt whether Canada could rushlight ol "rruoeau's nas m.or.em~.h-tue_~vu I V §~- ]0~Z I 
Commons from 0 sition provide the same logistical • • twoday visit is a speech and now m me mtome ~as~ m i " I 
I.~der Joe Clark an~hefs,  servicestothenewforcethat d ,ms commitment ~- ,~-w~s.  session .threes~aratei~)eeke~_lng 
tha ~m|rt|~dol' rt~l/~flt/~! hast Itlanx.n~idlnoudthPnlnnrltn ~ ~ Wednesday to a mack-tie xorces.'tneyaremcnarsem _ i 
st--a'teme'~nts t-hat C-'a'na-da~has ~e'p~r'es'~t'-~or'ce'." . . . . . .  crowd of'about S,000 Wall logistics and supply ' 
approved in principle par- There was some diseusaion OTTAWA (CP) -- There is The documents, prepared Street leaders at an arrangements. 
tictpation in the force, about treating all the for- no substance to reports that by the federal native elalrM Economic Club of New York Waldheim has said any UN 
But he added there is need ©es-- the new one, theferce BrltishCelumblatetryLqgto offlceinNovember,19W, say dinner, scene of a similar force sent .to dampen the 
for stronger assurances than on the Golan Heights bet- backoutofltscommltmelt theonly effective meansof appearance by Quebec Lebanese-Israeli conflict TERRAOE AMD DISTlU0T 
have so far been received wean Israel and Syria and to hdp settle Indian land bringing the province Into Premier Rene Levesque would be equipped with umennv|m 
that Israel will pull out ofz- the one In the Sinai between claims, Indian Affairs claims negotiations in to more than a year ago. weapons and instructed to nuorumm-  S001Eff 
thebufferzoneithascreated Egypt and Israel--as one Minister Hugh Faulkner said lnereaseimlitical pressure. Levesque mednthe oc- use them in self-defense 
and will heed a UN force, force for some purposes. Monday. Faullmer said there was culon to make the ease for should either of the warring 
At the same time there If that happened the Negotiations aimed at some uncertainty about ~uebecindelzmdenceandas groups try to ~event i from ~ ] , ] ~  " ~  ~' I~f - . - . , -  -..  ~'t 
was concernnwhether the techniaans based mainly in settling B.C. claims are B.C.'spealtlon in November~ a result, critics said, added carrying out its job. 
n0rsanization (Pie) and Egypt could play a role in proceeding well, he said in However, since then he had [urther to foreign business The force would supervise 
the Syrian peacekeeping Lebanon. the Commons. tie was met Allan Williams, the B.C. nervousness over Canada's a ceaseflre and "ensure the • 
replying to a question about minister responsible for political and economic demilitarized character" of 
force in Lebanon will abide " Defence Minister Barney reports that confidential Indians affairs, and there health. Hlsspeeeh prompted the area. DATE: Wednesday, June 7,1978 
thebY ~eforce.UN mandate creating Danson, asked .by 8overnment documents say was an understanding a review of~the province's Trudeau has a free 
Clark criticized Jamieson Clarknabout he Canadian B.C. ls not willing to meet lts between the two govern- ~edit rating by leading U.S. evening following his talks TIME: 8:00 p.m. 
for not bringing Parliament role, could only say the task claims commitment, menus, bond-rating agencies and with Waldheim, and officials 
into the process of deciding has not yet been defined, n started aslide in the value of say they are sure "he'll do PLACE: Lecture Theatre 
whether toparticipateinthe Jamiemn said there have wexeo'='e-- n" d e a t h s  quebec asbestos company something.'f CaledmlaSenlor 
UN force, called for by a been no categorical shares. ' ' Secondary School 
resolution of the Security assurances from Israel that Trucleau aides say they TRANSPORT -SYSTEM . BUSY 
Councilduringtheweekmd. it will withdraw from- hope the prime mintster will New York City had 3.7 The buslness will co~slst of the electlon of members of 
NO DECISION nLebanon. He not~ that A nine-year-old girl shot trafficdeaths and a fire have the opposite effect, million daily subway ride~s 4heSocleb/,theelectlonofthomemberstoserveonthe 
Canada lready has about there have been Israeli accidmtallynear Brantford, fatality, maurin8 the group of eor- in 1974 and angther 2.3 Hospital Board of Trustees, and presentatlm of reports 
1,-10 troolm in the Middle doubts expressed over the Ont., and a parachutist :There were four traffic imrate~liey-settersthatthe million transit paumgers covering the year 1977. 
whose throat was cut when deaths in Alberta. New battle, against Quebec took buses. 
he was dragged into a Brunswick and British separatism isb~ng won, and RESIDENTS UNCROWDED In order to be eligible to vote, mem~rship must be A--lo-hones ~d.w,e  fence after a Columbia eaelt reported one that Canada continueato be Lah'ador, which is as big ~rchased before Sundey, May 7, 1970. Membership 
a r e  bad landing at Sorel, Qua., traffic death.n worthy of foreign in- as Denmark and Great may be purchased at the following locations: 
on Saturday were among at No aecid'en~l deaths were vestmmt. Britain combined, b.as only 
least 19 persons who died Mills Memorial Hospltai x v l  M uu ti' kec accidentally in Canada reported in Newfotmdlnnd, Today, Trudeau calls C~' twohlghways,40year-rotmd 
during the weekend. . Prince Edward Island or  Secretary-General 'Kurt villages and 30,000 Royal Bank of Cereals 
.. A survey by The Canadian Saskatchewan. Waldheim of the United inhabitants. Toronto Dominion Bank 
Press from 6 p.m. Friday The survey does not in- Nations in what was 
TORONTO (CP) --  The English students whose bill- until midMsht Sunday night, elude Industrial deaths originally planned as! a INSECT GROUP NAMED . , 
Star says two studies show ngualism rate was only 23 local times, also showed 13 homicides or known courtesy visit, but now has A group of bees is called a " 
an increasing number of per cent. traffic deaths and three fire suicides, become a timely chance to swarm or grist. 
young anglophones are Another study of studmt8 fatalities. 
leaving quebec, at two English ,universities One weekmd em0wmohile 
The newspaper says a 1976 and three junior colleges in death broesht the season 
study undertaken by Montreal showed that 37 per total to 33. 
sociology professor Gary cent of 1,343 respondents Manitoba reported two flre 
Caldwell and a group from surveyed intended to leave deaths, a traffic fatality and 
Bishop's University shows qkebec within the next five the eaowmobfle death. 
that 31 per cent of 862 years and another 19 per In Nova Scotia, there were 
anglophone high school cent were unsure oF their t h re e traffic deaths. 
students graduating in 1971 futurein Quebec. The second Quebec reported one 
had left tile province five study was conducted by traffic fatality and the 
years later. About 13,000 George Kmtrowitz of Allied parachute death. 
students graduated from Jewish Community Services Besides the shooting 
quebec's English.fpeaking m Montreal, six mmths mishap, Ontario had two 
high schools in 1971. after the election of the Patti 
The Star says the Quebecois government in 
misration was blamed on the Novenber, 1976,  Po l i ceman 9 
attitude of English .~TheKan*owitzre~rtsaid appeal d6flied "~- - '~  
q~h~s in  gmeral andthe ii~oSt studen~we~e leaving 
schooL,#ystem in particular because ofnthe then-ne~ 
because it ignored ~ebee's political situation and OTTAWA (CY) -- The Su- 
~'eneh reality by turning out languagelesislation, preme Court of Canada 
refused Monday to hear an 
1 1 al'- 'co'og'c-- v .  couver city policeman, Michael Thomas Carpenter, 
• convicted of ammulting an v - - ,  
undercover RCMP officer. petition Carpenter was convicted $ 
July 14, 1977. lost an @peal 
to the British Columbia 
The Yellowhead Ecological Marchand said he would Appeal Court and waw 
federa l  Env l rdnn i i  fight the proposed uranium seeking permission to appeal 
Minister Lm Mare.hand with mine, but association to the Supreme Court. 
a 9,69~-name petition member Peter Ralston said The charge was laid after 
Saturday, opposin8 con- later that the minister is Carpenter stopped the 
structton of a uranium mine stalling on the issue because RCMP undercover offlce~ 
and mill at Birch Island, 115 ofapouible fede~aleleetion, for Jaywalklng. Sharp words 
kllometres north, of this The mine has been wereexehanged, foBowedby ORLESS 
Interior British Columbia proposed by Consolidated an altercation during which 
Rexspar Minerals and Carpenterhit the undermve~ 
city~ am Impressed with the Chemicals Ltd., a wholly- oflica" with his fist. 
number of signatures you owned subsidiary of Dmison The high court heard brie~ 
have," said Marchand, MP Mines of Ontario. arguments on whether the 
for the Kamloops area. "It appeal should be heard, then 
pointsout that slot of people Several organizations, in. denied Carpenter's up. 
are concerned." eluding the B.C. Medical pllcation. It does not give 
Colleen Foster, secretary Association and the Unlted .reasons for rejecting leave 
of the association, said more Fishermen and Allied applications, 
than 1,000 signatures on the Workers Union, have added 
~titlon came from people in their names to the petition, 
e North Thompson Valley " Marchnd said the THAT WAS SOME' 
and the Kamloops area, uranimum lne issue will be DIAMOND 
while the rest were from looked at in an upcoming Among the British Crown 
people in other pans of the study of the Thompson River Jewels are the two largest, 
Frovince. water basin, cut diamomds In the world, 
both of which came from a Loser quits . .  l~lmtmd cllamoald, NOSE COMES IN HANDY 
The paddlefl~ uses its *Manuflawe~',sujT~e~ 
2 doer'CanodianT' ! long9 fiat nose to scoop up pteparallontMrSesa r 
OTTAWA (CP) -- Howard wholesale redistribution plankton from Its fresh- 
Johnston, atwo-timelose~ in ofnseats erased that water envtronmem while it 
bids to run again for a territory md Johnston has swims. .~ 
British Columbia Commons lost nominaUon fights in the FIRE CAUSED MUCH LOSS 
seat, sayehewon't try again, new ridings of Kootetay Fire in the U.S. caused an :- ,~ : 
Johnston made his East .Revels toke and mtimated10ssof~.75bllllon - ' 
weekend statement after Okanagan North. in 1977. "" " .i 
forP°nde~ingse~vativea ProgressiV nomlnatlon.his s cond rebUffcon. ~ - = - - - - - - - - -  ------3 ~: CANADIA[ - ALOT OF 
He was elected twice in S MBER LODGE 0kanagan-Kootmay butthe 
PEANUT FARMER BENE- wn:|KiN D sPn:OlAt! consider theToyot~ Canadian isits [ ~ " ~  ~"~tL ,~ ] r '~  '~ ~ • ] "Ca~acUan is a direct result of extemive Fl'r8 
In 1976, Americans c0n- at the exceptioqally low price..V~ich means • m I winter testingin the frozen orth and 
'you ~.a  lot of car ~or a little money. And that's a " the'salt-•den cities. The car is S l~cially built o 
m~med 822 mfllioq pounds of SLUMBER LODSE HOTOB iHH goodplace tostart, take onthe Camdian winter. And win. Ye~ 
peanut butter-in 1973 they [ TESTED • after year. 
.ate 878 million pounds whm - Prince Rupert I TOTRA~SFORT 
meat prices peaked. (,o,3,d Ave. W.) mNilIu I ltel o Le0NOMV 0F  or rdu l lm TEETH FUNCTION tonlydo, - I CANADA , I: SPECIFICATIONS. WELL Travelllng to Prlnce Rupert for the Weekend? yougetalowprice, yougetMo~ofstmdardfeat~ae~, eam/g Comless 
The Ion8 front eeth of bea- We have a "D EAL" for yoo I Like: a hea~ du~/oa~.~ and alternator, dec- ' to b u~ Costa less to run..Because of exception/]ly 
Two nights for the price of One. tric rear windowdefroster, side window defoggem,. ~qa .~.ex economy w~m its 12~. cc.ensrinc, Because vers are covered wlth a hard, orange enamel which Reserve your well appointed ,MacPherson strut ~ront smpemion, power h'6nt HIGHWAY It s bpUt ouglt~ so everythingtam long~ 
helptheanhnalslLeesLx.lneh .2bedded ,1queen, 1double, ;,~, di~ brakes and some very advmced rust inhibitors, M Ilm/g eec~useit'saToyotaandifanyoneknowshowto " 
chips out of soft wood. room for Friday and Saturday for the And for those cold mornings there's a heavy du~ build an economical "Y ' t%~'~' I "A - -  " 
POOR WERE THOUGHT regularonedsyrate, fastwarmingheates. CITY car, it'sus. I ~ , I I~  I I '~k . 
• OF Two people $30.00 plustax 
The Due de la Three$3S.00plu|tax T O Y O T A  CANADIAN TODAV RochefoucauldLianeourt Four $39.00 plun tax founded the fires savings Dining room and lo nge 
balk for the poor in 1818. Cable.colourTV 
Close to shopping ' 
INUVIK LARGEI~T For free reservation call any Slumber Lodgeor 
Inuvik, N.W,T., 18 the Terrace.635.6302 or PrlnceRupert..697.1711 
largeat community wi th in  ~easec~pae~mamta*ngl~a~0~'mmat~s,~ , 
the A~tlc Circle. ~:_=_=_==_~: -=-=- - -=-=- :  
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verwaita's best to you at 
B.O, RAISED 
FRESH TURKEYS 
urn .  
"&W~: n 6 to 10 lb. Averep 
Oanada grade Per Lb, 
Pioooe and Stems 
MUSHROOMS 
DOLE 
10 FI. Oz, Tin 
FOUR STAR BRAND 
Sli 
P INEAPPLE  
YORK 
PEAS 
~. ~ 
- Fan o]F Qualii/. 
z - 
ieeorlod Sixes Green 
4 Finn Oz.Tins 
OOLlIN SPRAT 
CRANBERRY 
SAUCE 
Whole or Jollied 
14 FI, Oz, Tin 
FARM FRESH EGGS 
OvemaHea Brand 
Large Size, 
Oanada Grade A Per Doz, 
VIVA 
PAPER TOWELS BROCCOLI  
ROLL PK 
Oalifernia Grown 
Per Lb. 
STUART HOUSE 
FOIL  WRAP 
18 in. x~r36 finn Roll 
• - , . ; .  
YAM 
OalHernia Grown 
• h! not aerie wilh lour Easter Ham' 
Per Lb. 
¢ 
~,~ ~%~OLOSED GOOD FRIDAY ~ ' "  " ~ ' - * '  ' " . . . . .  ' "'~'*; } ~ ~ ; " l , ~  '~ " 
O0 in 6100 p, " ~" '~"~ > 
E 
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,EDITORIAL: 
For Those Who Perish 
Tbese of us living in the twin cities of Terrace 
and Kltimat, as well as all residents of the 
coastal region communities, hare the tragic 
loss of the six Rupert fishermen believed 
drowned at sea when their 60 foot herring fish- 
boat capsized Wednesday night, after radioing it 
was caught in heavy seas and high winds o ff 
Cape St. James at the southern.tip of .the ~ueen 
Charlotte Islands, Our s ._ym~_.~y ana__~r_ays_ ~ 
go 0ut-tb-th-6 ~-eid-(~ kin of ff/e hve memoers 
the Prnell family andthcee ofLarry Brown. 
Even at this late date, when survival seems 
impossible, many of us will be hoping for a 
miracle for the safe recovery of the five men sun 
missing; especially after the ahncet miraculo~ 
re~cue of the six crew members of the Morner 3., 
on Saturday, after 60 hours adrift in a liferaft. 
Loss of life at sea, especially of fishermen, isa 
common tragedy in every fishing communi_ty -- 
and Prince Rupert has been no exception. Even 
~ith the modern miracles of radio and position 
indicators, more reliable engines and Mrunger 
hulk --  the forces of nature still manage to reap 
their costly harvest year after year. 
As  a boy, livin~near the sea-fifty ears ago, 
just a few miles from the her r~ ports of Yar- 
mouth add Lowestoft, in Norfolk England, I 
remember remarking on ilie-ch~p rice of the 
smoked delicacies - -  "a penny a pair" for 
ki,p, per ed herring,, that year. 
Aye, Lad, responded a doughty fisher- 
man, peddling his wares in a handeart~ '.'I 
reckons they's cheap airight. 'A penny a paw m 
cash they be - -  but many's the lives they've cost 
at sea." He was referring in rhyme, of co_use, 
the ~ cost in lives the herring industry claime~ 
there, also. 
However, our own Pacific coast, where too 
many similar tragedies .happen every.year,.is 
only just beginning to get me rumments ox. me 
Search and Rescue service it should have had, 
years ago. 
It is up to all of us, who are able to exert any 
kind of pressures to ensure there is no let up or 
relaxing by the Ministry of Transport until it 
established the verty finest system of Search ann 
Rescue stations along the coast, furnished with 
the best of modern communications and life 
saving equipment, and adequately manned with 
a fully trained staff at all hours of the day and 
night 
This is the very least we can do for those who 
"go down to the sea in ships", -and for those who 
mem'n their loss. 
, . / . ,  
:,~,'. 
~ ' ,., ~'~'%~ '~'~ " ~' "~ ~ , . . . . .  
. ', ..: ", ~ .' ~ ~'~' . . 
. .  ...-.., .~... '~  *~ . . ' .  . ,  ~, .~-.  , " 
.~! .. .. .. • . ,... ~. .~.... 
. . . .  " . , .  - . ~ • " " . ? . . ,T : ' .  " ,~  
~ , . .  • . ,  . .~  . .  . , "  . . . . :  .~.~ .... -, ~ .~ . . -=~ ..... 
~ ~ . , ~ : ~  . . .~  
~"~" -¥P* '~ =--1 ''m'mm-~ ' i  <': i 
"I don't see anything morally wrong with what we're doing, as long as we 
kill them humanely.'" 
My 020 Wodh 
BY JUDY VANDERGUCHT 
BY JuDY VANDERGUCHT 
Ernie Senior, Editor of this illustrious paper 
has seen fit to give me a free hand to tell thin~ 
as I see them. As I am aiming my Two Cesta 
worth at the Automobile driver this week, he 
may regret his decision. If you don't see me next 
week folks, you'll understand. 
I L m- 
Following Is a copy of a 
letter from Skema MP toes 
Campapolo regarding the 
latest atatus on n request for 
federal assistance in 
lmllding a marina brcak- 
water at Kit[mat. 
Mr. Joe Banyay, 
Chariman of the Board,. 
Regional District of 
Kithnat-Stlkine, 
Ottawa Offbeat 
by Richard Jackson 
Ottawa - -  First puhlic Works Minister Jud 
Buchanan said it, that the government was 
thinking of "restraint" in terms of a means test 
for Family Allowances and the Old Age Pension. 
But the Liberals brushed it off with the ex- 
planation that dear old Judd was only speakin~ 
to some fat cat insurance and private pension 
intex'ests in his home riding of London and 
Obstruoting. Justioe 
~ Imagine rids scene~ It Could ve~ well*happen 
Once a year they have a National Safe Driving 
Week. The only good I~can S~ in .thi~. annual 
evmt is that it ~n~s 0uf~ ~! .~. . 'Y~ 
we are. As far as I am conce~: i t ' shou ld  ~ a 
9-4644 Laselb Avenue, , 
.~ ; ;~Br l f l~  C0hanbia ~ 
Thkin further to my letter to.you: . . . .  . . . . .  National Safe Drivblg Year, because we are a 
xou are in a aespera~e ruination ann neeo me - • • . . . . . . . . . . . .  nation of dreadful drivers and that includes me, of February 15, 19"/8 
R .CI~P unmemauey.. ~ou're m an aurora®no andI'mnotproudofit,  I could probably eount on re~ard~ the status of the 
acclaen~ ana trappea na your car coma mtrs~ ha tim m]ml~_r af  mud driv~r~ th,~r~ ~r~ Regional District's ap- . . . . . . . .  one ~nd . . . . . . . . .  o . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  pllcation for Federal 
re.u) ~Jmnes any. nunute. ~r, say, you'recomlng. [ and they wouldn't be in Terrace. Oh yes, we all Gores.meat n.lmnca in 
on outy a~ mgnc ann are oemg muggea nn a • | think we are marvellous drivers and that is the 
passer b~ has called the police. ~ you ~ a I problem. We have to acknowledge the fact that 
prowler lurking oumiue your oaeKoeor uno are I w~ mak~ a lot of mistakes when dvivin~ ~na 
all alone in the house, and have dialed.the police [ ~ner----~-la-tJth'ose-~s~d~es'~gelng o~ca-t~ 
- -  you can see the would-be intruder m masked | tm with us 
and carrying a gun It could be any one of a -'- ". • " • - .. - . - * . . . . . .  [ I would like to believe that all automobile 
mousanu oi suen s~mauons. ~very secona Idrivers (and I ~se the term loosely) passed the 
counts. Though, at the moment, you are seized [e~,,,~nment liceasin~ test and d l~ ' t  find their 
. . . .  warm . . . . .  with a pomc of helplessness you have one ,. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  [license in a cracker Jack box somewhere. For  
conuortmg mougnt. Ion Know me uuM,'  are on Io,,,,,.. ;¢ ,~,., md it wmdd have. h~ffisn better  if 
their way. They have been called. They will be h;,,,""~o] ~n,'~,';'h'~ ,: 'acke"--r-Ja--ek-and--'~rown the 
,~.....~ ; . . . .  ,~ .  ^f minu~es v . . . . . .  rest t--w . . . . . . . . .  uar.t~ us a **,a*~ v ~ . , vu .  ~,au I li,r~na,~ away 
assured of that. If you are a rel/gious person -- l"n'~,'7~ " "" vernment licensina test- one 
• "- --'-~-* ^ - ~" . . . .  '"~"mk ~od for the RCMP" , . - - - - . -o  the Go ___.. . . ~UM IIIJ~iL ~V~|A Da,y ,  J L J I~  ~ l "  v " • . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  l learns that RED means top as m STOP sq~n. 
- -  ma~ you are m t;anaua nn noc m me u ~ or I ~ d~a nat m,~dn ~law ' " . . . . . . . . .  • " . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  down and G~ve her  
mexico-places uxe  mat  |~  , -~  .' . hell. The test is supposed to show up any 
Over the weekend, m Terrace, police were tW "• tn nnr " . ....,  ^ . , ,  . . . .  , .. ,,.~;o,. ,.~ ..~,, ~ ,~...., eaknesses such as the ability ._r~k..w~. thout 
. . . .  knseking down the s n pest an 8 mung 
used to deenbe anything from a fISt-fight to a ~oe~ lmlo 1 lady ~o~ttle old man-Ed ) half to • a ~."  . . . .  od  ~.  . 
small rmt. Anyone or any group can cause not to shoot . death. We are tOM to respect signs ( 
disturbance from. a single drunk to a bunch of [i~h°les m" them) and we rare questioned about 
high school kids at a school dance. Apparently ,.~,,~, o*Iouen,~ ~11 of which we oromntlv 
• rf rm ut his . . . . .  e, .--., ---, . . . . . .  will. e m the p e o,, ~nceof  _carrying .o br~et he moment we step outside the door of the 
ouues ot quelling me u~u- '  consmme was ,,;,,~-,:,,-,~o,~ Ivdldin~ 
obstructed or hampered by other persons in the test and we are r nt " ce was Okay we have passed the restau a where the disturban ...**v... v'm~o~'~ . . . . . . . .  wlm ourselves. We remember to 
located. In the course of events, apparently, a ~,~-~¢'~,~ , ,llino nut into the r ind The stun 
Ham ,~ ,  , , -v .~ r - - - -~  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  .- second constable, was also hampered., pered. -.e,"~'*" . . . . . .  ,m,,,,, .,.llow,,,~ ad we slow down and wait for 
can be anything from slowing down to outright • the green.We have to turn left so we wait until 
preventing. . . . . . . .  . .. the traffic has gone through before making the 
J~ecanse me above case will De nelore me . left turn. We signal all our moves. Sounds like a 
eoruts, we are not allowed, by law to discuss i t  or ~o;,.~ *~le doesn't i t  You and I know that i t  
comment on xt or any individuals revolved. To do d ,~n ' t  harmon that way at all Its a 'do~ eat db~' 
so would be to become liable under the law of o,,--'~,a,~ o~%~,,,,,.h , , , , 'u ,.,~," ,,.,, *,, ~,~,n ,,, m~ 
i ,  " , ,  . ! . . prejudice . sneed limit, there ]s Always someone behind you 
According to the RCHP, the maximum ~lued to yourtail. Normally Ipull over and let 
penalty for obstructing a police officer in the ~Is nerson inn hurry move on Haw manv of you 
performance of his duties istwo years, s~l-u~,~ ~--" " " " 
Enough said! * "-~e solution? Ope thing is for sure, the 'Do 
unto others...' routine doesn't work on the road, 
the cost of developing and 
eonstruet~ a breakwater at
MK Bay Marina in Kitimnt. 
It has bean brought o my 
attention, while continuing to 
follow tlda maker on your 
15elmlf, that the Department 
of Public Works has now 
presented two concepts to 
the ReWonal District for 
eo .nslderatlon a d approval, I 
mderstand that questloas 
have been raised by the 
Regional District and I 
alncerdy hope that hese can 
be effeetivaly and 
satisfactorily dealt witl~ 
during your April 1st 
meeting inTerrace with the 
officials of the Small Craft 
Harbors Branch. 
I would like to point out, 
that subject to the RqWonal 
'District's approval of either 
concept "A"" or "B', the 
Federal Government has 
Indicated that it is willing to 
~ ~ t ' - - - I  ~ ~  because you will probably end up wearing the 
[sign post, not the one ,you were doing it Unto. 
[.Connuon sense is the only rule. If a driver is tail- 
| gating, pull over and let him pass, and so on. 
[ For El Slusho who has just consumed twelve 
|beer and figures he is sober enought to drive, I 
| propose a Pink Elephant kit. Works on the fumes 
J from the alcohol. The moment he puts the key in 
J the ignition, out jumps a large pink elephant and 
[ sits on his head until he is sober. Alternatively a 
J steer i~ wheel that dissolves from alcohol 
[ When I find I am going fa~ter t l~  the speed 
[limit, I deter myself by  pointing out that I have,, 
• [in may control, a weapon capable of ki]llng. 
[someone and at any one moment whilst 
|travelling down the road, a child may run out inl 
[front of my car and that child may be mine. (Ed.- 
[You sure must have had one Helluva weekend, 
~e~)  When did tbey'say they'd l~ve y°ur e~'  
, I sincerely hope that the u. 
coming meeting will be 
suceesaful so the proposal 
can be given the priority it 
rightfully has, and a final 
decision rendered "for the 
shouldn't be taken seriously. 
: He wns ',jnst talking for h~ audience," they 
.said:.~"m .crei.y~:sayinglthe l"J~g~f ~!Y*~u~f~.  
m warm the nearts of,me ota moneyctdwd id~fli~ 
old money city of  old money Western Ontario.[ 
But then Monique Begin, minister of Health[ 
and Welfare suddenly blurted it out in the[ 
Commons that there was talk in Cabinet of] 
taking restraint out of the hides of the old age[ 
pensioners and families with the baby bonus.[ 
This was "officially" denied. / 
But still, Miss Begin had said it, and in ~e face 
of official denials went on to say how difficall 
she was finding it ~ stand up to the pressure in 
Cabinet o cut the pension and family allowanc~ 
bill. 
There were other murmurings on both th~ 
Liberal front and beck benches, but nothin~ 
more was officially said. and there for weeks th~ 
issue has hung in .uncertaintly. 
Now Prime Minister Trudeau has said it. 
It came in his remarks to the provineial 
~ emiers at the re~nt  conference when all even governments were mulling over govern- 
meat spending being so wildly out of control. 
They said all the right and expected things. 
Like government spending must be cut. 
Taxation. should be reduced to leave con- 
sumers with more of their own money. 
- Over-regulation bybureaucratic bullies had tc 
be stopped. 
consider thinmatterat  cost And. that public service salaries, long out ofl 
of  approximatdy ~00,000 line, no longer must be allowed to lead the] 
providing the d.e.velop.erq national pay parade, but made comparable with[ 
apenu an equm oouur v~,no remuneration'in business and industry. [ 
for on-,ore facilities. ' tuff.*A[l- good sound ',motherhood" stuff. But old| 
3 Everybody has been hearing it for years, in[ I 
fact it's stock phraseology for almost any self- 
respecting budget, federal or provincial. 
benefit of Kltlmat-Terrace To it v}ns a l l  yesh-yeah, we've-heard-it-all- 
area. I will continue my before stuff, and pretty much of a big yawn. 
efforts on your behalf at this Then up spoke Trudeau. 
level, and trtmt you will not He mused -- making no hard commitments, 
heetltste to advise me of any 
further developments which threats or promises - -  that perhaps-some 
may occur, universal programs could be changed. 
With best p~sonal Universal programs, as Ottawa calls the, are, 
reprds, I remain in case you were wondering, those federal plar~ 
under which funds are made directly by Ottawa Yours very truly; 
Ions Campngnolo, M.P,, to indlviduals~ 
. As in family allowances and the old Age 
pension. '~ 
NO HOMES FOUND AndTrudeau wondered whether some of them 
REGINA (CP)  - -  The should, in fact, be universal at all . . . . .  
Regina Humane Society 
desh~yedS,07Scatssnddogs Instead, they should be paid only to persons 
that wore put In ite care whose income is below a pre-determinod'ai~d 
during 197Y, compared with arbitrarily set level. . . 
866 destroyed in 1976. Peter The implications are enormous. 
East, society board presi- [ Suppose, as first step, Ottawa were to limit 
dent,usald the animals were 
put down because homes | fami ly  nllowance payments o those mothers er 
could not be found for them. | fathers with incomes below, for example, 
COMPETE IN CEN. |$10,000. ' 
TENNIAL : " [ It would mean that families with incomes over TORONTO (CP) -- As this 
year Is the ;00th anniversary [$10,000 would lose what amounts to a sort of tax 
of the Canadian .National |refund threugh lossof the allowance. Or, putting 
Eahibltlonb sovoral special pt another way; it would m~an a tax increase for 
classes h~ve been added to [them./ 
the handcraft ~ list. In | For the government it would bring a cut in the addition; prize fnonles have 
been increased innearly all |cost of  family allowances and in total federM 
e lan•  [spending. . : 
The following list i, th,~ 
most recent avallaMe. 5"or~ 
-Canada Manpower ~canaua 
Employment and Im- 
migration Services) in 
Terrace. Unless stated 
otherwise these job op- 
portunities exist wtthir 
Terrace township. Ap- 
plicants should apply in 
person to Canada Em- 
ployment Centre, 4630 
Lazelle Ave, Phone 635-7134. 
The Terrace Herald will 
appreciate hearing from any 
persons obtaining Jobs 
thron~ seeing tlus notice. 
C.R. Z (TIMEKEEPER) 
-- 1 vacancy. Mm.00 per 
month plus• Must have 
payroll experimce and know 
how to tonon operate a 
calculator• 
, CUSTOMER SERVICE 
REPRESENTATIVE, I 
openlng, ;~5...~475o.0o per
month. Depenmng on .ex- 
perience. ~ to taJm 
loan applicants and to folloW 
through on collections and 
arrears as required. 
bL41NTENANCE 
SUPERVISOR. I opening, 
~0,9O0 per year depending 
on experience, Must have 
extensive experience n 
perso..,~l supevlmn, w~k 
planning, building mam- 
tonanca, grounds keeping. 
KEYPUNCH 
OPERATOR. I opening. 
189e.00per month. Must have 
Keypunch experience. 
8ENI0RAR- 
CHITECTURAL DRAFT- 
SIMIAN. I vacancy, I~0.00- 
$1,500.9O per month, Must be 
experienced, anqiating in 
producing architectural 
drawinp, 'amieting 
In writlng In general office 
work. 
COOKS. Various openings. 
~.35 per hour and up. 
Speciality cooking. 
REGISTERED NURSE• 2 
opmlnp• ;7.9O per hour• 
Registered in medical, 
surgical . f i t  work 8-4, 4-12, 
ELECTRICIAN. I.W.A. 
rate. Must be certified. 
AUTO MECHANICS. 
Various openings, ;9,00 per 
hour up to ~.80 depmding on 
,~,, , i ,~. M~ ~ Journey ,~ ,~V'T :~T~. , . ,  y~r~ ,~:  , ,~ .  
WAITER WAITRE&SES. 
various openinp with 
varying wages, Should have 
experience, Serving of 
liquor. 
CONSTRUCTION 
FOREMAN. I Opening, MI,00 
per hour," In Stewart. 
Building grade, main- 
twa~e mechanics. 
3-Pad F ue 
For a Pipeline 
Ottawa and 
Wasbb~tca charge ahead 
th preparations for the 
natural gas pipeline from the 
Arctic Ocean to the mid- 
western United States, 
Journalist.broadcaster J .n  
David Hamilton oticed that 
nobody was paying much 
attmtinn to the reactions of 
the people who live in 
Alaska, the Yukon and the 
North West Territories. So 
ha went to Anchorage, 
Whitehurse, lnuvik and 
Yellowknifc and asked: Do 
you really want a pipeline? 
He got some surp~g,  
answers on both sides of the 
question, and material for a 
fascinating docummtary. 
Three part F~ue For a 
Pipeline will ~ heard on 
CBC-AM Radios Between 
Ourselves . on Saturday, 
April 1. It will also introduce 
a new broadcast time for the 
series, which, from April 1, 
will be heard from 6:15 to 
7:00 p,m. (7:16-8:00 ast, 3:~- 
3:20rot). Production: Doug 
MacDonald in Toronto. 
John David Hamilton 
found that in Alaska, where 
they already have an  oil 
pipeline and will get a gas 
pil~line (perhaps sevorai of 
then), the .native peoples 
are relatively happy, and the 
others relatively critical, 
In the Yukon, where they're 
8oing to get a pipeline 
whether or not they want it, 
Yuk0ners are antagonistic, 
confused, auspicious, and far 
less esthuslastic thin you 
m~ht expect. 
But along the Mackenzie 
basis of the North West 
Territories, where they Just 
missed getting a pipeline, a 
goo d many people told 
Hamilton that they regrot 
the loss. He found that, pro 
or con, Arctic people have 
vi~oreus opinions about he 
whole idea of progress, 
Hydro workers back on job 
• . • . 
BRITIE? Columlda Hydro cent in favorer the executive should be made the sea- Brotherhood of Eiectriud 
t rans i t  maintenance ~ recommoodeUon. pegoat for this kind of E~ineers and the transit 
workers, reprusestedbytbe i Ashtensaldallbesdrivers thing," Flemin~ said. wnrksrsnewwilico.ordfaate 
~a l l~ted  Tranflt Up- their actions in a more con- 
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RCMP acts show breakdown 
in moral standards 
to•' returned to w~k early y, pavin~ the way for re- 
sumpt/m of normal public 
transit re'vies ~n the Van. 
couve~ area and Victoria. 
, 'JL~ne S,~-memb~ ATU 
voted at seatings hera and 
in Victctfa Sunday to accept '
a unko executive recom- 
mmdatim to md Its six,fay 
walkout stud rcturn to work. 
It was not known how 
mmy of the ~ work,s 
atUndad the mesthW,, but 
ATU spokesman A! A~toa 
a id the vote was ~,3 per 
would return to work for the 
start of their regular shifts 
this merning. 
In Victoria, union 
spokesman Mike Fleming 
said the vote reflected 
concern for the effect the 
mike 'was having ca the 
public aS well as recognition 
that the government had 
shown little interest in 
forcing ~ sattlem~t. 
"T~e cab/not seemed to be 
a Uttle reluctant to come 
down with 8 th~rd~ 
the form of 
therinqereue,~s, s  s commksiener and no way the public 
PROVIDE SERVICE 
"This "was our mshl con- 
can--to get back a~d give 
them some servcce and 
hopefully we can get beck to 
the table and get. this mess 
stral~tene~ out." 
At issue in the dispute, is 
the union's desire to 
retebu~.ontrol of scheduling 
andits demand for a shorter 
work week. 
Fred Trotter, business 
~ent for the Office and 
Techelcal Employees Uuloo, 
8aid the OTEU, local 213 of 
the Internationel 
Socred convention site 
brings eeting to a boil m 
• WINNIPEG (CP) -- The unda'teken this week. also declared he wants to be 
Social Credit Party wound DELEGATE8 WORRIED leader. Caouette, son ~f 
up a stormy policy meat~ The party originally had former party, l~.der Itml. 
en the weskmd in a turmoil scheduled its national lead- caouette, sara ne womo 
over its plans to  hold a ershipmcotlngforhereJune .dacl.are his leqd.er~Ip..in- 
national leadership con-3.4 but delegates were tenuons after me penny 
vmtinn here May O. worried that the party could meeting. 
Some Quebec dciqpttm, be cat~t  short by a federal The meeting voted Sunday 
dalndql that their provines dectim call. . . morn/ug that Its finalseesinn 
accounts for 85 i~" cat  of During the last few hours oa strnte~y should be closed 
the party's membership, of the meeting, there was a to the news media, mat 
refused to accept the I/d to pick a new leader Quebec dale~ste~..~cindis~ 
mest~n~'a decision en the immediately, but that some of the party s MPs~- 
convention site. The ~eat ion  was tabled. A argued that the sassmn 
Quebecen said they want to proposal to name Lorne Ree- ~muld be open. 
orsmdN a parallel nowski, a University of 
leadership meeting. Manitoba professor of 
'r~e issue, whlch had been EN0ISh literature, as in- 
s lmme~ from the start of terimleader also fizzled out. 
the policy cenventhn, wen 
stirred over in a five-hour 
atrntqy meetin8 behind 
dosed doom Saturday nJsht, 
and came to a bun ~nday 
afternoon in a somewhat- 
chaotic two-boor debete~ 
Rene Matte, one of the 
party's nine MPs, all of 
whom are from quebec, said 
later he plans to propose that 
the quebec branch mlpmize 
its own leadership con- 
The same convention gave 
a rouain8 reception Saturday 
toPhUlp Gqlardi, a 65-yexr- 
old former British Columbia 
l~hways minister, and sect 
of the delegates urged him to 
become leader. 
• Gaslardi was absent 
Sunday, and ~ome of the 
delegates who had becked 
him called-for Reznowski, 
who is fluent in Frmch ant~ 
• £ql]~a, to be ~pointed in, 
ve~tlnn terim leader. 
Matte, MP for Champlain, Rusnowaki, 49, who said h@ 
told the 100-odd ciegatoo-- has be~ a Sodal Credited. 
moz of whom were f~om the since the age of 12, deelaredi 
West-- that it would ~o hlmsel/ a leadership can, 
against all principles -of' didate Sunday afternoon and 
fairness to have the delivered a rousing addreu, 
leadership convention in praising the party' |  
Winnipeg. monetary policies and giving 
Gilles Caouette, Social a ringing condemnatio~ of
certed effort+ llIegalacts by the RCMP 8re since the Second World War. U~,,~! States or in Canada. ~ of c/vilisns dorl~ the 
He said the three unless symptomatic ors worldwide lllepl activities by the st m part at me desra~at~u war. 
t~aeyJOint talks set up for breakdown in moral stan~ RCMParesymptomsof"the of the sense of morai 
• . darde,saysSnenMacBfldo, breakdown of the rule of law respo~ibflity of those in MacBr/de was awardan 
The 3,e00.member OTEU Insident end fomdor of m the part of law en. anthorltity." theNoholPeacePrisein1974 
and the EBEW, which Amnesty International, fo rcement  agenc ies  This decline in moral for efforts to prnmote hun~n 
MacBride, 78, a former MacBride said. standards, he as/d, dates rights andlsalso awlaner of rel~resmts 600 gas workers 
at Hydro, opposed the strike Irish external affairs "Whether this happens in ~om the murder of six the Lenin Prize for Peace 
action taken by the tramdt minister, was in Montreal the Soviet Union, in the miliim Jews and the born- Among Nst~m. 
workers, but did not cross durlns the weekend to attend 
theplckst lines, a seminer on re fug.s  ! New Business's %0 mike caused some sponsorednby the Quebec 
city department storm to lay gsvmmcot. 
offpart.4/meataffbecausoof He said there has been a 
slowbusinass, bet in general "definite but gradual" 
,he did .ot creese in sten ard, a Not  l i s ted  in our  . .  
any major inconveniences, public and private morality 
B.C.  Te l  D i rec tory .  
]~ ' t~ Y O ~  ~ W  RORA ANIMAL HOSPITAL-6"-2040 
SPRING JliOI(ET We're  - ' ° '  "°°* ,,o,.,,.,,,o i • TERRACE OIL  BURNER SERVICES -,635.4227 
n  umda;, Uar.h t s te  ,..,, ,o.,,u,.,..,., 
W AND 
ALL-WEST GLASS-  638.1166 
Ev's uill bul Easter Breakfast Free- for ONn mo.t..u.esy of THe 
DALLY HERALD 
on Saturday belmen n,m, If you wish your Business 
Phone listed for your customers P ]~Lse  C£d]  6 3 5 - ~  
and 11:00 a.m. 
, f . . . . . .  I 
he agreed wlth"M~/ttb, i 
Caouatte said later he also 
does not accept the moot- 
laB's deofsion. 
Coouette said he doee not 
favor the idea of holding a 
parallel convention, but 
added that serious 
discussinn of theiesue will be 
an immediate ndorsement 
as interim leader was tshle~ 
in favor of a later con- 
vention. 
Martin Hattersley, an 
Edmonton lawyer who has 
been party president, ha~ 
Tenants  .in nat'] 
park complain 
, rerAWS'  (cP) - 
rmis canlote leaned in Banff 
Natimel~iPurk should be 
baaed 0n ~'perce,~tege of fair 
market ~]ue, the Federal 
COurt hes ruled. 
}dr. Justice Neff Primrose, 
in,a judgment on four rent 
complaints brought by 
tenants, set the commerdal 
rate at I0 per cent and the 
residential rate at eight, n 
He said tenents in the ha- 
tlonel park have not been 
prepared to accept he fact 
at they are paying nominal 
rents for valuabls lassO. 
The federal government 
owns all landnin national 
parks and rents lots in * 
townaftco f r businesses and 
homes. 
The rates based ou fair 
market, value, are sub- 
stuntially higher than what 
Parks Canada has bean 
ch~pn~.n 
Cascade Inn Ltd., for in- 
• stance, has be~ paying 
$I,440 a ysarnr~t said the 
court. Under the fair market 
value rate, the rent would be 
M,800. 
one residential lot lessee, 
Tolar G. Burks, has been 
paying $I~0 a year. The new 
rate would be L512. 
Justice Primrose said the 
court was required to make a 
Tuling, but that Parks 
Canada is free to negotiate 
terms end wiees on the 
teases. 
Generally, the ruling gives 
Parks Canada aommunition 
for its fight with national 
parks residents ov~ lease 
rates, 
-For the last few yexrs, 
Parks Canada has been 
trying to drive up lease 
rates, which were nominal-- 
as low as a few dollars a year 
in some cases. 
Its argument hen beoo that 
residents and business 
people should he taking over 
administration of towneltes 
such as Banff and Jasper. 
That would require the 
people to finance the ad- 
ministration with money 
from lessee. 
Some residents balked and 
went o the Federal Court to 
set the rates. 
, ' . : . : : ; : , : :~  
...... ~s ~/~ ~==~ 
' ~ " M . ~.... @ 
• . . . . .  . . .  . . 
Briefs 
WilO BLEW OUT CAN- meals. HOME EC HERE 
DIES.. 
CAI.~ARY (CP) --  Amoco 
Canada Ltd. celebrated its 
a0th b/rthday Feb. a with a 
ZS0-paund cake that fed 1,600 
IMUSOm. The oil-com.pa~y 
cake ~ ~wen prepares y 
• 'Calgary Inn chef 'Fred 
Zinunern~n and took 45 
man-hour'5 and 600 eggs to 
m~ake. 
LONGMARRIAGE 
SOUGHT 
TO STAY 
SASKATOON (CP) -- 
Uulversity ofaSaskatchewan 
mllege of home conomics I
celebrating its 50th an- 
ulva~ary this year. It was 
established in 19~8 as the 
school of household scimco, 
became a college in 1942 and 
changed its name to home 
economics in  1953. An 
alumnae homecoming is 
scheduled for May 19 to 20. 
OTTAWA (CP) -- Festival DRAWS 15 MU, bsON~'e~ 
of Spring organizers are PALM SPRINGS, Calif. 
searching-theOttewar~lan (AIP) -- The National 
for'the couple who have men ..~Football League said' 
mmwied the Iongest..When : Tuesday that 1977 regular~ 
found, the pair will be asasonattendancesurpsasoa 
honored duringthe city's 11 milllonand pre-season, 
annual'tulip festival, May 14 regular;sasses and post- 
'to n,  wlth a second hooey- esasoanattendance exceeded 
moon, 81fts and gourmet 15 million, ~ 
:i 
] 
i ¸ 
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O.OI3  EASTER PARADE OF VALUES 
MARH 
22-26 
DRYGOODS DEPARTMENT 
Ladies 
BLOUSCS 
Misses and Junior 
DRESSES 
by TANNI 
Acetate Prints in Sm., Med., LI~. 
Reg. Price 6.95 
Easter Special 
2,, 5.00 
All Boys 
SWEATERS L r- 
Sizes 8-18 
In a wide range of 
styles and colors. 
in a wide variety of styles 
and colors. Sizes 5-24% 
pfioed trom 
24.96,0 38.96 
Ladies 
PANTI-HOSE 
by PHANTOM 
Slim 'n trim, oontrol top, sheer le8, 
nude heel, reinforced toe, nylon and lyora 
$pandex. 1st Quality. 6anadian made. 
60~'FF  ~ 
Reg. Price 2.00 pair 
Easter Special .99 Pair 
All Mons 
PYJAMAS 
In a good assortment 
of colors and sizes 
Faster SpeOisl 
11i 
V OFF Reg. Price 
NEW BY "BABY TIME" 
3 Styles of walkers 
The rocker cuddle seat 
Foam filled nursery pads for 
most play pens .... 
High chairs 
Full bumper pad s for orbs 
PLUS MANY OTHER ITEMS FORI 
i YOUR ,.BABY IN= HRBABY~SEI)TION 
BUILDING SUPPL IES  FEED AND GARDEN 
Aluminum Rain Gutter 
White or Brown 
Enamel Finish 4.49 
Per 10 Foot Length 
I 
i 
i Bevel Suburban 
I Rough Sawn Grade 
I Ideal for your 
J Cottage or Garage 
Coven approx. 700 eq. ft. 
¾x80edar Siding CENTRE 
169. I Spring is .just around the corner, 
Per, m,  come in and have a look at our 
4x8-6/16 Plywood 
'°"" 4.9.9 
Ohain Link fencing 
Green Vinyl Oovered 
• 36"x60 '  - 25.95 per roll 
42,~w - m.m w rote 
_*'_w.-._~_. ,_-_ _-,- 
1X8 ReliSh Oodar 
Greenhouse Poly ] full selection o f -  
IW, 12' & 16' Wide 
• Spring Bulbs - Flower Seeds Ideal to cover , , . 
your gree~honeo Vegetable Seeds -Minature Roses 
t ,  , "  " 
60 Lb. Roll Roofing Fertilizers - Peat Moss 
, oov.. Q,  9Ci  Lime and Garden Tools 
lOOoq, ft. Vi i  rminV ,There is still a good s.eleetion 
12](12 White Oeiling Tile of  baby chicks- meat blrds or  
Ideal f0r fencing g 21 I "''n wh'l °0 ''""'"16. 99 I layered availablea.d ~w  ~ave all the~ oorreet 
For Lineal Foot 1 ~' Per Otn. ' fee  . ' *' 
 THE 100% OANADIAN ALTERNATIVE* PHONE 635.6347 4617 GREIG 
Mml.-Thurs. ¸ 
9:00a.m.4:OOp.m. 
Friday 
9:00a.m..9:OOp.m. •
Saturday. 
9tO~a.m.4:OOp.m. 
J ' I 
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CO-OP  EASTER PARADE OF VALUES 
iMROH 
33-36 
MEAT GROCERY 
TURKEY'°"""""' _~ | - to  13 aml l l l - to  33 v~endd ~r~p;  Fromm. ,o.,,97 
HAN ' '  = "" o, ,..., 1 ,39 s-l ink portion is readl-to4at,  
Side Baoo ,_.,,~.,,s,,.. rindles,. 1 76 n, pound vacuum ~ealedpacliaoes., Each m 
Round Steaks Cutfrom Canada GradeA Beef. 1 79 
Boneless top. . . . . .  Pound. II 
Rump or  Round Steak Roast 
Cat from Cam. Grade A Beef. Boneless. Pound 1,69 
Smoked Pionios MaploLeaf. W lholeorshank 
portions are ready-to-eat. Pound 
I I I I 
.99 
' FROZEN FOOD 
leo Oroam 239 Fiesta. 4 Iitre pails, Each 
Margarine B_!ue Bonnet. 3 lb.  (!.3~kg) packages. ,.., 1,99 
Pumpk in  =., =..,. Fancy. 14 ft. oz. (~PSml)tins 2.,.65 
Tomato Juioo >ca.op. Canada Fancy, 48 fl, oz, (1,34 Iitre) tins, 
/ 
,,,.36 
Pineapple 
Poaohos 
Four Star.• Crushed, sliced or 
chunk. 14 fl. oz. (398ml) tins 
~t~a Caada Choi~i" ~ !.'~',--. 
Light syrup. Sliced or halves. 14 fl. oz. 1398mi1 tins. 
2. r ,93  
2.,,9~ 
Fruit Oooktaii =- ="'" =o,,,.. Light syrup. 14 fL oz. (398ml) tins 2.,,97 
• ~ 
Earth Born Shampoo~ ""edv''°~'"' 1 ,SOmi bottleS.. Each . 'GO 
A.S.A. Tablets =.,~ Baffles of  100, ,,,. ,36 
Pus  98 Topping Nix 66 • Co-up, Canada Fancy, 2 Ib, (907g) poly bags, Each i Co-up Dessert, Whip, 4 oz . ( l13g)  boxes, Each Hi 
- ' -  ! 
eAKEDOO.-- L¥ 
~,~, ,~ 
In Our Instoro Bakery All You Need 
To Oomploto Your Easter Dinner, 
FRESH BAKED ORUSTY BUNS 
FRESH BAKED DINNER ROLLS 
A Full Assortment of Easter Goodies 
AF_ 
Oookios "a"';;,.,.= ,.,0 , , - ,  . , ,  =,"'so'-"*va"i~'ti " i " •' .... " . . . . . .  14 oz. (397g) to 16 oz, (454g) packages, i,~ Each 
Ham,..., Poarshaped. tVdh.(dOOO)flns. : • 
3. r .98  
I 
.89 
,.., 3,16 
. . : . .  
Ohooso Oako Filling =:,~::;~ ,,,,1,17 
Spicey Hot X Buns I .=6k . ,h .m Ti,~,h,,a ~-,. ,  ,,,. w,,;...= ,..o,,, O0  
g/g l l l lVV lU i  l l g g l i g  colors, p~ago-s  0f 4-rolls. Each nmq~ ~ 
~0'  Assortec:l Easter.uookies .-. ... . . . .  . .., .,.,. , , . ,  ,,~, . .. ~~.~ 
• P R O D U C E  ..... ~ ~ Decorated. Bunnies, BasketS,, :; ~" i . . .  " .  
= and Cakes : / i i:~ ~,~ 
Easter. Bread (stOIlen) '~ ~i:"i:~:iJi/*i i ~ Radishes o.,uorn',.. 2 "-h.'m4!6 
and NI c)ur Regular lines of Breads, 
Buns, Cakes etc. 
,~ '  , j 
Green Onion.°,'°'" 2 .., bashes .46 
.~-.~ . , ,  , 
Yams • ' 0alHomla jvmbee,~ Pound .49 
PLAOE YOUR ORDERS EARLY- 
TO AVOID DISAPPOINTMENT 
Phone 636-6347 -Iooal 29 
0r636.6744 I Ap I ,46 
YOUR O0.OP iNSTORE BAKERY p es ,n.,.,.,. , .  ' ; -  iloldon and Rod go!lolou. Pound ' 
Mop,.Thurs. 
. ,  . ' 1~tOOa,m,-t:O#p.m 
• ,. . . . .  Friday 
hlurdly,,~ YOUR FAMILY SHOPPING OENTRE 
B: 
I 
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Trudeau "ill-advised", 
say Greenpeace organizers 
By BD WAL'rER8 
ST. ANTHONY, Nfld. (CP( 
-- The seal hunt wan settling, 
into its normal routine today 
as membere of the Grean- 
peace Fomdatlon continued 
waiting in St. Anthony while 
attempting toobtain permits 
for further viers to the ice. 
Greonpeace sent a 
telegram Sunday to Prime 
Minister Pierre Trudeau 
saying he was "donserounly 
ill:ad~u~d" about the hunt 
and ~ him to mine to 
Newfomdlmd to obe~ve it 
first hand. 
Meanwhile, men aboard 
the six Canadian and four 
Norwef~ ~1~ worked in 
dear weather and heavy ice 
throushout much ofnthe 
weekmd, hardly aware that 
Patrick Moore ha(t 
ordered to al3)ear in enurt a t  
Happy Valley, Nfld., April 25 
on charges of interfering 
with the hunt. 
Moore was arr~ted 
Saturday on the ice about 190 
nautical miles north of St. 
Anthony when he aat on a 
seal pup in an attempt o 
protect it from htmters.n 
Flown to Cartmd~ ono- 
the Labrador coast by 
RCMP helicopter after being 
arrested by F/she~len Officer 
All Ollerhead, Moore was 
iuued with an order to ap- 
pear in enurt on the charge, 
which carries a maximum 
Fenalty of a t5,000 fine or 12 
months in Jail or both. 
Moore and fellow 
Grempeaee members Bob 
~ : ~ : : : : : :  
BRIEFS 
SHOW FRENCH BOOKS 
TORONTO (CP) -- The 
Salon du Livre was 
orpnized by the Canadian 
Association for Freneh- 
Im~pmge Education and is a 
display of more than 4,000 
t i t les f rom ~uehoe 
publinhers that will travel to 
eight maj(r cities across the 
country. More than 300 
guests, mostly from the 
francophone community, at- 
tended opmin~ ceremonies 
in Toronto. 
Taunt, Steve Bower- intend to approach ,within Local fisheries offlclela 
mmmmM Rex Wdler ol),- half a nautical n~eot  an • had ei~,~ re~ed to hmue 
~:per~l ta  Friday ~rom area in which a seal hunt is Fermitson the grounds that 
fisheries offieais which being conducted require Greenpeace had already 
allowed them to visit the permits, r ~ounced its intention of 
hunt. + Orempeace members had 
MADE PBONI~ CALLS attempted all last week to 
Their, lawyer, Peter obtain permits that would 
B allem of Vaneouver,nwas allow a second visit tot he 
a permit at Cart- hunt. On March 13, Mcore, 
wrliht Saturday morning, Amerkan actress Pamda 
appar~tly as a result of a Sue Martin and two United 
serlesofovernlsht telephone States conSressmm spent a 
calls he made to the office of day on the ice. 
Yrlme Minister Trudaau and Len Cowley, regional 
other Ottawa Officials. dlreetorgoneral forfcsherlee 
Und~ new federal reSu- in Newfoun~and, ordered 
latlons, all persons who that four permits be issued. 
trying to stop the hunt. 
• During the course of 
otlationf to obtain l~r- 
ts Moore and Wdler at- 
tempted u sit-in at a ten- 
Forary fisheries office in a 
St. Anthony motel. They 
were arrested and charged 
"with ~un~u~ a dlaturbanm 
by lolterln8 in a public place 
with a court apearanee 
ordered at Woody Point, 
NOd.. April 12. 
o. , 
TERMINAL 
(636-3680) ' 
Paroel. Piokup i Deliver/, 
i l  I I  I I I  i l l  ! 1 1 1 1  i I I l l  
LiSM Pack.as l Parcels SUO 
Ohairs- Reoliners - End Tables - 
Su i tes  (Katohen & Uvi~ Room). ~9.00  
Beds & Box Spdnp 
,0 MASTER BEDROOM DRESSERS OR OHESTS 
NO FRi6's, STOVES' WASHER OR DRYERS 
District oiTe~ace Only 
BUSINESS DIREt)TORY 
i lmmm ~ | 
me and try our excellent 
elections of 
mported meats, 
cheeses and " 
delicacies. 
Nodhland Dell , 
4623 Lakelse Phone 635-283~ 
, /  
/ 
t 
I 
l//Vi( / 
t ¸  
60RDOM 
and 
ANDERSON 
T'.V. GUID 'E  
All l istings subject o change without notice. 
llillllillllllliililllilllilillllllillllllililllallillllii 
Tuesday. Mare5 21 0 p.m. to midnight 
i~E BUY AND SELL  
SED BOOKS. 
Sate l l i te  V iny l  
Custom Furniture- AutQ & Marine Upholstery. Vinyl 
Repair - Van Conversion Accessories - R.V. Supplies - 
Boattoppiog & Hardware Vinyl Car Tops - 
Headliners -Tonneao Covers - Auto Carpet. V.W. Seats 
• recovered In orlg[nel color and material, front & back 
S225- Upholstery Febrlcs~ Vinyl & leather- Complete 
~t ~'"" 3 +c,,, 4 ,c,+ 9 ~c,s (PSS) (CTV) (NBC) (CBr.) 
:oo The Newlywed FIIntatones Star Trek Mister 
Game FIIntstones Star Trek Rogers 
News .Mary Tyler The Gong Electric 
• News Moore Show Company __ 
. i  
• News Hourglass News Zoom 
i~ News Hourglass Hour Zemm 
"30  News Hourglass News uver 
145 News Hourglass " Hour . Easy 
Seattle The Muppets Stars on Ice MacNell on 
115 Tonight* The Muppets 5tar on Ice Lehrer 
.30 Happy Birthday Skeena Search and Nlne's 
':45 Bach Journal Rescue Journal 
8 i~  Americans Happy Oays Chuck Barrls J. Mlchener's 
Americans Happy Days Show Weird 
Big Event RoBe Simard Chuck Barrls J. Mlchener's 
145 "Misty" show show World 
I q i~  Cant Rene Slmard Funny Boley, Oklahoma 
+ Cent show Farm Boley, Oklahoma 
Cant The Fifth Soap Monty 
[. V 145 Cant • Estate Soap Python 
i l / I  ~ Cent The Fifth Lou Grant The Prisoner 
Cent Estate Show 'The Girl who was 
I £  u :~ Cent Barney Lou Grant Death' 
• Cant Miller Show Cant 
111~ " -  + . . . , . ,  CTV News Dick Cavett 
News The National CTV News Show 
Show 90 Minutes News Hour Final ..Book Beat .119+, ,+, ov. +. . . ,e+ow l,,,o+f show 90 Minutes "This ,Happy 
Tonlght Uve Breed" 
| i ~- -  : Sh~w 90 Minutes Cant 
j ,  . . 
10 asm, to S p,m, 9 K,.o : ........ , ICES) W~lm~y, MJiroh 33 . . . . . . . . . . .  
1 
- -  - -  +~ W~el  oT Western Jean C~rlnem 
LU Fortune Schools Show Company :30 Knockout Mr. Dressup Oeflnltlon Bread and Definition Bufferflles :45 Knockout . Mr. Dressu • . _ ._. . .  
Sesame Kareen's Cover to 
11"~ ,o,., i the Least Street Yoga Cover 
- -  - -  .-- ~_ J L  !~ .  TheGong Cent It'sYour OcerEasy 
show . Cent Move Over Easy 
1 9:10~s Hollywood Bah McLean Noon Electric 
Squares show News Company 
£ i l l  :~ .  Household Bob/~cLean Movie Anlmals and Such 
Hints show Matinee Animals and+Such 
~ ~ uvim 
,ram1 i~  Our Lives Of Jeannle mandments" Tomorrow 
& :~.  Days of Hollywood Cent Cover to 
Our Lives Squares Cant Cover 2 +o,  +oh+ The Doctors Hope World for Music 
Anothe'r The Edge Another Stories of 
of Night World 
Making 
World Thirty Show Music 
Cont Adams Movie ,,Celebrity Cent 
~45 "John Goldfarb, Cooks Chronicles 
~ The MOgi~ ~ S e s e m ~  
4 13~ Home" LIe Show Street 
Cent Electric Star Trek Sesame 
:45 Cent + . .company Star Trek . .Street 
'92 B Old Lake lse Lake Road Corvette, supplies. 
. . . . . .  Antique Auto Restorat ion  rimllllilliimmlliimmmllll••••••mmn••mnillBMiMMBM,BMMMMMgimgMm~ 
,one 63~-3uua pR.hRo~: j ; ;  n~48Roa d : . : 
! EASTER EGG SPEi)IAL I • In s'"'" I • ' I " ' " . . . .  • Hales Cc~met lufflers Ltd. 27z Doz. Flat -$1.47 : 
and Mil lwork I I .,OG.e,um st I : 
' [ [ *Ter race , .C  ' " ~f~ Grade A (mad.) • "; c.,,o..,t... I I F.ONE.,9,1 I " 
Res'0.t~,snd ~..rcl., I I Exh.., S,,,s I ; .~ '~~ ; 
' ' • I I  , shocks I [] ~ ' - ~ ~  • , ' ' .~.,/  • 
S.0Kel. PhoneS..sass , , ,stomPipeaend,.g i ' ?V~'--~--r~-- " - - - -  ~ j 
, , ,  . ,  . . . ,  , . : 25MAROH 1978 . 
~~-<: :~ s ,A , , s~. , .o . , I  I ~ ~ I s a  _ * t : (SATURDAY 0 : 
i I l rouoseaup i ~ ~  ~ ~ • . < ' f  . Mnbunnuaneli-,iinnmilualinlnUananu|iniinn|nuiim||i|ulmu 
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Searching for 
super divers 
The deep end of the pool at 
Nepcen Sportsplex in Ottawa 
resembles a three ring 
circus - -  only. busier. It's 
five o'dech on a miserable 
Friday afternoon, the winter 
weather so unbearable that 
it should be investigated by 
AmnesW international. • 
In a corner by the pool, a 
gronp of very youn~ boys 
and girls sit attentively in a 
circle, absolibing a 'br ie f  
leetwe on how to dive. 
Bodies plummet endlessly 
from the various diving 
beards. At a trampoline, a
slip of a ~irl is be i~ hoisted 
in mid-air in a upottins rig. 
Sae lands awkwardly but Is 
quickly reho~ed with words 
of encouragement. 
The man operating the 
spottin8 rig is Don 
MeGavern, an American 
whirlwind recruited in 1973 
by the Canadian Ameatur 
Diving Association (CADA) 
to re.place Don, Webb, 
Canada's veteran Olympic 
diving coach, as a full time 
technical director in Ottawa. 
(Webb had been hired by the 
-O'Keefe Sports Foundation 
us a fuU time diving coach.) 
Although still 17,, St~t dives 
in the smior level, and in/~ 
'.year finished eighth in the 
country on platform at the 
Canadian Senior Nationals. 
His admiration for 
McGavern is u~abashed. 
"Don is an exceptional coach 
who always expects per- 
feetion, but he does it ina  
way that makes you want to 
achieve it. 
"It's not an unhealthy 
pressure," says Stutt, 
"because he always lets you 
know if you can win. He'll 
never say you can if knows 
you don't have It, so you 
know where you stand with 
him, you trust him." 
The prowam McGavern 
has developed at Nupenn is 
~lque. The students do dry. 
land and wat~ drills; work 
out in an exercise room; me 
the trampoline and spotting 
r~ to practise techniques, 
expocially for new dives; 
spend time diving and 
havin~ their dives criticized; 
and participate in research 
being conducted by the 
Uulverslty of Ottawa. The 
first phase testing being 
condected now It to find out 
MeGavern's teehnic~ what factors are the m~ 
respomil~ilities included the important in eesmelng top 
organi~.tion and develop ~__+vin~, P ...ro~i~ct. L , '  
ment of ~d e6~t~lii~ i e~. ,~11ie -sp6f.tdl ~ti~l, says. 
t!~.,~a~. Program..-::..+:~.~+.+~i:..McGavem;.~-'|s+ :.also +~a:
" ~ Icmne to Canadm; la l~r l t6ry.  AIid " th l  
an educational training syst- students, in a arose, are our 
for diving Coaches was 
nonexistent. Until the 
Canada Games structure 
bepn in 19e8 therewere few 
major facilities, limiting the 
need for  many diving 
coaches, although we always 
had good competitive divers 
st all levels of competition. 
When we finally started 
getting the facilities, a 
system for developing 
coaches was created, 
"Now we have a national 
skill program for 
~dnea plgn." • - 
"One of our biggest  
problems is that we don't 
Imowprecisely what we're 
leekin2for when wetrytofind 
the potential elite diver. 
What factor or factors count 
the most? Is it balance, for 
example? If so, then, ff we do 
our research and find a ten 
year old with balance 20 per 
cent grenter than. the 
national average, do we 
keow that we have a 
potential winner? That 
recreatlonaldlvera; alevel I person may .have knock 
and II traluln~ program in knees +and be a postular 
English and French for reject, but because of the 
'be~innk~' coaches; and a balance, he or she may have 
level HI will be rend.y soon." an inborn talent o be a ~eat 
With all this accomplished iver." 
by the and of the Montreal The problem, he says, is 
01ympics,.McGaveron was that up until now, perhaps 
hired by CADA to channel ..the coach . didn't .look pest 
his • bott0mlese energy .;the I~iy:'bnlld.,-."Whm,~one" 
towards two goals; establish sees a beauti ful  looking 
a sports chool for diving, in postural line, one might say 
the style of a resident club; 'that's what we're after'. 
and establ ish a coaches Perhapsthisis the reason we 
school, affiliated with a have more ~iri divers than 
university, with the intent boys in Canada~ Since the 
that the two" schools would 
interact, 
To date he's half way 
there.l~egotiations t  set up 
the coaches school have 
bo~ed awn because of red 
tape. But he says it's only a 
matter of time before that's 
oyurc0me and students from 
across Canada will be able to 
gain eredlts at the Univer- 
sity to learn to coach divin...g 
~ as part of a physical educauo 
or bttsiness de~ree program. 
= With grants from Sport 
Canada, his first objective, 
the sports chool, opened in 
June 1977, and was in fu)l 
Operation by the fall. 
Six days a week, 
McGavern and a couple of 
assistants work with about 50 
students, ranging in age 
~irla mature earl ier, they 
appear to be more graceful 
or have better haladce'at  
younger age. Whereas the 
boy might not fill out until 
he's 14 b~" which time the 
chances are he n~Kl~t have 
been cut." 
The only answer, 
McGavern says, is to do 
more+ research. Without he 
data, without knowh~ what 
factors to consider,, the 
wrong people may be getting 
eliminated from a divin4g 
program too early .in l i fe. 
So far, the sutdents have 
undergone ten tents, under 
the direction of Dr. Robert 
Kerr, head of the motor 
learning section of the 
department of kinan- 
thropology. " 
Norton takes title from Spinks 
Ken Norton's quest for the the papers will be served on Salaiman an~l the executive 
heavyweight ti leis over. He James E. Deskin. a WBC commit-tee is an illegitimate 
pinedWorld Boxing Council vice-president, who lives in and, arbitrary assertion of 
championshiprec~ition c  Lus Veps. power. 
Leon Spinks's lost weekend. Arum admitted Sptnks did ',I don't think the 
"Bein~ that I'm a fighter agree in a letter to the WBC Amerlcun public is going to 
and being that l 'm very that he would obey an edict accept the action of a 
competitive, I would have issued by the group last Mexican dictator," said 
liked to win in the ring," November that, should he Anim. 
Norton said in Los Angeles beat Muhammad All, which "It always leaves a bitter 
after the WBC announced it he did Feb. 15, he would taste in our mouth to 
was withdrawing title make his first defance dethrone a ehami~onT' said 
recognition from Spinks who against Norton. Salaimon. "But boxing as a 
still is recognized as 
champion by the World -But a memorandum sport should be governed by 
Boxin~ Association. prepared by counsel for laws and regulations over 
"But being that the Arum contends "... even if and above business in- 
terests." champion chose not to fight, we should construe Mr, 
me and being that he signed Splnks's letter as con- Under the edict agreed to 
alegaldocumenttoflghtand stituting an agreemcot tothe by both Spinks and Ali before 
violated it, I'll take it this edict it would be of no bin. their fight, Spinks had until 
way and get him later." din8 force. One cannot last Friday to agree to a 
The WBC exeeutlve legalize an unconstitutional Norton fight with a promoter 
committee declded Saturday act by agreeing to it." Of his choice. Failing that, 
Arum claims the action of purse offers would be ae- that Slzkks had m intention 
of oheyi-g an edict that he 
make his first defence - - i 
against the top-ranked 
Norton. Thus, it withdrew 
title .recognition. 
Spinks wan unavailable for 
comment on the WBC action, 
which ~mne one day after he 
was sued and one day before 
he was arrested. 
On Friday, a complaint 
was filed in court in 
Pblladsll~la to have Spinks 
and his wife evicted from 
their apartmeet there for not 
paying two months rent of 
t560. Early Sunday, he was 
arrested in his hometown of 
St. Lords for driving the 
wrung way on a one-way 
street and for driving 
without a linence. He wa9 
released on ~700 batl. 
Spinke alee will he in- 
volved in litigation con- 
c ~  his title loss. 
"We are ready to face any 
lawsuit because we have a 
• clean conscience," said Jose 
Sulainlun, WBC president, 
after anmmcin~ the.action 
at his home in Mexico City. 
"We acted honestly, in ]~od 
faith and in strict ac- 
cordance with the rules and 
rq~ulations." 
Bob Arum, president of 
T0p~.Rank, Zuc., said 
Saturday in Las Veps the 
WBC will be facing legal 
action from Top Rank and 
from. Spi~s. 
Top Rank, which has the 
r~hts to promote Splnks's 
next three fights, with an 
option of three more, will file 
suit ~ the 'WBC and 
Sulalmun in federal court in 
+Vman in .  a counle of 
eepted and opened April 7, 
with the highest bidder 
getting the fight'. 
Splnks has said publicly 
that his first de~ance would 
be against All. 
Norton was lmmediatley 
recognized as champion 
rather than the title being 
declared vacant Sulalman 
said, because the WBC had 
decided that the winner of a 
15-round bout between 
Norton and Jimmy Young 
would become champion ff 
then-chairman All should 
fail to defend against Norton. 
Norton won that fight in a 
split decision. 
"I promise to do the best I
can with it and fight all the 
top contenders right down 
the line," Norton said 
Sunday. 
Terrace chess dub host tourney 
Terrace Chess club and the 
Northern British Coltunbia 
Chess Association sponsored 
a chess.tournament in own 
last weekend. The tourney 
attracted players from 
Prince George, Telkwa, 
Kitimat, and also included a
host of Terrace l~ayers, 
Recently moving to 
Terrace from Victoria D. 
Scoomrs, a player rated at 
expert level, won the tour- 
usment with a total of 3106 
points. 
Tournament director Von 
~aral mentioned that the 
dub is growing fast. "From 
an initial group of 20 players 
last summer when the club 
became incorporated, the 
numbers have grown to well 
over one hundred." 
Entry fees of $10 covered 
the cost of the challenges, as 
well the monies were used 
fo+erratrophies and prizes. ce area slowed to it's 
seemingly most quiet 
moments during the two day 
affair while 18 players and 
approximately 30spectators 
pthered for the moves. 
Coming up in the near 
future of the Terrace Chess 
Club is a tournament in 
Prince George this coming " 
weekend. If chess players 
are interested they are 
encouraged to turn out and 
play. _. 
THEY'VE BEEN 
AROUNDn 
Cockroaches have been in 
existence since the Paleezoic 
era, or for more than 300 
million years. 
HAVE MANY SCENTS 
More than 8,000 species of 
flowers and herbs bloom 
across the mainland and- 
nislands of Greece9 
This is your ehanoe to save on.,. 
Furniture & Appliances 
OUR + NO INTEREST SALE 
Only 10 days left 
Li+entilles anyone with approved 
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Sen ior  0aHdian i " credit.to pay for"their purchase " 
ouders Share i 
lead 
Three rinks have a share 
ofnthe lend going into 
today's third round of the 
Canadian senior womm's 
eu~_~S. ,~,mplonship. 
Saskatanewan, Manitoba 
and Nova Scotia are tied for 
the lead with identical 2-0 
records. 
+ Betty Johnston's Regina 
rink bad the t0~hest time in 
the opening two rounds 
Sunday 'as Johnston was 
forced to use her last rock of 
the 10th esdnto edge Hadie 
Manley's Balmoral Curling 
Club rink of Edmonton 7-6. 
.++In Sunday's econd round 
• J0hest6n ~vas l~ingtwb In thi~ 
10th md before Newfoun- 
diand skip Vi Pike missed a 
clear draw on her renal shot 
to 81ve Saskatchewan  slim 
7-5 victory. 
McKanzi~ scored four in the 
fifth und and went on to post 
a 9-S win over Ontario and 
later edged Lillian l~ac- 
Donald's New Brunswick 
rink 8-5. 
New Brunswick i s  1-] 
going into play today on the 
• basis of it's loss to Manitoba 
and a 11-8 win over Doris 
MacDonald's rink in the 
opmin~ draw. • 
~The other contending rink 
eet~ing today's play Is the 
J0yce Myers Halifax four- 
some which beat the 
Territories rink of Joyce 
Muyers 10-3 in the opening 
round and then posted an 8-1 
decision over MacDonald's 
Charlottetown foursome in 
the as/. 
with 12 equal monthly payments. 
WITHOUT ANY INTEREST .CHARGES 
0, -  . . . . . . . .  + ' - -  + r ! 
.+~+~.++ _#:+.•++- -,+ ...... 
/+"  
• . . .  , 
Mo.ffat 
Home Laundry 
1 Heavy Dut), 
! 2HeavySpeedDulIiutonsher 
Eleelrie Drier 
or 12 equal payments 
of SiiSJ 
459'95 
289,e5 
.... ,,,, 749,90 
,. 52,49 
802.39 
from seven to teens. 
' .... We have five levels of 
recreational diving," he 
explains, "The first two are for m unura and ,.t six lll.  YOUR NEW 
weeks. From those students " 
+we SPRINt JAQKET divers and they ndvunee to 
"NI we're establishing a t+seaer +++ m~.~+ ' '  ' n ursday, March 
+++ AND 
two l~ids attend three home +_+ +oo.olW • advance; can reregister for 
another six Weeks and 
shnply enJbY recreational 
div g. [v's will buy Easter Breakfast 
:'i~Theye are also thr~ 
~ml~tittve l vels above the on Saturday belween 6:00 a,m, recreatbnsi program. 
in the ~higher levels,--|~,e . ' 
Steve StUtt, receive 16 home 11 00 a ,m,  • - 
+~+the sdm61 each week. 
+. ,  
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i)oke pushes soccer 
I I I 
for luniors, and . . .  
Canada is one of 100 
zuntrias from all over the 
world to set themselves a 
Africa (2), South America 
(3), Europe (6), and North 
and Central America nd the 
Sap~mber. 
The first Cons-Cola Cup 
wu contested inTunisia last 
Seven sold medals thrill 18 year old swimmer + 
a.c. I(CP) -- Wen~ Qulrl~ Ba~er'n four gold mednis in 
won two more gold medals individual events, and added 
Sunday, one of them in a three golds while swimming 
world-beat time, while with relay teams from her 
Stephen Badger +re-at- Palate Claire Swim Club. 
quainted himself with losing She also had s silver and a. 
during theflnalseuien of the bronze. 
Canadian winter short- She clocked 1:01.39 in the 
excitednat her ac- 
complishment. 
"It comes as ;~n extra," 
she ui(L "I didn't know what 
the world's beat was." 
Quirk carried her Pginte 
Claire tnam-mstes to victory 
in the women's 400.metre 
course swimming sham. women's loO-metre butterfly Individual-medley relay, 
i~onships. Sunday, bettering the sturtin~ the third le~ two 
Badger, the 9.l-year.old previo~10est of 1:01.3~ held lengths hack and using her 
Australlanwho nowtralns in by Kornelia Ender, a powerful butterfly stroke to 
Ediuonton, finished fifth in' member of the powerful forge a slight lead that was 
the men's 100-metro but.. Fast German ational team. maintained urin~ the final 
the men's'~-00-metre in"
dividuni medley "to surpau 
the 9.:05.29 mark set last year ~. 
by Zoltsn rVerraszto of 
Hmgary' i+ 
That win helped carry (Se 
Ontario club the over-sil 
championship with 1,347 
points. Pointe Claire +was 
second with 1,026++and 
backl~Je(2:04.47); Nancy 
Guraplck of Halifax in the 
women's z)o-metre fndivld-. 
unl medley; and the Points 
Claire Swim Club In the 
women's 405-metre freestyle 
relay (3:60.09). 
J0hanna Molloy Of 
Thunder Bay won the 
women's 50-metre freestyle 
in a record 26.01 seconds 
new and exciting target for Carribbean (3). Several* of ' summer tad was won by the 
thdryoungsoccerplayers, it these tournaments have USSH, who bnat Mexico in s 
is the Coon-cula Cup in already been set. Thus flnal decided by the toking of Etoblooke, Oat, was~third 
Jspen, 1979. Europe will produce its six penalties after extra time. with 974. Sunday, while Vancouver's 
That ia the location of the qualifiers for the event from Peter Baylk clocked 15:26.81 
~ext FIFA World Youth ita youthtonrnamenthddin The representatives of Other Canadian records in the men's 1,505.metre 
tournament for the Coce- Polandfrom May 5-14, 1978. CONCACAFonthatocoasion t.~fl]~ihisflratlossa.flerfour World rocords are not kept freestyle leg. Saturday were act by: Quirk frecatyle, olippinlmorethan 
were Mexico and Honduras. vzecones in the tour.usy for 36.metre events, Boll Sawemuk of Thunder ~o¼ Cup, the second edition CONCACAF will produce elthou~htimes.are recerde+l, two seconds off the record 
)f this colorful slMctacle oF its two qualifiers from the The finalists in-the. 1977 but Quirk Was. not. overly 
ruder 19-year.old~. + youth tournament tobe held event were: 
The quslifyln~ evmt for ,' in Honduras, probably in 
~ach country will be 'ftS' October this year.. USSR, Spain, Hungary, 
~0nfederatlon youth tour. And the Aslun youth France, Italy, • Austria, 
ssment, + I.E. the youth tournament finals are Uruguay, Brazil, PerssunY, 
;ournamel~t of A~la (2), scheduled for Ban~ladesh in Morocco, Ivory Coast, Irak, 
Iran, Mexico, Honduras and 
meet. Bay, Ont. swam a world best ); Deryl Skll!b~, of Thunder 
His three Canadian Saturday, clockini 2:05.05 in Bay in the men s 205-metre held previously by Ba~.  
rscor+,wid, incl..a The Magnificent world-best docking of three minutes, 51.97 seconds in the fe 400-metre freestyle Satur-  m day, led the way an swim. 
~. /  , /  mers set Is national records 
,. for the 25-metre shortcourse , 
Tunisia. eventa,n . 
. Fwst wodd~in 0ana+SOC°m .m,nar + Dozen.  
The Federation , In- + readY to make rapld stride~ For  Your  BurglerAII 
:ernationale de Football In the world's most popuisx . ~+ 
+AssociatiOnvictoria, (FIFA) Co~17+, game. r . .  ' ~ PgEMIOM BBB B.C. 8TYI'B Cola soccer seminar d~ Another FIFACocsCola "ro"o" on + 
. . o . . .+-+.  ,. ,++, , .  +r and Fire + 1978, is one of  the major French.speskinB pparte of 
milestones in the growth of Canada in early Aught and - i!.. 
som~ on the North three more courses are n I t 'equ ' remen's  + American Continent. planned this year for the 
Approximately 70 United States. + 
Canadian Soccer Association This vest pro~mt started in 
representatives consisting of Ethiopia in November, 1976 ~.~ 
coaches, administrators, and has since been warmly t,?,~.+Y+~NI+.+~j+ 
referees and sports medicine welcomed by authorities and 
people from across the students of soccer 
country will take part in the everywhere+ 
eight-day seminar. It is Instructors of 16 different 
hoped that results from this nationalities have takm part 
course will benefit in - in  this remarkable, I+ J lQ~. '~ ~ 
ternatlonal soccer training travelling school of soccer. "~" 
in Canada. The countries .they are 
lnatructors appointed by from are: 1~lm41~l l4m~, .A l~F l l~~ ~ 
the FIFA organization are: Czechoslovakia, Htm~try, 
Mr Istvan Zsolt from Mexico, + Yu~os l+vfa  u '~"~*"mmmm' '~ '~- 'm~m~'+ 
Hungary isthe instructor for Arsentlna, ~Chile, Peru, - -  
Heddergottfrom Germany is Britain; Bulgaria, .West ~U] '~ ' I 'A (L ,~"  1 " ,  • ' . " ' 
the instructor of Coaches; Germany, ,Swi tzer land,  • + 
Mr. Claus Willing from Holland andAuatralia. - -  
Germany theinatPumtorfor Even now FIPA are Glen . . . . . . .n - . - , , - ' , .  
Admin is t ra tors  and assembling more teams to n .,+ +,., 
Professor Dr, MiSsile An- -spread the message 
dkejevie from Yugoslavia, elsewhere. Among these " "  
I lyL  bvro ' the instructor for Sports other countries are: --am" ofo  Medicine. Canada, Liechtenstein, 
The development prepare Sie~e Leone, Gambia, . _ _ -  
has already made an impact Barbados, Jamaica, Burma, Lmonoed Private Investiptor + 
on46 countries in all pans of 
o++vo,o  + _  WlIIIUS :leX]rSsl]eaics ' ++o** + +  o++ sm l NowtheCanadianseminar Bermuda, Bahamas, An  (6M)  635  i ++ . . . .  
+It)ms the way to an, area titus and Grenada. , • ] ' " : '+ 
. . . . . . . . .  i . . . . . .  + + +++S +++ ! ~+++m+ +~~++++ .... +*++ + +* +° +++~*++  if++ +,+ + ' __  I " ' ~ ' I i ++: '+ '  ++ +' '  i ~ ............................................ I I . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . .  + "+ +'++' : '~:  . ++,++ + ~ ':" . . . . . .  + 
Skids ,+.++ ", 
, abe, 2,0,S21 
ec  6 
K Pantsuits, Dresses, 
Pants + vea .~,  l)oals 
KI-SU 
Reg. ~ ,126 co . '13600 
tie1 
75o 
AIII -,,,,,,OM 
AB6 .... 30,.SOO].. 
Assorted merchandise ~l lg l  OFF 
+ _ 
+.  • • '  +• .  
+ 
96 
S 
. ? 
) 
ATERS 
OOFF 
/ 
1"  
, ,  ':. i ,  ; J 
LHO  sa ms,. 
+ ; Phone 68.3403  ASHIONS LTD .,++~.,+~_ _ ~ . Terrace, 8.1).._ 
Get Your 
Easter Ears 
hdno ,fhaek 
~ A  01VISION OF TANDY I[L|CTRONIC$•LIMIT|O 
TOTEM TJ. OENTRE LTD. 
4607 Lakclne Ave. 636-6810 
"FLOWERS SAY YOU 
OARE M EASTER 
4801Lakoloo AVe. Phone 636-6939 
Many in Store 
SPECIALS ,for 
a Special Easter 
BOB,S SHOES 
4810 Lakelue 636-0832 
TRADERS OROUp L,M,~E° 
Come in and see us for all 
your money needs 
Saturday Mcming between 9-11 a,m. 
for oil loans olosed to-day throu|h 
Thursday 
4600 Lakelse (484) ON-UIO 
THURSDAY, MAROH 23 
BUY YOUR NEW AND 
SPRING JAOKET 
Ev's will buy hster Breakfast 
on Saturday between 6.'00 a,m. & 
11:00 a.m. at oHhen 
LAKELSE MOTELor 
NORTHLAND DEU 
PUMPHOUSE 
• Come h ck ' : - "~"e-e -  . . . . . . .  out our" ' .......... 
EASTER SPEOIALS 
for that SPECIAL  10ok. 
20%40% OFF]! 
4809 Lakelse 636-6661 
\ 
The 4600 Blook is going to be 
Hopping with salesZ 
' See us Maroh 23rd and 26th 
/Ill Retail Merchants ,Open: 
23rd 9: 00-9: oo 25th 6: 00-6:O0 
Unsoramble the Annagram and WIN Z 
The first oorreot anagram 
ohosen, wins a 4 foot rabbit 
covered with $20.00 bills! 
One from eaoh of the 4600 
Biook Merohants 
'" i 
1. Letters make a five •word 
sentence. 
2. The 16th anal 26th lelters are 
the same. 
3. A personal pronoun ntarls 
you off. 
4. Think el a oardinal numbel;. 
6. 1-4-8-5-3-7. 
6. The first and third letters 
are the same. 
ANNAGRAM 
DD EEFGHH I I I I KLNN 
OOPPRRSSTUXY 
Clip out-entry,  form, f i l l  out  
your  a#swer  and depos i t  at  
one .of the merchant  s to res  
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Look For Hidden, 
BUNNY SPEOIAL$ 
RANGING FROM 
$20to  $200 ! ! 
THURSDAY AND SATURDAY AT: 
Totem Furniture 
4554 Lakelse ' 638-1168 
I I 
Northwest 
Sportsman 
RABBIT SPEOIAL 
less 
Fishing Supplies 10% 
Skate Board $14.95 
AL'S SHOES 
"THE HOME OF HAPPT FEET" 
SEE OUR SPRING 
SELECTION OF . . . .  
Oall 636-6222 
4616 Lakelce Ave. 
DR. SCHOLL'S 
SANDALS 
ttt$1tl~ SWw 
Cut Out this coupon 
and SAVE $1, O0 on 
a regularly priced 
L.P. at: 
KELL¥S STEREO 
14604 Lakelce 036-92LMj 
~ T  ONE PER OUSTOMER $1.{~ 
COME SEE OUR 
NEWLY ............ ~ ......... 
DECORATED ,. 
HOTEL! 
Lakelse Motor Hotel 
4620 Lakelso 638-8141 
i 
All Seasons 
.~ Sporting Goods 
MARCH 25 
6 to' 9 - All Hockey Equipment 40  % off 
L ,  
,|veq, lhln, el|e ,rom I0"/0 up .If 
O!to*O-AH SMEquipment I/~ prioe.~ 
. .  • . . . 
Phone 635,2982 4542 Lakelse i
DERKSEN'S 
' Diamonds' Watohes ' dewelery 
"EXPERT WATOH REPA!RS 
4615 .A Lakelse Ave, Phone 635-6453 
We carry the finest in European 
Chocolate for Easter. 
Also we have received an 
excel lent  s t~k  of  German dishes 
• " and~tablecloths. 
lorthland Dell 
(1978) Ltd. 
4623 Lakolso 636-2833 
) 
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Ladies curl Kitimat style 
in i uped annual bonspiel 
tracted rinks from Terrace, 
Kitimat, Smithers, Prince 
George, Coquitlam and 
Victoria. 
For the second con~ecutlve 
Pri,ce Ru ler  was 'the 
scene of a major be°spiel 
last weekend. The 2eth an- 
nual Prince Rupert Ladies 
Curlir~ Club bunmeil at- 
Jets stay ahead of 
Whalers in* WHA 
year the Kitimat rink of Joan 
Hough were the winners. 
Thursday night the Rupert 
rinks finished their season to 
prepare for the bonspiel. 
~'riday evening the fun 
began with the out of town l
rinks playing down to bring: 
the group up to the offidal 
opening of the be°spoil. 
President of the Prince 
Rupert Ladies curling dub, 
Weedy Atchison, corn- 
mated  on the annual affair, 
and started the activities. 
Sunday morning the 
curlers were treated by 
Super-Valu groc~y stores to 
a full breakfast including 
eggs, hotcakes, sausage and 
bacon. 
After a day of curling the 
'' winners were awarded and 
the bonspiel was finished for 
another year.. 
Winners included not only 
the Hough rink of Kitimat 
but Adle Molm of Terrace 
who'curled off 4th in D evmt, 
Elaine Fur°seth of Terrace 
who came out first in B 
evmt, and Sally Sandley of 
Kitimat who wound up third 
in C event. 
STUDENTS NOT READY 
MEDICINE HAT, Alta. 
(CP) - -  About one-tenth of 
students in Grade 1 aren't 
ready for school, even 
though they have normal 
intelligence, says a learning 
d i sab i l i t i es  spee la l i s  
Marienne Slake said students 
wins Players now Nioklaus - The inside of  a fresh banana peel is a good polish for leather ' L shoes, if wiped off with a woolen cloth. ~ 
on to Masters in Georgia - ; - "  
_ - -  =- .  - ~ . . . - . - -  -. 
• Brown sugar will stay softer l~ you put a piece of fresh . ~ 
(AL) -  Jack Nicklam now 
has h i s  d~ts  trained on 
Augusta, Ga., and the 
Masters. . 
"It's been a pretty good 
run," he said of the four- 
tournament string that 
ended with his strange 
viotoW Sunday in the 
C~ampionchip. " " 
"l 'ye ,won $I~,000 in my 
last four'starts and that's not 
all that bad. l 'm playing 
well, obviously, n
r "From the standpoint of 
confldmce going into the 
Masters (his next start), 
things couldn't be better." n
Nicklans has two victories 
and two seconds in his last 
four starts. Sunday's victory 
was capped by  one of the 
most peckliar of all his 65 
American golf triumphs, a 
.no-birdie round of three- 
over-par 75 and a uncover- 
par 289 total that producad a 
(me-shot victory in the an- 
nuaf championship of the 
touring players. It was the 
third t ime in the five-year 
history of the event he'd 
taken the title. 
Kelowna 
quartet 
captUres 
kingship 
pushed into school whan they 
aren't emotionally or The LAKE City Chorus of 
a c t i o n  physicai lyready find serious Burn .y ,  B.C., took first 
problems adapting to school, place Sunday in thee ferst 
SCHOOL BUILT division chorus event of the 
• STONY PLAIN, Alta. (CP) nnnmd barbershop* quartet 
: " - -0n  many India°reserves, and chorus nora tions Winnipeg Jets have moved of the seanon,!0,~96, saw the o,,,ao.,o ho,,,. ~,,.~ ,~i,4,~ to - -  - -  -PUfl--~ %'-~- 
. ,~ . ,~, - . . . . - . ,  - -  . . . . .  o - - ~  ~evenncoor t l laeS  ~nct  ~ l~t  a step ¢.]o~" to a first vlaee Jets spot.Quebec a 1-0 lead o,~,,~l . t  .h . . . . . .  at tvhtta . . . . . . . . . . .  
- -  , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  quartets f rom me WtlUan ~o- flncah in the World Hockey on Jean Bemiur s goal. a.t " . t not at the . _  . . ,  commumty, bu lumbia interior, the Lower Association. With nine 2:20 of the opening purloa. ~,.,,.~, t,o,a,o am,,, Plain . . . . . . . .  "o. ~ • 
. . . . .  ,~ .b ,  tnc~ the  Jets n,, ,  ~nt Nilason tied the . . . . .  "--. '--- "-_--~ - . ' - - -  Maundann ano WaanmaCon 
e- .=- -  .~- - -o ,  ~-  - -  muer reserve, umce uepte  , state took part. leadtheleaguewith94poiots score exactly two minutes .,.i.,,,, ~.; la. , . .  Indians . . . . . . . .  - - . , - -  = 
• "iae coup  , - while secondplace New later with his 34th goal of the ,, . . . . .  , . o .aoa  w, ,  . . . . . . . . . . . .  • . ,=.~ =. . . . . . . . .  . . . .  s inuw u~rm 
England Whalers have SO season and Lars -Er ik  o.~,,,t ~., .~o r - . - - -e -  the group mu.umns m~n 
=. . .w .  . . . . . . .  Born vancotw~ aria points and 10 games to go. Sjoberg put the Jets in. front l uilt a local . , . • 39th first schoo b by Belliogh.m, Wash., took Ulf and Kent Nilsson at 14:21.°Kent Nilason s school anthorit- on Indian . . . . . . . .  
scored first-p~iod power- goalmade it 3-1 at 15:53. lo .~ c-lVE ~ SPECIAL first p.~.ce m me quarte~ 
. . . . .  compeuuon play goals to help the Jets Steve West had three goals wnnw~,n~ - .. "-' . . . . .  
5-3 us .- . . . . . . . . . . .  uapuano unorns ot ~orm defeat QuebeaNordequea and an assist and He ten ,m~nwrn  t ~ - -  York . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
the , vancouver pm Sunday night and opm rallied to beat Finland in the TTnl . . . .  i f~J, ,.=n ,~ r • . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  tr_ fo e . a m me caorus comp~ 14-poiot lead over the I~ exhibltiongame eft~ falling . . . . . . . , , ; . , .  oa , , .=H, , ,  is . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
e "-." . . . .  - ' -~  . . . . . . . . .  asG the unsun$ nero~ ox Whalers who play host to th behind 3-0 in the first period, m~,,o . career . . . . .  , ,o,, ,  =~,nnd . o----o - life and . . . . .  
Jets Wednesday night. • TomiTalmio had two goals -~-nnio" worksho" s"r i lb-7 m .~. .  ey, n.~., .,. - - , '7 "  • 
W;mdn,.~'a l n ,o~t  ~rnwd ' fwv. ~n lanA; / " '  ..' .,: " P~=_ a.. . . . .  e ee,..,., j [m meiq~t  con~t ,  t . 
• ,w- , . , . , s -  . - -0~-  - - -  . "~" " . 'Y"m-- • • at; TorontO. ' ~ ~'i~:, : " : :  : ' ;  " : , ' : ' :  ; ; ' :  ' !~ ' ' : 
UMITED 
TIME 
, ONLY! 
With the triumph came a 
$60;0(0) first prize, which 
boosted h i s  season's ear- 
°lags to $157,065 and put 
Nicklaus ahead of .Tom 
Watson for the first time this 
year. Watson, who failed to 
make the cut for the second 
consecutive time, has 
$103,181. ' 
Nieldaus recognized that 
the national television 
audience may have been lees 
than thrilled by the ex- 
tremely high scores 
produced by a frustrating, 
w . e p.y  
course, the 7,174-yard 
Sawgrass layout. 
LII"YLE EXCITEMENT 
"There wasn't any ex- 
eltemmt ~ my 75," he said. 
About the only excitement 
was generated by John 
Mahaffey's ace with a three- 
iron on the 201-yard 15th. 
But Nicklaus defended the 
course that produced the 
highest scores of the year, 
including a final round 85 by 
Arnold Palmer. ' 
"I see nothing wrong with 
thin golf course," Nieklaus 
said. "Xou probably don't 
realize it, but we didn't play 
the back tees all week. We 
didn't play 300 yards of this 
golf course each day. 
"I p~..~nany like to play 
on as auttcult a golf course 
=n m ble I couldn't care _ r.asl . 
less if 300 wins. It doesn't 
make any difference. 
Nobody says you have to 
shoot 12 und~ par to win a 
tournament," 
No one, of course, came 
dose to 12 under. In fact, 
there was only a single round 
under 70 in the four rounds of 
the tournamont--tliat was by 
Mike McCullough. Nicldaus 
needed 36 putts in the final 
round. He didn't make a 
birdie. But he finished one in 
front of Lou Graham, who 
thrashed his way to a 75 and 
second at 290. : 
I~n I-Unkle, with a dosing 
70, came on to take third at 
291, three over par. Tied at 
• 292 were Larry Nelson, John 
Schroeder, Andy North and 
Ben Creeshaw. Cranshaw 
and Nelson had 74s, North 73 
and schroeder 71. 
DON'T CLEAN A BRUSH 
Use a cotton swab to touch 
up chips on walk or wood- 
work-- tlds saves the effort 
of cleaning a brush. 
bread in the container and close it securely. 
AUTOVEST 
Before you buy, Investigate the advantages of this• rent- 
to-own plan. All regales paid apply to purchase. Why 
tie up your cash 'or borrowing power, tat and last 
months refit and drive away• 
EXAMPLES 
Based on 36 month lease 
76 F 350 pickup 18 Econoline Van 70 C 100 Chev L~- 
$148.00per modth $136.00per month S129.00per month] 
lease end price lease end price leaee end price 
$2,175.00 i $1,975.00 S1,875.00 
or simply return i i or simply return ~ or simply return 
~8 Camaro HT 78 Zephyr Sedan 78 Dodge Van 
$139.00per month S124•00 per month S129.00per month 
lease end price lease end price lease end price 
$2,025.00 Sl,82S.00 S1,075.00 
or simply return or simply return or simply return 
78 Fiesta 3 dr. 78 F!50 4x 4 78 Olds Cutlass 
S99.00 per month SlSb.00per month S139.00per month 
lease end-price lease end price leaee end price 
$t400.00 S2,275.00 S2,025.00 
orsimply return.or simply return or simply return 
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION 
CALL  LARRY HAYES - R ICHARDS 
COL L E CT 987-7111 
BEL/~ONT LEASING LTD. 
1160MARINE DRIVE 
NORTH VANCOUVER, B.C.D.00479A 
. ,  . j  
@ 
o j . i  
Al len 's  
APPLE  JU ICE  4,.. ..................... 89
$6 49 J [ l I L J J .~ l~d I I  OLb. pail  . . . .  , . . . . .  ' • 
,L,.,., . . . . . .  ,...81.59 
Habob 
C~MEL : <, :/:=:: 
Sherriif's "" ( 
, 14 OZ. . . . . . . - . * - . . .o . -  
GOFFEE 
• . ( '~0 A I lb. Rg .  Grind 
• 3 69 SOUP e Campbell's or 10oz. Tin's . . . . . . . . . . . .  f 
TOILET 
~,o,,sWi ~O 
P A P E R  Cashmere U for ~ l , t . J l .  eaLiW., J  
Rod Dolioious 
.APPLES ,e.,ow  ]TOMATO 
.............. ,= . , . ,  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  89 price on JUICE e 
20" RCA I /DH 
ColorTrak! 
Nowyou can own RCA's amazingly lifelike • I 
ColorTrak picture at a Bona FIdeBargain pr i ce . . .  
bu't you've got to hurry because supplies are 
limitedl This 20" RCA ColorTrak table model 
features 
• 100% solid-state ColorTrak chassis that actually 
tracks and corrects color signals before they 
become the picture on your screen 
• Special circuit to keep face tones rea l . , .  
automatically 
• Built-in light sensor for a vivid picture even in 
bright light 
• Filtered picture-tube phosphors to cut down 
reflections on the screen 
• Smartly styled two-tone cabinet with carry handle 
 hSS" R~.  6~9,9S 
,._ t~odel F-,/,~55 
i lLGIII 
PLUS MANY MORE OUTSTANDING 
RCA VALUES AT 
TOTEM TV 
OENTRE LTD, 
f 
Phone 636-5810 
,4607 Lakelse Avenue 
t ¸ , I  : , 
FLOUR-'""= $2 79 20 lb. Bag . . . . . . . . .  @ 
DOG FOOD "'*' 29e 14 OZ. Tins. . . . .  
umel  ~ W  
GARBAGE BAGS 69  e 7 
Stuart House 20-10,b, Bags . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  .'" . . . . .  ~ ~ 9 3 ~  
= .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  $1.79  
d'1~13 ]1~ A I i , . i , [5 '~e  : /~  Domara 
I Bnown su, 
Grade ,'A" Large 
EGGS • 
b 
/ 
Canadian skiers struggle home 
t enuld be said that the 
men's downhillers on the 
Canadian ational ski team 
have gone through a 
television cycle, with the 
s 
"Please do not adjust your 
sets. Technical difficulties 
are temporary.', 
When, early in the 1975-76 
Wcrld Cup season, Ken Read 
and Dave Irwin pulled off 
surprking victories on the 
dim international circuit, 
great things were expected 
o~the squad over the next 
few years. 
But the following'year they 
struggled, the team rife with 
internal bickering, and 
equipment problems. Irwin 
and team leader Jim Muster 
were smt home early when 
their performances fell 
below par. 
Irwin returned to his 
Thunder Bay, Ont., home to 
await tests  to determine 
wbetlm'-he should continue 
competitive racing after 
several serious falls. Hunter 
of Calgary, who missed the 
previous ummer's training 
program and had recently 
married,, wan considering 
the pro circuit. 
COACH FIRED 
Then, just prior to the start 
of 'this past World Cup 
sea,n, came the diemis~il 
of coach Scott Henderson, 
credited with developing the 
downhill team to a world- 
class level, 
But it seems the change at 
the top, replacing Henderson 
with quiet-spoken John 
Ritchie oFThander Bay, was 
Just the formula needed 
tonturn the team around. 
Read again led the way 
thlapast season with several 
near misses at medals 
before ngsin mounting the 
victory podium late in the 
year at Chamoalx, France, a
race in which veteran Dave 
Murray of Abbots~ord, B.C., 
was a surprise second. 
Read, also ofnCalgary, fin- 
ished fourth in the over.all 
World Cup downhill stan- 
dings at year's end and 
Murray, who missed the 
early part of the season with 
a leg injury, was 12th, 
moving them into the top 
seeds for next year's races. 
And Steve Podborski, 20, 
considered one ofnthe best 
young skiers on the circuit, 
could move into the top seeds 
new year. The Toronto skier 
stands 16th now and will 
move up should one of those 
ranked ahead of him retire. 
KREINER SLIPPED 
While the men were en- 
joying another banner year, 
the same could not be said 
for the women's national 
team which saw Olympic 
gold medallist Kathy 
Kreiner of Timmins, Ont., 
slip to 25th from 13th in the 
over-all standings and saw 
- her rankinga in the giant 
slalom take a simclar 
nnsedive. She started the 
year as No. 4 in the world. 
While Kreiner, 25, six-yesr 
veteran of international 
competition, may have had 
an off year, the other A 
squad member, Susan 
Clifford of Cantley, que., is 
rumored to be retiring. If 
Susie should call it quits, it 
will bring to a close an era on 
the national team that 
started in the 1960s when her 
older sister, Betsy, joined 
the team. 
Olippers oontinue top spot 
.m i~ a chance on the 
weekend to move five points 
aheadof Nanaimo Clippers 
in the race for top spot in the 
British Columbia Junior 
Hockey League's Coastal 
Division, dropping two 
games, one to the lowly 
Vernon Vildngs. 
The leases, 5-3 in Vernon 
Saturday and 6-3 to Merritt 
Cmtonnials Sunday, left the 
Blazers with 80 poinLs, one 
more than Nunalmo, which 
downed Langley Lords 10.3 
Saturday. . 
l~owna Bucuroos 
recorded two wins, edging 
Revdstoke Brulas 54 in 
Revektohe Saturday, and 
dipping Penticton Veea 9-7 
home Sunday. 
In the only other game 
Saturday, referee 
FranlmBreder stopped the 
Merritt-Penticton contest 
with 1:59 remaining in the 
third period, following a 
fcght between spectators in
the stands, 
During the warmupp~ior 
to the start of the game, a 
brawl broke ok~ and four 
players from each team. 
were given game mascon- •
ducts. . . ' 
REPORTS TO LEAGUE 
Brodar vfdl make a report 
to the league office, which 
will decide if the game will 
be finished at a later date 
oraif It will be recorded as a 
Morritt victory. Mcrritt was 
leadong 9-2 whe~ play..was 
Dead feathered foul 
due to annual take 
Hontor~ are helping shape 
migratory ~bird re~ulati~s 
by w~d~,~,  from birds 
• the~baye'~ki l led ~ .the. 
Canadian ~ldi i fe service. 
The hunters, a sample 
group of about 25,000 from 
across Canada, are taking 
in a national survey 
d~dgned to provide an ac- 
curate profile of the annual 
waterfowl harvest. 
Bruce Turner, a wildlife 
service biologist, said in an 
interview that the harvest 
figures are taken into ac- 
count when regulations for 
migratory birds are set. 
a~am from records of 
permit holders, the hunters 
are smt lettersasking them 
to send in one wing from 
each bird killed and  are  
provided specially designed 
envelopes for mailing. In the 
Prairie provinces the wings 
are sent  to the prairie 
migratory bird research 
centre in Saskstoon where 
they are counted and 
identified by a group of 
~ in an annual exer- called Wing Bee, 
About 25 biologists from 
~e r wildlife s, arvlce, 
provincial agencies and 
Dunb Unlimited converge 
an Saskatoon late in January 
for the Wing Bee with the 
obJe~ive of identifying the 
or more wings came, 
I.INYNTER8 QUESTIONED 
They make similar identi- 
fications of the goose har- 
vest~:i using tail feathers 
submitted by hunters, 
Turner said the in- 
fonnallon is snpplemanted 
by a .questionnaire s nt to 
unotlm~ group of about 40,000 
halted. 
In Vernon, the Vildngs 
suprised the Blazers to earn 
only their ninth win of the 
season against 53 losses. 
Dave Schneider and Darren 
Halafz paced the winners 
with two goals .each. Scott 
Cozens added a short- 
handadamarker fo Vernon, 
which was outshot 35-25. 
Steve McDonald, Ken 
Berry and Al Anderson 
scored for Bellingham. n
In Merritt, the Cen- 
tmulals, who lead the In- 
terior Division by three 
points over Pentlcton, held a 
5-1 margin after one period. 
Bob Desehampa, Blake 
Stepheas, Pat Rabbitt, Ed  
Beers, Ron Fleckhart and- 
nGary Sirkia scored for 
Merritt, which had a 43-25 
edge in shots. 
Berry, Dave Brockhill and 
Don Fraser replied for the 
Blazers. 
hunters to determine the Berry Pederson and 
total numl~ of birds taken. Torrle Roberts.on each 
The results of tlie two sur-. scored three goals to pace 
.'~OYS s~,  c~ml~terized a~d/.,~the Clippers past he hapless 
can be used to determine the Lords. Nigel Thomas, with a 
success, the level of 
the harvest and the location 
of the harvest for each 
waterfowl species. 
The surveys also show the 
level of hunter activity and 
the average number of birds 
taken. 
Turner said the in- 
formation generated by 
Wing Bee cannot be obtained 
from a questionnaire alone 
because many hunters have 
difficulty identifying the 
birds they have taken, let 
alone their sex and age~ 
The biologist said in- 
formation on the relative 
ages of birds killed can be 
used to determine the suc- 
cess Of breeding pairs during 
the summer. 
"Dramatic reduction in 
the age structure ofthe bkde 
taken suggests that the 
population may be in 
trouble.!' 
Because hunters kdicate 
where they took a bird, wing 
provides l~'eecse in- 
formation about he location 
• of the harvest, allowing 
Mologists to pinpoint areas 
where the greatest number 
of birds are being killed. 
This allows finer 
delineation of management 
zones so that hag~i ts  or 
• the nkmber of hunting days 
in an area can be ad.hmted in
accordance With the status of 
bird populations. 
Turner said the figures on 
the waterfowl harvest are 
usednin conjunction with 
PnfoOPulation surveys and 
treaties on habitat to 
¢,  
NFL ohamps reviewed 
league-hlgh22 TDE ON %' 
PASS ATTEMPTS( WAS 
TOPS- IN THE NFL. His 
average yards gained of 7,34 
was fou/'thl in the league 
(Terry Bradehaw of Pitt- 
sborgh Steelers was No. I at 
8.04). And Grlese had a 4.2 
percentage of interceptions 
(Staubaeh wan lowest at 2.6). 
NEW YORK (AP) - -  Bob 
Griene of Miami Dolphins, 
who. had the  National 
Football League's best 
single day. passing last 
sasseS, also Wound up as.the 
NFL'~ passing champion. 
Gi~lese, who threw six 
touchdown passes ln'a 55-14 
lout of  ST, Louis Cardinals 
las t  Thanksgiving Day, 
wound up v im 88,0 rating 
~ints,!~ised On the ~e~ s 
~ormMa. Whlem counts a 
12aYor'S i~resntage oincom~f 
pletlons,:' percentage o
touchdov~t ~asketl average 
ylm~ galn~ and percantage 
of interceptions. 
Rbg~,, Staubech of the 
Sups/I~wl champion Dallas 
Co-wbo~ was s~_-nd.at 97.L. 
Grimes 'comp!~on Pro" 
¢ent~geof ~,~ was secenu 
unly to the 60.1 by Minnesota 
Vikings' Fran Tarkenton. 
HIS TD percentage of7.~ (a 
pair of goals, Bob Smith and 
Morley Anderson were the 
other Nanalmo marksmen. 
Gerry Bogle had two goals 
and Mastics Jaeger added s
single for Langley. 
SCORE8 WINNERS 
Brian Matthews was the 
Buckaroof' hero on the 
wcekmd, scoring the win- 
uing goal in both games. 
Jim Crosses, Bill Audycki, 
Darrell Becksr and Paul 
Phce also scored Saturday 
for Kelowna. Even Williams, 
with two, John Cardweil and 
A! Graves replied for the 
Bruins. 
Matthews, Greg Wilson 
and Darryi Carlbomnasch 
had two goals Sunday, while 
Crmmon, Audyeki and Rod 
Danchuk added the others. 
Ross Fitzpatrick had three 
goals for the Vees, With other 
markers coming from Ran 
obson, Kevin Maxwell, Cary 
Fades and Joe Coaningham. 
Next league action is 
Tuesday night, when 
Revelstoke plays in 
Kamloops against the 
Chiefs, Kelowna is at Merritt 
and Langley plays host to 
Abbctsford Flyers. 
Spods 
Shorts 
TO OPEN OFFICES 
OTTAWA (CP) - -  The 
plot optimum harvest levels., federal government • is 
opening offices of the fitness 
and amateur sports branch 
. in Winnipeg and Halifax to 
improve so.operation bet- 
ween all levels of govern- 
ment and sport and 
recreation associations, 
Fport Minister Iona COm- 
pngnolo announced Monday. 
She safdaEarl Dawson will 
take over theWinnipeg office 
and Stanley Spicer the 
Halifax office. 
Joe Ferguson of.~Baffslo 
Bills threw the hall most 
often •(457 times) and gained 
tile';most yards (~.,863). But 
he Mso had the most pa~ses. 
picked off (24). Bert Jones of 
i~altlmore Colts completed 
CALL FOR CONTRACTS 
LAUSANNE, Switz~land 
(Reuter) - -  The In- 
ternatlonal Olympic Com/- 
mittea (IOC) Monday called 
for permanent contacts 
between the  Olympic 
• movementand governments 
the most passes (234). n to curb increasing political 
- -  interferenes In sport An II- 
. . . . . . . . . . . .  '~D page manifesto .issued by 
t ;~:u~ n,~o n©~.v. 10C.headm,a,,ters ,,.o0~,~ 
The world's largest fr0g: *w~., i" "E._".,::., '*_"'?.'~ 
• . . . . - % . ;  . ' . ,  ' J~t , ,  t t~ lg l lU~ta  uS  ~ e  
w~/otmaat l~narney LaKe, • re " " . . . . . . . . .  p sent evile~threatenlng 
N.u,-- me ~teman ares, m n- rt-..exaHer : -  
the museum at Fredorleton, ~! - ggq a t~ . 
weighed 46 pounds . anuonalism, '.discrimfn~tlon 
~ ' of all kinds mid manipulation 
• ,,, ; and exploitation of athlete. 
One bright'spot for the 
women's team this past 
season, however, was the 
emergence of Lena Klettl, 18, 
HI, Banff, Alta; She finished 
among the top 20 a couple of 
t imes and shows great 
promise. 
• So, too, do a number of 
skiers who have been honing 
their talents on •the 
developing Europa Cop and 
Nor Am circuits as well as 
the domestic Pontiac Cup 
series. 
NAMES TO WATCH 
Peter Monodnof Banff, 
John Hflland and Vaults 
Halning of Calgary, Ann 
Blackburn of Chiooutimi, 
Que., and Laurie Graham of 
Inglewood, Ont., are but a 
few being roomed for future 
stardom by the Canadian Ski 
Associat.ion. 
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Shut-out drought goaltenders quierie 
National Hockey League 
goaltenders found them- 
selves wondering after 
weekend play just how long 
the longest shutout drought 
in league history would con- 
tines, n 
Going into two games 
Monday night, there had not 
bean a shutout since Gord 
McRae of  Toronto Maple 
Leafs blanked Washington" 
Capitals 4-0 at Toronto en:~ 
Feb. 25. Ninety-seven games 
were played between then 
and Sunday with 710 goals 
scored,nan average of 7.32 
per game. • 
The league office said 
Monday that the previous 
longest no-shutout streak 
was 56 games March 5-25, 
1972. In that stretch, 390 
goals were scored, an 
average of 6.96 per game. 
Through Sunday, there 
were 59. shutouts in 630 
games tiffs season, com- 
pared with 71 in the same 
period last season. Tmere 
was an average of 6.57 goals. 
in the first 630 NllL games 
this year. 
Philadelphia Flyers, led 
by Bernie Parent's ix, were 
the club produccng more 
shutouts than any other, a 
total of nine before 
Philadel~la's meeting with 
New York Islanders on 
Monday night. 
RECORD ZEROES 
The Islanders and Chicago 
Black Hawks had. six 
shutouts each, while Boston 
Bruins, Buffalo. Sabges, 
Toronto, New York Rangers 
and Montreal Canadiens, 
w h o p Iay • d z over Bryan Trottler of the 
Canucks on Monday night, Islanders, who had 40 goals 
had five each. n ad )7 assists. 
The only teams without a Darrxl Sittler of Toronto 
shutout this season ere helddown third place with 43 
Detroit Red Wings and goals and 63 assists for 106 
Pittsburgh Penguins. points. No Maple Leaf has 
Only one shutout hadnbean finished as high as second 
shared by two goaltenders, since Gaye Stewart was 
That came Nov. 1 when runner-up to Chicago's Max 
Gores Hogosta relieved Bill Bentley in 1945.46. 
Smith for the final nine 
mindtes of a 9-0 conquest of LIONS MOVE QUICKLY 
Atlanta Flames by the A lion can achieve a max- 
Islanders. In such a case, imum running speed of 50 
neither goalie is credited miles an hour. 
with a shutout, hut the team 
is. CARVING TERMS 
GIVEN . . . . . . . .  
Meanwhile, in the scoring When you carve, you: us- 
race, two-time defending brace a mallard, unlace a 
champion Guy Lafleur of coney, thigh a woodcock, 
Montrealled the parade with wing a quail, a l lay a 
56gouisand64assistsfer 120 tteasant and lift a swan. 
points and a 13-point' edge 
THE EXCLUSIVE Heavy Duty G.M.C. 
Truck Dealer In B.C.'S Northwest. 
m/i 
GMC 
THE EXl)LUSIVE I)adillao Dealer 
in B,tL'S Northwest 
, . j /  . , . .  
LEO 
DE JONG 
Sales 
LARRY SHERMAN 
SALES MANAGER 
RALPH TRELENBURG 
SALES 
GORDON HAMILTON 
SALES 
Buy Now at '77 Prices~! 
19"/7 FRONTIER 
23' Motor Homo 
$18,886 °e 
1977 FRONTIER 
23' Motor Home Air-uonditioned, swivel seats, 
tilt wheel, eruisG;oontroL, flourosoent lights, 
.°.,.,' $20,000oo 
Jim IVlcEwan 
MOTORS (Torraoe) LTH, 
Terraoe, B.C. 
Dealer Humber 1492A Telephone 636-4941 
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T • G errorlsts threaten 
Moro with 
.....,. "peop le ' s  tr ial" 
 Tm.itt y The 15 eauld,-ce y - -  
is members of prison. and defiant, 
Irate,, Red aripdce vowed 
at the'reopsnin8 of thdr trial 
here" Monday that their 
terrorist comrades would 
place kidnapped former 
premier Aid0 More on 
"psople's'utal." 
the kidnappers have 
nmde no threat on Moro's 
life or set e~ditions for his 
re i~  following his ab- 
d~tim last Thursday end 
the allying of his five 
b~mrdf .  
An intense search for 
l i~ ,  Sl, Conthlno% aided by 
British and West German 
anti-terrorist specialists, n 
Wmon prosecutor Lulgl 
Mischdla asked that the 
defendants be expelled, 
Franceachlnl shot back: 
"~hut up, you neurotic," 
All but three of the de.fond- 
ants Ward removed, at their 
own request, after Judge 
Guido Barhero denied their 
request to read a political 
communique. 
The defondants had en- 
tered the courtroom chained 
together and were planed in 
steel cases used as defen- 
dants' boxes. 
The Red Brigades, 
numheHn~ several hundred 
anal-terrorist operations in 
"Moro in in the hands of members, are blamed f~ a 
the proletariat," de~endant series of sabotage and 
A Iber  to  F rance l  poliflealmurderaslnealF/0 
shouted in • heavily-gusrded in their war on the state. 
courtroom. "He will be Meanwhile, police in Rome 
tried," added Ran,to Curdo, 
the bearded leader of the 
urban guerrillas, who are 
acoused of forming an er- 
madmit o topple the Italian 
state. 
MgCOND AI"rEMPT 
It was the eseond attempt 
in two years to try the 15 
terrorists. The trial was 
recessed earlier this month 
when defends lawyers with- 
drew. after a Turin 
psllceman was murdered.. 
found another car they said 
may have been used in the 
kidnapping. Investigators 
believe M0ro and his kid- 
hoppers are still in the Rome 
area .  
BRITAIN HELPS 
Two officers of Britain's 
crack Special Air Security 
(SAS) regiment are in Italy 
to hdp with the hunt, the 
British detente ministry 
said. The SAS has bern 
active innseveral recent 
W'~e~'AS men Joioed a unit 
el West G~many's Federal 
Criminal Office, which also immediate withdrawal of its 
came to Italy. n invading troops. 
West German officials aid . 
they are lnvestlgath~g Israeli Prime Minister 
pssslble connections among Mmachem Begin said he 
terrorist groups ionEuropo, wanted assurance that 
In Rome, Premier Giulio Palestinian guorriilasdriven 
Andreotti called a full Ifrom southern Leb~on bt~Y 
cabinet session for today to lIds 
dial.as ta~.s.n~Pian.s '~e  luse me nurser arcu .,~ ,,,~ 
g O vernment ,  receiv|.apr~. .~araf°r, t~ror~" -  
Communist hacHmt for the I tacgs mm t~ru-. 
first time in 31 ~enrs. [ "That .must not hsl~Pm," 
0 ¸ • Peacekeeplng force 
prepares tomove 
:Tn~ht~aNadvtia/:/ gunrdOfa NBeewginSyosllda?oheccnerrf:/edw,~ ~fimmddle%iEa:e~gt°wltlt~hMl:rala~e~ 
prepared to move into President Carter in andnLebanese represen- 
southern Lebanon today Washington. tstives to get the Israeli 
amid signs that Israel would Acting with unusual speed, forces withdrawn and a KN 
not heed the Seckrity the Security Council on area of operations estab- 
Council's demand for the Sunday adopted a resolutlon fished. 
calling on Israel to ira- Waidheim said he hadnap- 
proched several countries 
about providing troops for 
the for~e. Informed sources 
KKK leader 
sent home 
carried an exclusive story 
about a crees-burning he at- 
tended in noutheastem 
England. 
Wilkinson was barred 
from Britain last month 
following reports he planned 
to organize Klan activities, 
including cross burniogs, 
here. He told immigration 
officials a boat from France 
put him ashore March 12 on a 
beach.north ofDover. 
I~ONDON (AP) -- British 
immigration officials put 
outlawed U.S. Ku Klm Klan 
leader Bill Wilkinson on an 
airliner for home today. 
WJlid~enn, 24, of l~mham 
Sprb~s, La., slipped into 
Britain illegally last week 
from France. He was 
arrested Sunday In Leeds, in 
northern England. It was 
10e~evad Lpollce were t ip~l 
off by News of the Wor|ok a 
Sunday newspaper that 
mediately withdraw its 
troops from Lebanese terri- 
tory and another authorizing 
a 4,00-man peacekeeping 
force to serve for a minimum 
of six months at a cost of 168 
million. 
The vote was 12-to-O m 
both resolutions, with the 
Soviet Union and 
Czechoslovakia abstaining 
and China not voting. 
NAMES COMMANDER 
Seoretury-General Kurt 
Wsldheim named MaJ.-Gm. 
Emmanuel Erskine of 
Ghana, chief of staff of the 
UN Truce Supervision 
Organization in Lebanon, to 
command new UN Interim 
Force in Lebanon. An ad- 
vance unit of several hun- 
dred Austrians and Swedes 
being formed f rom UN 
buffer forces on the Gclan 
Heights and in the Sinai 
• Desert was expected to move 
into the area within 24 hours. 
The secretary-goneral told 
the council he was h/- 
strutting Lt.-Gen. Enso 
Slilanvun, the Finnish m- 
ordinator-0f UN peace- 
keeping missions in the 
said Ireland, Norway, Nepal, 
and Nigeria were likely 
candidates, 
It was expected that 
Canada, the UN's most weil- 
somoned member in 
peacekeeping matters, 
would likely be approached 
about providing logistics for 
the new force, n 
WON'T TAKE PART 
Canada was not im- 
mediately expected to take 
an active role in the new 
force, having already ex- 
tended its re.ureas with 
1,500 men serving with other 
tiN forces in the Middle East 
and Cyprus, more than any 
other UN member. 
In Ottawa, an external 
a f fa i r s  depar  tmen,. 
spokesman said he could not 
commit Canada to an active 
role in the new force. But 
William Barton, Canada's 
ambassador tothe UN, said 
Canada would contribute to 
the limit of eta capabilities 
and would be "glad to do 
what we cau." 
Don't 
until 
OLl[ 
1 i 1 lt W I VIUIUL 1 TI IIUU,. 1 
U rvthin we, e said in.oura  is true. 
Bu you' e Io drive it l lieve it, 
We're asking you to swallow a lot. The new standard 
Mallbu, compared to last year, Is over 600 pounds 
lighter, almost 18 Inches shorter. And yet many Interior 
dimensions are larger. 
So we're Issuing an Invitation. Come In to your 
Chevrolet dealer. Take a test drive. Check the back seat 
and check ~e front. Your own sense of comfort tells you 
that Mallbu Is bigger Inside, smaller outside. As a matter 
of fact, rear seat hlproom In the 4-door Mallbu sedan Is 
as wide as In the full-size Chevrolet sedan. 
Now feel the ride. Instead of concentrating on the 
length, we've concentrated on the suspension. The new 
Malll0u gives you ride qualities associated with cars of a 
longer wheelbase. 
Even the trunk will amaze you. Helped In part by 
GM3 new compact spare tire, It actually offers more 
cubic feet of space than last year. The dash Is divided Into 
functional sections that can be removed for easier 
servicing. A two-level power ventilation system on the 
sedan and wagon selects cool air for face level, warm air 
at foot level, it combines with new opening rear vent 
windows to draw fresh air through the car. even when 
stopped. • ,..: ... 
Standard engine on Mallbu Is a compact V-6 which, • " - 
with less weight o pull, can mean better fuel economy. 
A compact V-6 engine with available automatic 
transmission that clellvers 38 Km/gal. city, 54 Kin/gal. 
highway, 44 kmlgal, combined based on approved. 
Transport Canada test methods. IRememl0er these fuel 
economy figures are estimates whlcll  may be subject to 
revision. The actual fuel economy you get will vary • ' 
depending on the driving you do, your driving habits, = 1 ' 
your car's condition, and available eClulpment,} In . . . .  
engineering, styling, roominess and efficiency, Mallbu , ., 
can offer the resale value people traditionally look for in 
GM cars. 
we began by asking you not to believe our ads . 
until you drove our cars. Because after you clrlve the new 
Mallbu, we think you will be the best advertisement we've . 
got. Buying Or leeslng? See Your Chevrolet Dealer soon. 
Some of the equipment IllustrateO is available at ext~;a cost. 
Malibu. e age of Inner Space. 
New trial Over 
Kent State 
The U.S. Supreme Corn inVietnam rocked'he city Of 
dasred the way today for a Kent and the university 
new trial in a $4&million campus. 
lawsuit against Ohio officials The original suit filed by 
over the deaths ofnfoor Kent the nine wounded students 
State University students 
during a 1970 anti-Vcetham 
war demonstration. 
The Justices let stand a 
ruling by the 6th U.S. Circuit 
Court of Appeals ~thst the 
civil rights damage suit 
must be beard again because 
a Juror had been threatened 
during the 1975 trial which 
cleared Ohio Guy. James 
Rhodes and others of all 
liability. 
The controversy now will 
return to a federal trial 
judge in Cleveland. 
Ohio National Guard 
troops killed four stude.n, ts 
and wounded nine others m a 
l~-sanond outburst of gunfire 
on May 4, 1970 as violent 
protests against the invasion 
of Cambodia by U.S. troops 
and parents of the four slain, 
students, which • named 
Rhodes and state National 
Guard officials as de- 
fendunts, was dismissed bya 
federal trisl court.and the 
6th Circuit court, n. * 
Thoas enerts ruled that 
state officials were immune 
from such suits,abut the 
Supreme Court in 1974 
reversed those rulings. It 
ordered that the cha~ea be 
heard in court. 
That decision resulted in a 
15-week trial, in which 
Rhodes . end all other 
defendants were cleared of 
liability. 
But a three-judge 6th 
Circuit penal ast Sept~nber 
struck down the Jury's fin- 
(ling and ordered anew trial. 
Students .face 
confinement 
(AP) -- Hlsldands mddie 
School students who are 
discplinary problems are 
being sentenced to solitary 
confinement and the pun- 
ishment is working, say 
school officials, 
"We don't allow the 
students (being disciplined) 
to see other students," 
principal Harry Clemmons 
said in a recent interview. 
"And, believe it or not, it's 
work ing . "  
Clemmons said some of 
the students apparently 
mn't stand being alone. 
"We even escort hem to 
the bathroom and bring 
~hem their lunch," Clsm- 
mons said. 
The students in trouble are 
:onflned in the school and 
are expected to keep up with 
~helr studies, but are 
~ohibltud from anx contact 
th their peers during the 
,chool day. 
IthAbOUte 8,50 students attend 
achool,nand there are 
two "in house auapmslun" 
rooms.  
"Generully a studmt ,b 
!mapended for five ~days,,: 
e mid ClemmbnS; "It ~is- the 
fourth and fifth days"" hat' 
~. to bother them the It really starts tonga" 
ONE REPEATED 
Clemmone said 18 students 
went through the in-school 
program dtlring the fall' 
semester nd there wasonly 
one repeater. 
• While in the program each 
student ia required to 
complete a ~ im of re- 
education lessons. 
In one cue, a studmt 
caught steal'aS was required 
to lenrn legul classifications 
for dcfferent types of 
thievery and the standard 
Other lessons require 
students to define such 
things as profanlty, ob- 
acenity or to explain the 
hazards of smoking. 
D~ another ]~art of the 
program, the student 
lZL, d~ed becomes the Judge 
end is extracted to smtmce 
other students caught 
the, tinS, stealing or cutting 
classes. 
Parental approval ia 
~ beforo a student placed In the 
"We ve never had a par~t 
fas~y no," Cleaununs said. "In 
ct, most of them are very 
much in favor of the 
prepare and hack it all the 
way. 
Under tradition~ , 
Clemmons said a student 
mast:~stsy :at :hsme and~.  
o~en Wupervi~d~Upon m I 
or her return, the student' 
often becomes more of a 
disciplinary problem. 
• The prosram has Won the 
support of teachers, too. 
"One of the main a& 
vantages Of the program is 
that it is constructive,',' 
Clemmons aid. "We're not 
Just kicking the Idde out of 
school for awhile. We are 
actually trying teach them 
how to avoid problems." 
Indonesian president 
rehabilitated 
JAKARTA (AP) The In- was known to the Indonesian 
doneslan government is masses as Bung Kamo. n 
rehabilitating President ,n,.,~, . . . .  , . . . . .  ,, , _ ._  
founder, almost debt years "~"  eA-,~ o~ ,~m su~, 
after he died in disgrace, near Bogor, with an 
Su kar n ,~ I -  a . . . .  , elaborate marble headstone 
the 
~.~..,"~o-,,^. ^# ,h . . ,a -~ Mouthpiece ofnthe In- 
IAV I .4U. ,SU, ,UTM OW, MS~ a s  ~Annmainn Dnn...la o .A  
l'~[}un/IC m lt~iO tO 11~,  l~., , .dni- -m. ^# ~.  
seemednto have been offi. '~ ' " . ' ? '~ '  " ra- 
cially/ forsottm since ~ °ePenomea'i . . . .  .; ~' 
desthat69whfleusderbeuse M mbers of his family ex- 
arrest, His policies had ..Ipees. little enthusiasm for 
wre.eked the country's the l~en,n 
economy, and he was "President 8uharto is 
charged with compllolty in planning to prop up ida 
the unsuccessful Communist faltering regime by building 
coup M 1965 in which six- a monument-to my husband 
nleading, army generals and moving the grave closer 
were slain. . to the capitol," anidnDewi 
Now thegovermnent plans ~umrno, Ida Japanese fifth 
~ ive  him a new end more TokyWife'o in an interview in 
~npresslve burial place and 
~ewapapers are again ' 
publishing stories about him. She said neither she nor 
The newspaper Merdeha other relatives in Indonesia 
'sports that portraits of would give permission for 
]ukerno have been sollin8 the remains to be moved, 
well for 800 rupiahs, or about 
76 cunts. 
The rehabilitation started 
last month when Lt,-Gen. All 
Murtopo, a key adviser to. 
President, Suharto, an- 
~tmcod that Sakarno.would 
be-given a new burial in 
appreciation of hls services 
the country. .'i 
Political observers agree 
with l)ewi Sakerno that the 
rehabilitation of he¢ husband 
is designed, at least in part, 
to win support for the 
government from his old 
political followers. 
Several diplomats also 
note that the plans to move 
Sukerno's rm~ains to a mere 
;. . . . .  .~ . . . . .  elaborate gravesite followed 
[~ IV I~N,MUI I~ ' I "  I JU I I IAL  the diRo]nmn.n thnt  'nn nv 
°°'-- - k " --. -- - -  - - . - -v - - -~  ~.~v ~ ~"  wnen uu arno men~ m nAnsive 'burial vault had 
.June, 1970, Suimrto_ ~ ~n commissioned by 
ms 0o05, xrom ms Kallbata President Suharto's fnmm, 
Heroes, cemetery  in  , "--- '~' 
Jakarta. He wu given a ' . . 
state funeral, but with a ~In. THEATRETOURE 
ira/ira Of ceremony and ~em NOnTT 
interred in a family.plot in EDMONTON (CP) --  The 
the small East Java town of Citadel on Wheel-Winp, the 
Bliter. school touring arm of Citadel 
'Sukerno had once asked to Theatre, will use a ~0~000 
be buried at LBogor, the hill Canada Council grant for a 
ronort?$ kil0metren south of spring tour of.the Northwest 
Jaharta, ander a banyan Territories and the.l~Uk0n. ' 
tree with a simple :stone The tour ai//rta in l~uvlk and 
inscribed Here lies Bung makes f~ more stops in the 
Kerno, Mouthpiece of the Northwest Territories, :{W0 
Indonesian People. Bkng in northern Alberta and 
means brother, and Fukamo thr~ in the Yukon. 
, J 
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Future  journa l i s ts  p repare  for  f i rs t  ed i t ion  
newspaper business, but 
hopefully enouSh to 81ve 
them an overall view. 
The students were ~-  
Students from, Copper out a newspaper. The 27 youngsterl 
Mountain Elementary The Grade 7 pupils are the front office, 
• planing to put out their own department, co 
.Schooitotcad the. offices.of newspaper, and came to room and back 
, ~rhl0Daily, Heraldre~mfly~o, iu/~ct~lq~atliOW~:ha~,~e~i about a half-boer, 
.WE HAVE TI-IE 
$'I?IttlETW'INI 
$ ET. I}llll $. 
,AT TERRACE EQUIPMENT 
Suzuki's two stroke GTseries may just 
represent the best value on the street. 
Dependable performance you can 
count on-and a price you're going to 
like. Every bike in the series, from the 
GT185 to the GTT,50 offers youthese .  
features: 5 or 6 speed constant mesh 
transmission; telescopic oil dampened 
5:ont fork; oil dampened, 5 way adjust- 
able rear shock absorbers; front disc 
brakes; internal expanding rear brakes, 
And a p0wer~to weight ratio that really 
lets you zip around town. ' 
We cany a full range of Suzuki motor- 
cycles, and OUT_ service department 
stocks a complete lin~ of parts and 
accessories. 
met 
Ter raee  
INCOME 
TAX 
PE-A"SOkAL AND SMALL BUSINESS 
INCOME TAX PREPARATION 
"NO APPOINTMENT NECESSARY" 
S 10 ':;' 
4602 LAZELLE AVE. 
TERRACE B.C.  
BEAIJTI 'U/J M]) 
W Ht  6 ULUUA'UUUU mJJGiU'A'DUU ~ B I  
would be worth' having just because it 
makes a pickup look so good. And made 
to stay that way. It's tough, easy to clean, 
resists stains, and it can even be waxed. 
One piece protects the headwall, side- 
walls and bed floor. Another slips right 
over the tailgate. One man can install 
it in ten minutes or less. And the result? 
Well, look at any pickup ,bed without 
LINE-A-BED, then look at one with. 
$459,00 
LINE-A-BED is a molded liner/protector 
for your truck bed that's virtually inde- 
structible• Because it's made of the 
same high-impact material you'll find in 
football helmets and golf club heads. 
The purpose of LINE-A-BED is to, protect 
the bed of ~new or used pickup truck, 
to enhance its appearance, to insulate 
the bed when it is used in conjunction 
with a topper or recreational equipment. 
With LINE-A-BED, a pickup truck owner 
can haul heavy equipment in it, carry 
strong alkali, manure, etc., without 
scratching, marring or otherwise damag-. 
ing his truck bed. 
Even if it didn't do anything, LINE-A-BED Distributors for 
" " , Terraee~ Kitimat, Prinoo Rupert  
• ra e T- em -ill Tar 
!!/ Sales Ltd, r r' " p I " 
~ i ~**~* / AT TERRACE EQUIPM~ SALES LTD. ' 
i~ i~! ~ i me nnE!niXVKliUE/ ,*. : - 4631 Keith ~ i]i:*i/~,1~ 
] il//|eal!r if,.; 01349jii i :~,03§.0|N~ ,~ / ,SUZ~I,GOES ~II~ DLS'rANcE! 63§-4'a4 (' 
' ' :  ] ,  " 'L . . . .  • " /  " " " " 
k* 
i i 
:l 
1, 
"~, .J 
*"*~:,-~. ~ ~.~,.-~.~..---, .--- , , ,  ~-........ 
" ~ . . , . .~" '~  
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!4.7 mfllio .gallons 
crude off spilled , ' ,U ,~. ,  . • .:. ,', ~,;,~ .~ 
'~ - ; t : -~esp~,~any l tw l l lbe  The vessel already has efm'ranningontotherocha 
~ !~.~ ~le l~t . fow or five days spilled at least 14.7 million early Fr iday when its 
- ~i ~om~tbey  san start gsilons ofcrudeoi lon to an towline broke during a 
' . ! ~ mpl~l, oil from the l~0-kilometre stretch of the storm. 
: ,  ~ N~minU.S.-owned super. Brittm~y coast and the rich 
; ' "  I I~kI'Amom Cadiz. fishing i~rounda offshore 
briefs 
• FILION8 WIN MILLIONS 
TORONTO (CP) - -  The 
Fllinn brothers from Angers, 
Que., won 1,133 races and 
$5,748,311 last year, the 
Canadian Trotting 
Association said Tuesday. 
The winningest family hi 
North American harness 
racing history was led by 
Herve with 441 victories and 
$2,~51,~8. Henri had 227 
wins and $1,893,331 and Yves 
had 161 wins and $554,996. 
Rhno, Gilles, Renald, Denis 
and Doris won 254 races and 
$?59'926. Lifetime Filinn 
family statistics how 12,621 
victories and more than 
million in winnings. 
MAY NOT RETIRE ' 
DORTMUND, West 
Germany (Reut~)  - -  An- 
negret Richter, 27, the 
Olympic women's lO0-mstre 
~old medallis, t, said Tuesday 
ane nan changed her mind 
about retirement and may 
~ mpste at the 1980 Olympic ames in Moscow. The West 
German made a farewell 
tour of Australia and New 
Zealand curlier this year, 
but said the trip had shown 
that a troublesome sciatic 
nerve injury had.apparmtiy 
cleared up.n 
IT WAg REVEALING 
RHYMNEY, Wales (CP) the storm got worea.n 
- -Scots  drummer wee Willie. "We are afraid there is a 
Russell charged a pound a cont roversy , "  aal 
pesk when a group of giris at Rlnkema, adding there 
a band concert wouldn't "maybavobemadiscausion 
over the towing contract" believe his claim that he dur~g the critical ~Hod. 
wore nothing under his kilt. 
"Tke girls must have en- SURVEY ALCOHOLISM 
joyed what they saw," said EDMONTON (CP) -- The 
Russell, "some of them Alberta Alcoholism an~ 
came hack for more.". ' DrngAbmeComnfleston will 
conduct a survey this sprk~ 
CHAPERONES STAYED to learn hew widespread 
BROADHEMBURY, alcoholism is among retired 
England (CP) --  Newlyweds persons here. Ed Sawka, 
Mark and Jeanette Freeman study coordinator, says the 
were dfaperened by their 30 survey is designed to give 
wedding guests on their the commission facts about 
wedding night and loved thetifestyleofolderl~'fens, 
eye~ mlnuteof IL: " : '~ : not *~ feKrot , , , , * "~"t ' " ' - :  
Reporters who approached 
the scene Sunday reported 
that oil continued to flow 
from the wreak. 
The tanker was carrying a
total of 67.e million gal]ous of 
oil in its 15 tanks, and so far 
officials do not know hew 
many were ruptured. 
French authorities and 
salvage officials said no 
divers had yet inspected the 
wreck or attempted un- 
derwater repairs. Divers 
were to start work today to 
chart he rocks in the neigh- 
borhood of the wreck so 
other tankers might be 
brought alongside to reload 
the remaining oil. 
GALE WINDS EXPECTED 
But bad weather was 
blowing up, and gale winds 
were predicted by Tuesday. 
The most optimistic 
estimates said pump~ was 
not expected to start for at 
least fournto five days. 
The captains of the tanker 
and of the West G~mas tug 
Pacific which took It in tow 
Thursday after its steer~g 
gear failed were under 
detention ashore and 
questioned by French in- 
veuti~ators. 
Harry '  Rinknma of 
Chicago, Amoco In- 
ternational's viceptesident 
for marine transportatiun, 
indicated that a d~spute over 
the term of payment of the 
tow may have delayed the 
unsuccessful towing Ol~r- 
atinn Thursday night while 
.!~;: to 
'~', i lm~ler. 
::~ : ARREST WIZARD 
!,,..,, ~ ,  England (Reut~') 
.... ~¢e have arrested Bill 
..." J0tmn, self-atyled ira. -~!"~:;i~"' i1 grand wizard of the n 
ilNlgpremaclst Ku Klux 
:.'~!~ :Jd3~Mb~of theU.S., whom the 
''il i~'ittSh government has 
:'i; ..~b~nnq, d from Britain on 
::I ~ d l  he might stir up ra- 
% ~/ .hgt red .  Police and 
~!'~ ~pt ion  officials must 
?,~ ~ whether to charge 
'~  ~k~on as an illegal 
~."~ ~ t  or deport him as 
..'.~ ~ .  ~nduc ive  to the 
. ,.~ ~ o d ,  . 
~!~ '@~, '~0M~ . 
~t.~ M (Reuter) --  
~:I r~'sous mar- 
. ~ Amsterdam on 
• "i'~'~ 
~ '~;~RDAM  a  )
~:~o,ooo  p=.u , 
~.t l~u~,   
~}ft0protes t  against he 
.... ~U~,~neutron bomb. The 
~:,~ ~:~ ended in a mass 
: .~,,:~ ~IN I  which closed a two- 
, ,:.~ ~'~/~tk'national convention 
• :~. ~ ~  by the Dutch Stop 
::Y~ ~l!p~/~:~e~ron Bomb Com- 
/i~~ ~ ,  ;The marchers in. 
:.i ..... [ ~  many of the 1,500 
'~:!i~j ~mU~n delegates from 
!~:::~..~.~ ~1 ' ; / tBe  U.S. and 28 
' "  : F'~"~, 
.-.- ; ,  ¢, 
. .  . -  . . .  . .  . . . . .  • . , . . . . .  • . 
voters decisively rejected a
leftist bid for power in runoff 
elections Sksdoy and gave 
President Valery Gincerd 
d'Estaing's centre-right 
coalition a majority 'ofaat 
l~ut 85 seats in the National 
Assembly. 
,With only foor overseas 
races unreported, the 
Kovermnent ~coalition 
~st  ~ seats to 199 for the 
s in the 491-saat lower 
house. 
The government's total 
vanu ouly 10 lean.than in the 
assembly. And Robert 
Fabre, whose tiny Leftist 
Radical Movement won 10 
seats, said he no longer felt 
bound by the leftist alliance, 
an indication that he might 
add his votes to Giseard's 
majority. 
The election result was a 
clear rejection of the 
alliance of Socialists and 
Communests which pledged 
to make sweeping changes in 
French society, including 
more nationalization of 
bus iness ,  g reater  soc ia l  
benefits for workers and 
higher taxes for the rich. 
The vote belied pre- 
election op/nion polls thatfor 
six months had consistmtly 
predicted a leftist victory. 
But the polls had already 
been discredited in the firft 
mknd of voting March 12,' 
when the left fell short of the 
majority it needed to ensure 
victory in the runoffs. 
PARIS (AP)  - -  Frmch Franeshavehemdthepresl. 
dmt's ca l l lGr  the right 
French voters go centre-right", 
give d'Estaing a majority • 
.. " • ~"'i. ~ ~. 
Giscurd's Unign for French than those in urban centrm, polled 50.6 per ce~t of t l~  t~.' vote wh~e' the  lef=..:¥~.:~ 
choice." 
Since Gisesrd's term has 
three more years to rum, a 
leftist victory would have 
resulted in a Socialist- 
Communist cabinet ~d a 
centrist president almost 
certain to oppose the cabi- 
net's chief policies. The 
result would probably have 
been a constitutimal crisis 
that could have wrecked the. 
• Fifth Republic. n 
The outcome of the efco- 
tion was als0 a great relief to 
the United States, which is 
strongly opposed to the 
presence of communists in
the governments ofits allies. 
Sodullst Leader Frmcois 
Mitterrand, who would have 
been premier ff the left had 
won, blnmed the defeat on 
the Communistk. He said 
their attempt o make the 
Socialists agree to a more 
sweeping' nationalization 
program turned away 
potential support~s, n 
"History will Judge, as it 
should, those who took the 
responsibility, without 
hesitation, ofnJoining the 
H~ht in  their violant, in- 
cessant attacks against he 
Socialist party," Mitterand 
said in a clear referanea to 
Communist party Leader 
Gcorgca Marchals. 
Merchain, whom many ob- 
servors think wanted the left 
to lose because the Com- 
KEEP STATUS QUO munists wouldhave hem the 
~e~yes~el,~elun result too-n* Juncor partner, conceded 
,,s-'-~=...,~ o.,~h-"~ that "the majority wil l  
~"~f ,~,"~ ,,'~v~r~ remain in power; that is a 
- ~ ~ o -  " #---, , m,,  h~ nM,~.  " i t  IS  a • ~o-*direeted ,.a-ital l~m ,a~ . . . . . . . . . . .  
o,,a ~,,na,~ r,,.=~-,, mlim, P shrunken maJorcty that is 
has had sines Charles do: ~veakeMng. ' ,  
(]su]le term'nod to power in ' Heeding" Glsesrd 
1958. 
There were fears, 
however, that the leftist 
defeat would prompt 
Communist and Socialist 
labor unions to wage a mill- 
tant campoisn for the pay in- 
creases and longern- In the first round of voting 
vacations the leftists had the weak before, the turnout 
promised uring the cam- was 8~.78 per cent. n 
peign. • DIVIDE SEAT8 
"This in a personal victory Of the gsvcrnment 
for the president," said a coalitton's 288 seats, Jsuques 
spok~man for Glscard Chirads Gaullint Rally for 
d'Estatng.:"T~,,e."l~,ple:~of: the  Republic won 145, 
Better Benefits For Borne. 
Post-Mortem Benefits. 
Applications for retroactive benefits (i.e. up 
to 12 months) can now be made on behalf 
of d deceased person, in cases where 
contributor qualified, but failed to apply, 
before death. Families or estates will be 
entitled to receive benef~s in such cases. 
Divorce orAnnulment. 
CPP pension credits earned by a husband 
and wife during marriage may be divided 
equally between them if the mardage ends 
in divorce or annulment after January 1,1978. 
This ensures that an asset accumulated 
through the efforts of both spouses while 
they were married can be shared equally by 
both when the marriage is dissolved. 
d 'Es ta ing 's  warn ing  that  
France's economic future 
was at stake, Frend~men 
streamed through polling 
stations all day Sunday fez' a 
record 8S-per-trot turnout of 
the 30 million diBlble voters. 
Retmacttve  ent 
o r ient  Benefits. 
Elimination OfReductions 
tn Children's Benefits. 
Orphans' and disabled contributors' 
children's benefits are no longer reduced for 
the t"~th and subsequent children. All children 
• in a family regardless of its size, are eligible 
to receive equal benefits. 
Retirement benefits may now be paid 
retroactively for a period of up to ]2 months 
to contributors who had attained age 65 
but who are under age 70 and who have 
retired from the labour force. 
D~mocracy got 137 and the 
kdq}endeats wan six. The 
leftists elected 102 Socialists, 
Communists, "I0 Leftist 
• Radicals and. one extreme 
leftist. 
Giscard and Premier Ray- 
mond lieu're warned 
throughout he long cam- 
i~  that leftist promises to 
raise the minimmn monthly 
wa~the by 37 per cent to 
oseto increase welfare 
payments would ruin the 
French economy. But 
analysts said a key factor in 
the vote seemed to have been 
fears of seeing Communists 
in the government. 
The popular vote was 
dour  than the division of 
National Assembly seats 
~ndicated.. Becanse of 
gerrymeadoring to make a 
leftist victory more difficult, 
many conservative rural 
districts have fewer voters 
With most votes tabulated, 
the govermn~t candidates 49.4 per cent. 
These important amendments tothe Canada Pension Plan 
came into force on January 1st, 1978, 
If you have any questions, contact the Canada Pension Plan 
officenearest you: 
• ~:~ 
Terra0e Totem Ford 
Sales Ud. 
4631 Keith 
636,,4984 
DOO727A 
1973 TOYOTA PIOKUP 
Wdh Oanop, . " , ' $2196 
,,o 
Station wapn, V8, Auto, 
(nn mE GlUE VOU 
on Saturday between 6:00 asm. 
and I1,'00 a.m. 
I 
, ' ? I  
' :2  
1 G 
, ' • , ,  
5 
HLL THE (OmFORT51:: 
OF HOME... 
comforts of home. Take your vaoation' ibis"year ' ,t~* ~ ~  ~ 
in one of our fabulous recreational vehicles. _ ~: -~ [ 
Its the only way to gel /~  ~.~t~ ) 
Now YOU ,9,an ,9.o. anywhere/and, 
1974 GN0 JIMMY 
. w,.., 0..,.,..,o . $4896 
1.977 FORD ,,,, .,,., ., 
hmperSpe,i, l ,  lul l ,  ,,r lend, U00 . ,b |  $7896 
1974 HAZDA PIOKUP 
Piokup, Rotary, 4 Speed 
1977 ASPEN SE 
va, 4 Speed, Stereo 
i : T  
~ .:~. 
LIL 
i . !  
,~,J( .. 
k" 
. '~  
( i "  
' .  2 
$2696 
$6496 • ,-~. ~, - 
..... '/y:c 
.,,,,w.,,o,-,,,... $'/2961 ' , ' .  
' '~L' 
J i  
"5 ;  
• (L  
Health and Welfare Sent6 et Olen-6tre social 
'Canada " Canada '. 
Mo~lque O~gln, Minister Monlque B6gln, Mlnlstre 
Prince •George 
Oxford Building 
Suite 219 ' 
280 Victoria Street 
V2L 4X3 . 
Te!:il (604)564-1137 
? - ," j~ 
1 
SPRING JAOK|T 
Ev's sill buy heler Brmkfeel 
THE HERALD, I uesaay, Marcn z,, ,y/o, r~"  II 
/ 
,:!. 
mlml l lmlm 
CLASSIFIED RATES 
right to classify ads under 
appropriate headings and to LOCAL' ONLY: 
set rates therefore and to 20 words or less $2.00 per 
determine page location. ;nsertlon, over 20 words 5 
The Herald reserves the cents per word. 
right forevise, edit, classify 3 or more consecutive in. 
or re,act anY advertisement sertlons $1.50 per Insertion. 
and t0,,rata In any answers 
directed to'the Herald Box REFUNDS: 
Reply ~rvlce, anclto repay 
the c~tomer the sum paid 
~or, t6t:..adveHIsement and 
box r~a l .  
BoX. "replies on "Hold" 
instrtKflons not  picked up 
wlthM 10 days of expiry of an 
advertisement will be 
destroyed unless mailing 
Instr~tlons are received. 
Those answering Box 
Numbers are requested not 
to send Originals of 
documents to avoid ICES. 
All i claims of errors In 
advertisements must be 
recei~d by the publisher 
within 30 days after the first 
First Insertion charged for 
whether ru~ or not. 
AbsolUtely no refunds after 
ad has been set. 
CORRECTIONS: 
Must be made before' 2nd 
Insertion. 
Allowance can be made for 
only one Incorrect ad. 
BOX NUMBERS: 
7~; cents pick up. 
$1.25 mailed. 
• CLASSIFIED DISPLAY: 
Rates available upon 
request. 
FLEA MARKET PATS KNITS 
Saturday April 8th -- 10 Knifllng Machine Sales 
a.m.-3 p.m. Skeena Secon-Lessons . Patterns • Ac. 
claw School gym . cossories 
Garage Sale, Crafts, Bake Coned Yarn 39c oz. 638.1409 
Sale, Bazaar, .White (ctf4mo.18n) 
Elephant Individuals and 
Groups Welcomel ABLEELECTRIC LTD. 
Entry forms available at Eledrlcelend Refrigeration 
CFTK or Sight and Soun d. contrading. 
For further Information "House wiring. 
phone 635.9277 or 635.7959. ; dklB.Sl?6 
Sponsored by the Klnefte (cff) 
Club of Terrace 
• FULLER BRUSH 
Order now by phone. Phone 
or make an appointment. 
" Marnle 635.9721, 
Terrace Church of God,* 
located at 3341 River Drive, 
will be having a speclat 
Easter Program March 26, 
1978 at 11:00 a.m. Everyone 
Welcomel 
For further Information. 
phone 638-1561. 
The Three Rivers Workshop 
is having an Easter Sale of 
handicrafts and toys on 
Thursday, March 23rd, at 
their new location, 5010 Agar 
Avenue. Free coffee will be 
served. Open from 9 a.m. to 
TRANSIENT AD- Theatre In Terrace; 
$3.60 per column Inch. Reduced Price of $4 for 
BUSINESS PERSONALS: children for Saturday 
• Matinee Performance only. 
$4.50 per line per month. Write, enclosing a cheque for 
On a 4 month basis only., tickets, fo the Terrace and 
D EADLI N E ..... District Arts Council, Box 35, 
publication:" ' .. 
It II agresd by.the ed, NATIONAL CLASSIFIED 3 p,m, 
• vertl ler requesting space RATE: 
fhet ith.e liability of ..the 22 cents per agate line. 
Herald ln the event or lallure MS,;.,,, . . .~ . . . , .  e~N~ . . . .  
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  • . . . .  P"  Tlcketsarestlll a'vailablefor to PublJlh:an.advertisement I,,,,~u,,, , , 
or In ~ the event of an error " ' "  . . . . . . .  : all 3 performances of the 
appeal;lag In the ad. LEGAL POLITICAL AND Royal Winnipeg Ballet May 
5th and 6th at the R.E.M. Lee vertlmnent as publllhed 
shall! be limited to the VERTISING: Tickets cost $8.00 
The College has an im- 
mediate vacancy for a 
Maintenance Supervisor. 
This is a newly created 
For Sale: Framus 12 string 
guitar, good playing con- 
dlflon, Ideal for beginner, w .w carpeting, fireplace, 
best offer. After 5 p.m. 635. 
3795. 
(P3-17) 
FOR SALE: 14' boat with 9 
h.p. J()hnson motor and 
trailer. $350 firm. Phone 
638-1571 (p5-15) 
27' Coronet, Danish built, 
fibreglass cruiser, 330 h.p. r- 
Wive, C.B., sounder, holler, 
frldge, hot and cold water, 
Ester heater and more. Call 
624-9275. 
(P3-17) 
Boat for Sale: 
15 foot 'V' fibreglass 
Runabout with full soft top 
house, 5 acres cleared. Barn 
-attached garage on a fenced and other out buildings. Two 
lot 85x200. Asking $33,000. year round creeks. Close to 
• Viewat2552 Penner or phone town.Forfurtherlnformation 
(35-5172. - " - - "  write to A. Lestander Box 
(C10-19) 2475, Smithers or phone 847. 
2150. 
(1o3,17) 
Must sell: a clean3 bedroom Hobby Farm In Smlthers. FOUR plex for sale by 
home. Cement foundation, 20.6 acres, three bedroom • owner. Centrally located in 
Terrace, full year round 
Wanted to Rent: 3 bedroom 
house. Close to town. Phone 
635.3682 or 638.8141. Ask of 
Rene. 
(C~.lS) 
WANTEDTO RENT: 2or 3 
bedroom house, by April lEt. 
Leave message for Mark at 
635.9073. (p3-16) 
occupancy, excellent in. 
vestment potential. Phone 
635.9471 for further In- 
formation. 
(CTF 10.18) 
Stuff Envelopes $25.00 per 
100 (possible). Information 
send Self Addressed 
Stamped Envelope to J&G 
General Agencies Ltd., Box 
590, Peachland, B.C. VOH 
1X0. (p20-1) 
FOR SALE 1968 Beaumont 
station wagon. P.S., P.B., 
8700 and 1969 V~ ton G.M.C.,. 
307 motor 8800 phone 635- 
2751. (p3.15) 
FOR SALE: 77 Aspln wagon 
ernomt paid by the ad- 
verlller for only one in. 
correct Insertion for the 
portia of the advertising 
space occupied by the In. 
correct or omlffed Item only, 
and that there shall be no - 
liability to any event greater: L ~'Terrace, B.C. For more 
than ithe amount paid for nlCD/AV. , ~ : : '  . Information phone 635.2101. 
suchadvertising. -, 4"00 p.m.S'2 days prior to • " 
Advert Isemen tsm usF '^; ;bp , , ,qM day 
comply with the British • . : 
Columbia Human RIghtsAct CLASSIFiED~ ' 
position and the lob will 
Involve responsibility for the 
supervision of maintenance, 
grounds, bailer room and 
Janitorial Staff of the 
College. 
Previous experionce would 
be an asset. Preference will 
be given to -candidates 
holding a valid Class.. 4 or 3 
Stationary Engineer's 
Certificate. The' ability to 
supervise and co-ordinate 
staff and plan work 
programmes Is essential. 
Duties wil l  also Involve 
negotiations with, and co., 
ordination Of,: contractors. 
Salary. w i l l  be dependent 
on experience and will be on 
the B.C. Government Em. 
ployees Union Scale of ap- 
proximately $20,000. $22,500 
annually, A full range of 
employee 
and windshield wiper 1977 50 
hp Merc. electrlc, extra 
tanks on E.Z. loader traller. 
Contact Grant Papps, 4721 
Lees Ave. 638-1856 or 638- 
8131. 
(P3.17) 
3 bedroom town house, 
frldge and stove', close to 
school. Phone 635-5485. 
(P1-15) 
For Rent 2 bedroom 
benefits Is basement suite, with fridge, 
RET IR ING?  
Adult-oriented, factory- 
bu i l t  hous lng  
developments  on 
Vancouver I s land-  
Lower Mainland and 
0kanagan Valley. Into. 
BOX 4002, Stn; A, VIc- 
tor lie, B.C,; or Box 882, 
Summerland, B.C. 
CTF.M31 
Canada's Number One 
motorcycle distributor Is 
looking for a franchised 
dealer for this area. For 
further information, Con- 
tact: Deeley Harley- 
Davldson, 12260 Vulcan Way, 
Richmond, B.C., Phone: 
((~)4)273.9677 (c3.16) 
FOR SALE: 91/4 acres. V, 
mile north of town. Spring 
creek on property. Power Ancient manuscr ip ts  
available. Road sfarter, didn't uee punctuation 
Phone (after 6)635.4094 (cff .ma~ uotJ] about 364 be, 
f&f) when a mark of separation 
.to_llAwed each word. 
less than 4,000 miles, still 6 
month warrant. For more 
information call 635-2934 (p4. 
16) 
FOR SALE: 1977 Dodge % 
ton 4x4. Automatic, P.S., 
P.B., 8000 miles. Like new 
and a 1973 Dodge V~ ton, 
automatic, P.S., P.B., 30,000 
miles. • 635-3845 (p5.15) 
1974 V.W. Station Wagon, 
good,condition. Phone 635. 
3990. Ask for Joe evenings 
and weekends 635.9647 (p5. 
A LOT OF GOOD THAT DID, 18) 
FOR SALE: 1969 Ford I/, ton 
pickup. Fair running con- 
dition. Phone 635-6055 (p3-16) 
which  prohibits any ad. 1:00 p.m. day: prior to available. The position is a. sfoveanddlnlngroom set.No 
verlislngthat discriminates publication day. . ..Baby CII.nlc every Tuesday permanent position sublect ,pemt~',,~Ph°ne 635-7589. . 
ngal~st~ahy person because, starting at l:~u p.micever, to a : th ree  month : ~r,-,,, 
of h~s ra.ca'~l rellg!on, sex, ServlcecihargeofSS.0Oonall .~nornh !BabyClln Y p robat lonsryper lod . .  ~ . '~ . . .  - 
: 'stir anosstr . . ues 2nd and 4th Friday at the Please address ' all an Par Kent, furnishes one colo~ flatl~ y,:. Y N S F. cheq • . - ~" suite 
• farl In, erbecause CommuntyCentrefroml:30 nllcatlons toaether with bedroom basement • or piece 0 g . . . . .  . . . .  " ' IP 4"00 m rt west Close to  SChOOlS, within his ageJsJ)atween .44 and 65 WEDDING DESCR - - • P. • . . ~ . resumes, to No h ._. ~ . . . . . . . . . .  
- " . . . . .  e'cond lion Is . . Adult Clinics - man. w~.  ,~ munPv Co l l ie  --  At- walking DisTance o~ Town. yearl, unleasth . TIONS. . Corn ., - ,  . 
Justi~ed:'bY a bona fide No charge provided news Frl.,from.3:00.to4.00p.m. t~ntlon: G; Harris, Box 726, Ph~.e.638~1937. 
requ(remont far .the work submlftedwlthlnonemonth. .V.D.Clmc.3:00p.m.every 5331 McConnell Ave. ,  tl-z-ua~ 
invol~nd. , _ ~ _ $5.00 production charge for Man. & Thurs. Terrace, B.C. V0G 4C2. 
InlB~~~oa~¢tnl~-~'~l~--e~..a~.m,~pt~:~:.,~ ,:~:~ ;..~. :~.~..~:,~,L,(~l'm ~:: ~: :,~ , : 
, . . . . . . . . . . .  '; (~ ' i re .UpS)~, - - rece l~J , , "one  Are  y~'~ak lBg  ~Ob'~ 'OVv~ '' 
Published .at Terrace month or mere after event life and your children's 
B[C. 5 days a week 
Monday to Friday, af- 
ternoons 
PUBLISHER 
Don Cromack 
SUBSCRIPTION 
RATES 
Effective October i, 
1977 ./" 
Single Copy 20¢ 
By Carrier mth 3.00 
By Carrier year 36.00 
By Mail 3 ruth 12,00 
ByMail : 6rnth22.00 
By Nlail , :year 40.00 
Senior Citizen year 
20.00 
Brltlzh Commonwealth and 
United States of America 1 
year' 51.00. 
BOx 399, Terrace, B.C. 
., VSG2M9' " 
: ' ~'elephone: 
, 112.604.638-6387 
HOME DELIVERY 
: Terrace & District 
• Thornhlll & District 
$10.00 charge, w i th  or miserable? Do you con- 
without pldure. Subject to stantly yell at your children,. 
condensation. Payable in or hit them,'or find it hard to 
advance, control yo~,r angry feelings 
toward them? 
P.I.C.'s goal is to help you 
CLASSIFIED "AN- become the lov ing  con- 
NOUNCEMENTS: structlve parent you real!y 
want to be. 
Births • 5.50 All Inquires absolutely 
Funerals . 5.50 confidential. 
Cards of Thanks 5.50 Phone Mary or John 635.44i9 
Memorial Notices 5.50 Jane 638.8302. 
PHONE 635.6357 
HEALTH CARE FOR 
SENIORS A St. John Am- 
balance. Course : You ere 
never too old to learnl For 
more Information, please 
phone Mrs. Carol Harrison, 
638.5042. 
~keena Dlsirlct Girl Guides 
would like to announce the 
opening of .a Land Ranger 
Company In the Thornhill 
area. Girls between the ages 
of i4  and 18 who are in- 
terested please call 635.3061 
or'638-1269 (ctf) 
The: ! regu lar  monthly 
meeting of the Skeena 
Progressive Conservative 
Wolnen!s Club will be held on 
Wednesday,; N~:rch 2.2;" at 
1:00!p.m. In'the Terrace 
Little Theatre Building, 3625 
Kalum Street. 
For further Information, 
Call ~ 635.6764. 
Wel;ht ;! Wat¢~Ws meeting 
,.heldwMy Tuesdayat 7p.m. 
of:the Knox United Churm 
Hell;, 4~7 Lazdle Avenue. 
You are Invited to par- 
ticipate In these Lenten 
noonday addresses to be 
held a t  St. Me. flhew's 
Anglican Church, 4726 
Lazelle . Ave,, ' Ter.race. 
Time: 12:15 p.m; -,. 
Bring your own sand. 
wiches.:.coffee and tea 
will be served. 
Wednesday March 22nd: 
Rev. Lance Stephens "A 
Christian Perspective" A 
Summation. 
Come and bring your 
• friends bring a co- 
worker, participate In 
These discussions on  
family life. 
The Terrace Ar t  
Association is sponsoring an 
exhibition o f  71 paintings 
~ome for sale, hy local and 
regional artists In the 
Terrace Library Arts R~om, 
until April 5. 
Entry forms are now 
available for those who wish 
to enter their arts, crafts and 
The Terrace Art  Association 
is Sponso#ing a life.drawing 
work~hop, by.~RIchard:~Yatea 
of Pe'taln~pSon, on :March 
31; 'ApdI{:i :and'.2 in  the 
Terrace Library Arts Room. 
To register before March 24, 
wrlki 4711 Tuck Ave., or hobbies In the  Terrace 
phone 638.2964: Limit o f . i s  An,,~nualArts and Crafts'Show 
persons. . . . . . . .  on April 22 and 23. They can 
• be.picked up at Toco Craft, 
B,C.6.AIP.O. - Annual' Fall ~ ~inferlandi and Northern 
Bazaar, November. lath : Crafts, ()r by wrltlng Box 82, 
1978.;~Are|ta Banquet Room Terrace. . .  • . . . .  . ~"'i:: ~ "'~'~ 
~ , .  . . .  
INCHES AWAY CLUB. 
Meet every Tuesday night at 
8In the Skeena Health Unit. 
For more information phone 
635-3747.or 635.3023. 
MI LLS MEMORIAL 
THRIFTSHOP 
Mills Memorial Hospital 
Auxiliary would appreciate 
any donations of good, clean 
clothing, any "household 
Items, toys etc. for their 
THRIFT SHOP. . . 
For pickup .sea;Vice phone 
635.5320 or 6t54233, or leave 
donations at the :Thrift Shop 
on Lazelle A.venue on 
Saturdays between 11:00 
a.m. and 3:00 p.m. Thank 
you. (nc) 
RAPEI RELIEF 
& CRISIS LINE 
FOR WOMEN 
CALL 635-7558 
OR 
635.7728 
Swingtlme News, picture 
ads, dances, for Swingers In 
Wash. and Western Canada. 
Est. 1969. $3 per copy or free 
detells. CY Club P.O, Box 
2410, New Westminster, B.C. 
V3L 5B6 (i)8.21) 
Room 120 Skeena wishes 
contact relatives re: 
emigration Breakfast Co-op. 
Urgent. 
(P347) 
FOR SALE: Swedish design 
dlnlng room sulte --  
Excellent condition. $450.00. 
Phone 635-6601. 
(P5.16) . .  
LOOKING FOR FUR'  
N ITURE?  • , 
• F0r  exce l lent  p r i ces  on  
furn i ture see . the Mr{ la in  
f loor  at"  FRED'S  FUR.  
N ITURE LTO.  
4434 Lakelse Ave. 
Terrace 635-3630 
SECOND FLOOR (CTF) 
FOR SALE: Sliding storm 
window with screen; toilet, 
beth tub; tub enciosure; fee. 
wagon; bays skates, size ,4. 
Phone (~-6612 (p5-18) 
Yamaha NS670 'speekers.. 
excellent •condition and 
sound, $420, 23 channel CB. 
Realistic and RC.24C plus 
roof antenna $120 and 
~frigerator - works well S7S 
635-5290 after 6 (I)3-15) : " 
For.Ssle: 2 year old white 
stove, and .frost free fi:ldge, 
FOR ~ISALE: 4 bedroom 
home - with ' finished" 
basement fireplace, large 
lot, dOse to schools. Phone 
635-2601. 
(C20-M16) 
Moving to Bulkley Valley? 3 
bedroom house In Telkwa. 1 
year old, low taxes, Full 
basement. W.w carpet. 
. phone e46.5228. 
(PS.16) 
Owner transferred. Must 
Sell. 
Excepftonal family home, 
close to schools and shop. 
ping. "Sunken living Room, 
with fireplace, sliding glass 
doors to covered patio; 
formal dining room with 
fireplace are. two of the 
features of this outstanding 
home. Large kitchen with 
built-in chinacabinet in 
eating area, mud room, 4 
bedrooms, 2 baths; rec- 
room, workroom, and ample 
storage areas. Complete this 
home.. Large lot has fruit 
trees, •garden area and 
greenhouse. 4840 Walsh..Low 
• 60's. Interested parties only 
geod worklng condition. $300 p!easecall 635.3175 after 5 
each, Phone 6,15-9743. "i p.m, 
• . . . .  . (CTF) (C2.16) .~' .. ' 
I 
:MaoMillan lloedel 
IndUslr/s Ltd. / 
Requires fallen with coastal f i l l ing experience. Full 
bunk Muse  faci l i t ies,  6day  week, equipment supplied. 
Phone 557.4212. " , ' 
m ~  
• . ,  ::,:: Do It flOW , 
, ,  . .  ' Sheets 
26" x 35" THE HOBBY HUT , 
Ceramic iupplles & 
Greenware, air brushing . . . . .  ' 3  76  
ava,ab,e.custom fir,ng. 12 shoots only- , 
3936 McNeil St. 
63.5-9393 .... 
. . . .  THE DALLY li.ERALI) 
Odd lobs for the Jobless . . . .  i ~Z'~:_~.~.. _ .  
Phone 635.~35, 3238 Kelum 
(c t t ) .  ' 
• s "i OARRIER 
ANTED 
~.J 
TERRACE 
Wobber 
Goulet 
and 
Pear area 
'THORNHILL 
Kofoed 
and 
River 
area 
PHONE .............. 
636-6367 
i; 
,.',- f 
Queensway area[ 
DALLY HERALD i : 
* ' !,'~:tt~'£~"' 
t:., 
I , : ,  
L~ 
I" 
i, 
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5T. AUTOMOBILES 
1973 Ford Ranger 4x4. Flat 
Deck wlth tape deck. S2,000 
miles. Phone63S-4798 or vlew 
at 4840 Sunset Drlve. 
(P10.21) 
FOR SALE: 1974 Ford 
Ranchero, Excellent con. 
dltloo. Can be seen at 2263 
Hemlock Dr. Thornhll l .  
Asking ~ firm. Phone 
635.3463. 
(P3.16) 
For Sale - -  1974 Pinto. Good 
mechanical condition. Very 
reasonably priced at $1108. 
Phone 6,15.9058. 
(P3.17) 
1974 1 ton Ford series 250. 
360.V-8, auto,trans. Good 
condition. Phone 63S-1682 
after 5. 
1972 Ford Cortlna 2,080 cc 
motor., 4 speed standord'. 
Very good cond!tlon. Phone 
638.1682 after 5.. 
(P3-17) 
For sale, 1974 Datsun 62.10, 
very good running condition. 
Phone 635.5832. 
(P5-191 
12x60 Monarch Mobile 
Home. 3 bedrooms and 
partially furnished. 8x25 Joey 
shack. Asking $8,000 Phone 
635.3542. (c6-19) ~.%.. 
~For sale: 12x55 3 b ~  
mobile "home. ~q~ds 
Ioeaflng, frldge and stove. 
Phone 635.5970. 
(C5.16) 
1968 Genral, 12'x56' trailer, 
wLth ioey shack. Un- 
furnished, set up and skirted 
in park In Terrace. $6,000. 
O.B.O. before March 24.78. 
seem space No. 17-5016 Park 
Ave. or phone 635.6174 days.. 
(P.7,10,11,12,14,15,16,17) 
"FOR SA-LE.: 1.~xM; tw9. 
bedroom mobile home. 
Located en fully serviced Iof~ 
In Thernhlll. Asking S13500. 
Financing available. 
• Contact Gerry Warren at 
Royal Bank, Terrace, B.C. 
Phone 635-7117 (ctf) 
ATCO STRUCTURES 
Atco structures Prince 
George has parts & material 
available at year end 
clearance prlces. 50 percent 
off for all Industrial trailers 
and mobile homes. Salaryed 
service man available on 
request, for Installations and 
repairs, please call Don 
Bargy at 562.6231. (c5.15) 
Wish to have your furniture 
refinished by an expert7 
Want a good lob for a good 
price? If so call me, Wayne 
of Wayne's Wood Working 
and Refinishing after 4 
phone 635.6722 (c30-m18) 
Mrs. Mar~, Slemin, graduate 
Dollologlst, Caurtenay Doll 
repair house, will be In 
Terrace from March 27.31. 
Anyone with antique or old 
dolls to be repelred, please 
phone 63S.9743 for ap- 
pointment. Free estimates, 
quality workmanship, (In- 
.terestud In buylng, old parts, 
bead, and dolls any con- 
dltlon.). 
((:2-16) 
I 
GENERAL 
CARPENTRY 
NO JOB TO BIG 
OR SMALL 
ADDITIONS, SIDING 
RENOVATIONS 
• CEMENTWORK, 
PAIN.TING 
Phone after 6: 
63S.40~4 -~" " 
To whom It may concern: I 
will not be held responsible 
for any bills or debts In- 
curred by anyone but 
myself, as of this date, 
March 20, 1978. 
Wayne Chora l ,  
No. 32.Woodland Heights 
Trailer Court, 
Terrace, B.C. 
(P3.17) 
WYATT'S Arabian wishes to" 
announce that "TAN TIN'" 
sire of halter and per- 
formance winners will stand 
at stud for the'1978 Breeding 
season. Phone 635-6403 and 
inquire about "our 
Fully furnished 3 bedroom breeding fees., 
12x64 mobile home. Large . (C20.M17) 
landscaped lot 84x21Q. Will " 
renttbe lot; Rent free for .1_. 
year If Waller Is bought 
separately. For more In- 
formation 638-1507. (c5-17) 
O~h foot camper. Im- 
meculate condition. Frldge, 
fumaca and overhead hunk. 
Used one summer. Priced to 
sell at $2,800. Phone 635.9056. 
(P3-17) 
j " (~ Pmttwed Mkltltlyof 
Sealed tenders for the 
following tree planting 
contract(s) will be received 
by the District Forester, 
Ministry of Forests, At- 
tontion Reforestation Prince 
Rupert, B.C. on the dotes 
shown below. 
1. Contract 103110.23 
Located Goat Creek Ranger 
District Terrace Number of 
Trees lS thousand Viewing 
Date April 3 1978, leaving 
Ranger Satlon at 0900 a.m. 
NOTE:  Viewing of the 
planting site prior to sub- 
miffing a fender for this 
contrect Is mendetory. 
Deadline for receipt of 
tenders Is 3:30 p.m. April 13. 
1978. 
Tenders must be sub- 
miffed on the form and in the 
envelopes supplied which, 
with particulars, may be 
obtained from the Forest 
Ranger(s) Indlceted, or 
from the District Forester, 
Ministry of Forests Attention 
Reforestat ion  Pr ince  
Rupert, B.C. 
The lowest or any tender 
will not necessarily be ac- 
copted. 
(AS.m) 
,~. RECREATIONAL 
l; 
' VEHICLES 
For  Sale, 1Or:' Holiday 
Camper with lacks. Sleeps 4. 
Oren, Frldge, stove, furnace 
and flush toilet. Phone 635. 
7432. 
(P3.17) 
Bakkers Modular Structures 
for sale: Very reasonably 
priced, attractive looking 
pre.teb. Greenhouses. 4 roll 
poly orfl~egless covering. 
Phone 638-1768 or view at 
3961 Dabble St. (p10.1) 
PERSONAL:  Discerning 
Adulte. Shop discreetly by 
mail. Send $1.00 for our 
latest ful ly Illustrated 
catelogue of marital aids for 
both ladles and gentlemen. 
Direct Action Marketing Inc. 
Oept. U.K., P.O. Box 3268, 
Vancouver, B.C. VIB 3)(9. 
(ctf) 
HELP  WANTED: Earn 
S200.00 monthly part-time; 
$1,000 full time. Easy to 
succeed with our training. 
Write Fuller Brush Com- 
pany, C.O Box 108, 808, 207 
West Hastings St., Van- 
couver, B.C. V6B 1H7, or 
Mr. T. Diamond, R.R. 3, 
Kamloops, B.C. V2C 5K1. 
(df) 
Shorts 
FIRE POLICE FORCE 
ROBBCNS, m. (~P) - 
Village trustees have fired 
all 16 policemen, effcotive 
Tuesday, amid charges 
some of them eommltted 
armed robbery, burgllry 
and car thefL It is not the 
" first time theChieago suburb 
of 9,600 people has had 
trooble with its police. The 
estire force was suspmded 
in 1970 after two people were 
shot to death by police. 
HATED THEIR FATHER 
STAFFORD, England 
(AP) "An  electrician's on 
and daughter pleaded guilty 
to attempting to murder 
their father because they 
said he made them study 
eves'y night and all day 
during weeke-ds. The judge 
put them on probation for 
three years. Ias Hill atabbed 
his father, Peter Hill, 4Z, in 
the back with a bresdknlfe 
while his sister, • Vicky, 
screamed, "Kill the bas- 
terdl" and tried to gash him 
with a broken bottle, 
prosecutor Oliver Pop- 
plewell told the court 
Monday. 
PRESENT ZOO BABIES 
TORONTO (CP) --  Donna 
Grosvenor, writer and 
GPhotographer for National 
eographic for several 
years, has visited the 
Metropolitan Toronto Zoo 
several times finen March, 
1976, photographing new 
arrivals. She is writing and 
talcing pictures for one of 
publication's children i
books, Zoo Babies, due out 
NIOR. 
instead fdrUg --Nutrition o S;  ~ By TEE CANADIANMarch , ,  1978 PRESS The cruiser Oreto sailed merchant rade. The cruiser 
• " from 14veri~ool, ~.ngland, Alabama captured 68 ships 
under the flag of the Con- during a 22.month cruise 
TORONTO (CP) -- A "A previously untrestable hour of ingesting the food federate States of America without once entering aCon- 
professoratthe neurological disease has additives and last for about 116 years ago today-- in federate port. At the end of 
Massachusetts Institute of been treated by using two hours. 1682--the first of three com- the Civil War, the U.S. took 
Technology said today that lecithin for its effects on the POSSIBLY INVOLVED merce raiders built for the legal action against Britain 
and collected $I5.5 million within five to 10 years phy- 
sidans will be able to use 
nutrition instead of druga in 
the treatment of diseases 
end disorders of the brain. 
Dr. Richard Wartman told 
doctors, educatlonists and 
experts in the field of 
nutrition at a symposium 
that recent findings show 
that diet-induced changes 
"have important physi. 
ofo~Ical effects on such brain 
functions as sleep, food con- 
smnption, pain sensitivity 
and hormone secretion." 
"Until we didnthis work, 
everybody, myself included, 
have told you that the brain 
regulates its own business 
and that the brain is so 
important that it gets 
whatever it needs from cir- 
culation," he said. 
But he said the hour-by- 
ham" dependence of the brain 
on the level of nutrients in 
the blood is #'very great 
exception,"since scientists 
assumed the brain got first 
pick of the body's nutrients 
because it was true for 
glucesa, oxygen and heat. 
Dr~ Wurtman said he could 
not say why nature had 
'allowed something as im- 
v~nrtant as the brain to be 
erahle to nutrient blood 
levels. 
: But he added physicians 
and scientists can take 
advantage ofthe phenomena 
in many ways. 
nerves and it will probably 
have numerom other uses as 
well" 
DISPUTES FINDINGS 
Dr. Morris A. Lipton of the 
department ofpsychiatry at 
the University of North 
Carolina told the mninar he 
.disputed the findings of 
recent studies of the effects 
of food coloring on hype- 
ractive children. 
Dr. Upton said that food 
colorings do not generally 
m~e children "hyper." 
He was responding to 
claims made by Dr. Ben- 
jamin Felngold, a California 
podiatric allergist, who said 
that at least 40 per cent of 
children with hyperactivity 
and learning disabilities 
imFoved noticeably when 
coloring agents were re- 
moved from theL- diets. 
Dr. Upton said that "Dr. 
Feingold has .~tinued to 
repent and eve, ev ~'jrge his 
claims and has g=nerated 
comiderable support in the 
form of parent self-help 
RrouPs." 
Dr. Uptozzf. chab'man Of 
the United States advisory 
committee "onhyperkinesia 
and food additives, said that 
some preschool children 
with the hyperactivity 
• syndrome respond to food- 
coloring agents with in- 
creased irritability and dis- 
,tractability. He said the 
symptoms appear within an 
"It raises the psllbflity 
that food coloring agents 
mdy not be entirely in. 
nocuous," he • said. 
Entries 
In_ MusJo 
Festival 
The Pacific Northwest 
Music Festival has received 
854 competitor entries, 
coming from Aiyansh, 
Hazelten, Kltimat, Prince 
Rueprt, Smithers and 
Terrace. 
The official program for 
the music festival will be 
available April 1st and may 
be obtained at Sight and 
Sound i .  Terrace, Kitimat 
and Prince Rupert, the 
Photo Shoppe, Smithers, 
Ti l l icum Keyboards,  
Terrace and the Terrace 
Public Ubrary. 
Due to the demands on 
committee members, ad- 
ditionaf hdp, for a variety of 
duties, would be greatly 
appreciated. Anyone who 
would be interested in 
helping make this year's 
music festival a success, is 
• asked to call Mrs. Olga 
Power at 6,~-3&~. 
Lois McDanid, 
Publicity Cbeh'man. 
rebels in Britain. Despite the 
success of the Union navy in 
clesing Confederate ports, 
these three ships had such abolished the slave Uade 
long endurance they el- with foreign countries. 
feetively ended the U.S. 1861--The first American 
nursing school was char- 
tered, in Philadelphia. 
1891--Chice Marx, one d 
the Marx brothers 
comedians, was born. 
19tT--A federal court 
ordered the Alabama state 
board of education to begin 
from arbitration, desegregating all state 
1794--The U.S. Congress public schools by fall. 
If you reside in Terrace or 
Thornhill and do not have 
a paper carrier - 
t we have a 
SPEOIAL 
OH SUBSCRIPTIONS 
FOR YOU! 
PHONE DAWN: 
636-6367 
whatever 
your 
pitch... 
STRIKE 
IT 
RICHZ 
TAKE A LOOK AROUND YOUR 
W.  
ATTIC, GARAGE, RUMPUSROOM 
4 
S 
AND TURN YOUR DON'T WANTS INTO CASH 
THIS SPECIAL RATE 
• LINES'5 DAYS.5 DOLLARS 
i i I i . i l  I 
I I DAILY UERALI) Mail Coupon wi th  $5.00 cash 
Cheque or  Money Order  to: 
' "S1111KE IT RICH" "St r ike  It R ich"  Ads 
I The Da i ly  Herald 
I ADS 321~ Ka,um 
I I Please allow one space between words Ter race ,  B.C. VSG 4B4 
i l i l i l i l i l i l  l t i i l i i i l i i i i l l  I 
I i i l i i i l l l l l  illl'illllllllll 
I 
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I 
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i i i l l i l i : J l l l  I I I I I l i J l l  i l l l i  
" "  . . . . . . . . . .  - . . . . . .  " . . . .  "1 
.I 
I 
l 
I 
l 
l 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
1 
Pr int  your  ads in the squares on the coupon. Be sure to inc lude 
your  telephone number  and leave a b lank space between words.  
I tems may not exceed $250 in value.  Pr ice must  be inc luded in the 
adver t i sement .  
Your  adver t i sement  w i l l  run  fo r  f ive consecutive days upon 
rece ipt  of coupon• and accompany ing  payment .  
f in  cancel lat ions or refunds.  
No business ads please. / 
Adver t i sements  must  meet  t.he Dal ly  Herald adver t i s ing  stan, 
dards.  ' ~.,  
Name____,-~.___________,____.______. I Str ike It Rich ads cannot be taken over the telephone. 
Address . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  _ . . . .  _ . . . . . . . .  - -  I 
Postal Code . . . . . . . .  - _ __  . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . .  I 
Classi f icat ion . . . . . . . . . .  Te lephone No . . . . . . . . . . .  : FOR ITEMS UP T05250 IN VALUE 
I , • I 
! Turn Your Don't Wants into Into Instant Cash i Take Advantage of this Special Rate Today! i . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ' . . . . . . .  _ ____ . . j  
, I 
:~,- I'd like to have a home and kids, Abby, and when this having lnsuffid~t-data.there uoou s~e,ar m,uences. Especially favm:ed: real estate 
.;guy is sweet, there is nobody in the world sweeter, but could be danger in signing interests, home improvements, 
!,: most of the time I'm w al~" g around with an aching heart, contracts, especially, family concerns and social 
• ~/! Hew can I either get him to marry me or forget about GEMINI 
:.' him for good? . AQUARIUS' ~ ~ t I ~.~ . " ACHING HEART (May 22 to June 21) ] ] [~  activities. • 
• ; . A good period for branching (Jan. 21 to Feb. 19) 
:~ DEAR ACHING: I doubt hat you can get him to marry out into new fields if your With further thought, younow 
regular activities allow you the see possibilities in hitherto 
~:you, which is a break for you. Tell him it's over and to time. Intellectual Interests berren areas of addevement so, 
• pleas e do you a favor and stay out of your life. Keep busy especially favored. ~ ff you're in a mood to take a 
with other thoughts, other activities and other peoplo. It CANCER ~/~,~ - chance, go ahead. Success 
will hurt for a while, but it's preferable to conthtuing in a 
relationship that's bound to hurt worse-and possibly (June 22 to July 23) ~ likely. 
... forever. . " Bommes indicated from past PISCF_~ ~41"{~Z 
efforts. These should give you (Feb. 29 to Mar. 20) - -~a .  
:,; DEARABBY:Iomahighschoulstudent.Lastweekend new incentive' perhaps uwhele shouldY°urimpulset°"get go ing"be  check d until ~r ': ~/ ~-~'. 
:) my very best girlfriend slept over. The day after she left, new approach to further suc- associates are randy to Joinyou. 
!' my mother missed about 820 worth of her good cosmetics, cesses. Long-range plans Forcing matters will only load 
i/, I didn't want my mother to think my frio•d had taken favored. 
:~, them, so I said I had 'q>orr'owed" them and left them LEO ~ to dissension. . .'. 
:',~i somewhere. (July 24 to Aug. 23) ~ YOU BORN TODAY are an 
/. Now I am being punished, but I would almost rather You may encounter what extremely energetic'person, 
':i take the punishment than have my mother think my seems to be undue opposition, have a lively imagination and 
~ girlfriend is a thief. Abby, I turned the house upside down Take whatever steps are are always ready for action. 
;>looking for those coumetics,~md they are just genel n~. toovercome. i t ,  butdo You are keen of perception, a . ~ - 
the AMAZING SP IDER-MAN,  By Stsn Leeand John Romita 
!!It's Not Easy To Your Individual Horoscope ) 
i;!Fall Out of Love --Franc.Drake "~.~l~k~ ii 
FOR WEDNESDAY, MARCH 2~, lff/S " i', 
By Abigail Van Buren what kind of day wi l l  SCORPIO 'm_ ~'_  
tomorrow be~ To ftnd out what (Oct 24 to Nov 22 . .v~ . .
©mm by cm,oo rraouno.N.v. N|Wl S~d. Inc. the stars ay, road the forecast Not a prime period for trying 
.,~ given for your birth Sign. to push pot schemes; for taking 
the initiative generally. Con- 
~:! DEAR A.BBY: My problem ~ not having enough ARm ~, . .~  contrate on routine activities. 
,:i st~.ength o brea~ up with a goy lve bcen going with for (Mar. ZltoApr. 20) w4~,"~-{~ SAGrrrARIUS ~.~.-~F 
r;/ siebxly three years. He'e 24 and l~n 23. I have become so A new light thrown upon (Nov. 23 to Dec. 21) ~' ~r~ r 
.i'~'. emotionally involved with him that it's tearing me apart certain situations should prime As with Scorpio, you may not 
V; bemuse I know he's playing me for a fool. you for flne advancement i  he be in the best position to take 
~,: He never .takes mo anywhere unless it's my treat, and offing. Rouse yourself to work action o• a cherished project 
~i: for the last three years, he has always managed to pick a for superlative attainment. Just now, but that needn't deter 
~!!i f ght with me just before the holidays o he doesn't have to TAURUS 1~ ~-~" you from kseping your plaus in 
CATF ISH '-ii haY me.anything. {l ulwuys give him something, howovor:) (Apr. 21 to May 21) v~.  CAPRICORN ~ byl~.fBolAm d~ OsO, P~tern~o ;~i We've telked about .n~rriage, hut he's careful never to Exercise extreme caution in (Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) ",~ ~ 
~9 get pinned down to a date. financial matters. Due to Good stellar influences. 
~, 
- . 
:.~ Should I tell my mothe'r I had notldng to do with it, and 
!,'ii: t just had. to be that girly Or should I take the punishment 
and let it go? 
not mistake honest discussion bern organizer and have a good 
for hostility, business head. You are also - Tm~ WZZ~aD Or m 
• , : '  . .  
:,. , : , 
"- ,, r 
.. ~, . 
-, , . 
interested in the arts, but may ( l~b'Y-TH4TA44,q C~.q~'~P. .~ 
~and VlRGO I I~L~ eschew them as a career = ~ I I~: ,UL~.~ , . - . ;  
: .. HIGHLAND PARK (AUg.some24intriguetO Sept. 23)likely in 0C- favor of more profitable 
~!'. DEARI-LPAP~K;Ifyeneuncatoh,ourgtr,|e•dw|th oapationsicircl,.YOOr,muin uv ,n . , sn - - .Ho- - , .  ! ~ / . ~ : ~ / ,  . 
if,. the'~videnee, doso and give her a chance to return the discreet and keep involvu~.~t you could find in painting or 
!.~stolen goods. If you can't, tell your mothor that you didnq to • minimum. . music, especially, an excellent 
_ . .  oo_  
~take,.~who mayher cosmetics andnot.have deservedthat yoult, lied to protect a friend LIBRA . f l L~ excess energies. Traits to ~arb: 
:~ . " (sepL~l to Oct; 23) - -~  '~ impotuosity, overa~ressive- 
~: DEAR ABBY: The first sin years of our marriage we . A good. day for.eccupaUo~l ness:Birthda.~of:.Anthan_yVan" 
'.:hsd four sinules and a nail" nf twin, Mv w,rl¢ ,n ,  n.v.,' mleresu, uuuoos especseuy uycz, e'mman pamta'; uam.ee ~ _ . _ _  
~a . . . . .  a f ;o~, .;.oX--~a-,a,.-"-'~a-~,,;'--~ " = "~T~.= ~ favorab le  ir  you are seeking Brown, actor; Stephen son- ,~ : 
~Naturally,_i took it out 9n my~ush~fl. The po~.guy uoa~.=.~vo~;frmn SUl~e~,, rs. :~ ..~ dhahn, lyricist. . L - -  
r~to sit in bars just to get  .awaY~from my nagging and . . . . .  
~:.cumplaining. : 
:ii Then I read a letter in your column from a woman whose 
": situation was almost identical to mine. In your ~mswer you 
said, "Mothers of small children tend to forget hat their 
~huabands need love and attention, too. Quit feeling sorry 
.~ for yourself and concentrute on your husband. No matter 
~ihow .many complaints you have, keep quiet, and find 
'. something to compliment him on. Kill him with kindnessl" 
r~q' Well, I felt like ki l l ing him, so I wne willing to t ry  
• .anything. At first it was a real effort to be nice to him, but 
I forced myself. Pretty soon I discovered that tho nicer ] 
was to him the sweeter he was to me. 
" That was a year ago, and I am just (getting around to 
':.thanking you for an answer to a letter that I didn't write. 
' But it worked for me; 
HAPPIER IN HAWAII 
::, DEAR ABBY: Last Sunday the crowd I run around with 
~, wanted me to go to a show, but I had to go with my family 
::,to visit my aunt and then my grandparents. I was bored to 
! deathl , 
~i, Why do parents force their e~il~.en to go visit relatives? 
::' It'S'boring. They keep telling yoti tha( your '~/outh" is the 
:.(~ best ,.part of your life, then they..maha you.miserable 
~ drnggin 6 you to places you don't want to go. Can't they 
:i*reaiize that when a 8fr! is 14 she isn't happy going to visit 
~,relativan all the time? 
BORED 
~,,. DEAR BORED: Chlldre•, even l~year~lds,  should not 
'/i,!be forced to attend ALL the aunts', - -des '  and couslne' 
'~ 'get.togethers. But neither should theft be excused from all 
' such visits because they are ,'bored, If you must ge--go, 
i~wlth a smile on your face. And make up your mind that 
• (you're going to ha~e a good time..And who knows? You 
~msy eve• have one. 
' Do you wish you had more friends? For the secret of 
!:i popularity, get Abby's new booklet: "How To Be Popularl 
You're Never Too Young or Too Old," 8end $1 with • lonff~ 
,i self4ddressed, stamped (24 cents) envelope to Abby, 132 
: Luky Drive, Beverly Hills, Calif. 90ZIZ. 
• Orossword  By Eug  Sbdl  
ACROSS 45 Die 2 Poker stake 21 Ethiopian 
1 Poet 49 Thrash 3 BelloW" prince 
5 Cushion 50 Cooking 4 Rye-grass 24 Indian 
g Sponsorship vessel 5 Manner of moccasin 
12 Celebes ox 52 Fallacy speech 25 Japanese 
B.C. 
WHAT" ~ You  ~'H(NK oF  
~'H~ FAT ~ P  P 
s .e  
13 Grow old (Logic) 6 Gone by plant 
14 Rational 53 Commanded I Obligation 26 Deserter 
15 This goes 54 Grampus 8 Landed 28 Goddess of 
with dark 55 Woe is me! proper ty  harvests 
and double 56 Hastened 9 Flower or 29 Birth 
16 Pitier . 57 Observe plant 30 Pouch 
17 Corner. 58 Hawaiian grower 31 Ending for 
(colloq.) gosse l0 Arrow ordinal 
18 Grain or DOWN poison numbers 
seed l Expose to ,11 Prophet 36 Caused 
20 Merchant warmth 19 And (L. I irritation 
22 Greek letter Avg. solution time= 2~ min. 37 Equip 
23 Corroded 38 - Way; 
24 Ripple E AI~ C V E ancient 
~7 How foolish, ~ ~  paved road 
32 Summer 41 Beast of 
drink 
33 Tax export 
(abbr.) 
=IAIP~-- DII~JF[EIAI'TIS , ~ _ ~ 1 ~  burden" 
42 Declines 
43 LOW tide DOONESBURY 
34 Consume 44 Epic poem 
33 House and 46Out of work I UN,,eXC~Et4~, I N~L.I.,~/,/.#! 
Senate ~ l  4, Home of 
38Roguish . another l SIR, .r ~/i, vK I yo~/ ~ ' r  ~ ~I.lY, ~, 
39"--tu":  color? [~=..~ YO#'P,~ IN MY [ ' "1  -A / f f~4~ 7ttAT~ 
Verdiar ia 'BIEISI~5"MIEIF-ITNF--'~4' ,I8Otherwise I~(~ "¢E~T'/ I "' ~ '  
40 Hilltop , '1 ~ r"~,0M I 51 100 square 
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Yesterday's Cryptoquip-WHITESNOwFALL FASCINATED 
OUR RURAL CHILDREN. 
~.~ 1978 K[fiS FeAtures Synd[c| te ,  Inc, 
Today's Cryptoqulp clue: E equals M 
The Cryptoqulp is a simple substitution cipher in Which each 
letter used stands for another.'If you think that X equals O, it 
will equal 0 throughout the piZ~zle, Single lettem,,short words, 
and words using an apostrophe can give you clu~ to locating 
" vowels, Solution is accomplished bytrial anderror, 
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Search for male pill 
By LLOYD TIM- 
BERLAKE- 
LONDON (Reuter) - -  
About 200 volunteers aromd 
the world are trying out male 
contraception doses, eseidng 
the perfect blind of ber- 
munes which renders a man 
infertile without making him 
lose interest in sex. 
~ne trials, coordinated 
by the World Health 
Organization (WHO), are 
being carried out in Canada, 
the United States, Chile, 
West Germany, the Neth- 
eclands, India and the Far 
East, each centre usin~ 
different blends ot 
chemicals. 
In London, doctors at 
King's College Hospital are 
rounding up the last of 30 
volunteers found through an 
advertisement in a local 
newspaper. 
"Our switchboard has 
been Jammed," said Dr. 
Tony Hirsh. "We won't have 
trouble finding our quota. We 
are looking for men, 
preferably married, who 
have completed their 
families. But we do have a 
• o .o  
continues 
few unmarried men," 
The goal is to get just the 
right mix of female 
progestogen hormones to 
reduce the sperm count and 
male androgen hormones to 
maintain male potency. 
In the research lottery, 
King's College has drawn for 
trial a combination of 
monthly injections of an- 
drogen plus daily tablets of 
progestogen. Other centres 
are using other means of 
administration. 
CREATED DEMAND 
The nced for a male "pill" 
Portable toilets greet 
fiddlers' convention 
UNION GROVE, N:C. 
(AP) - -  J.Plerce Van Hey, a 
rotund, white-haired retired 
farmer in red sneakers, is a 
most hospitable man. Look 
out over his land-see the 
rolling hills, see the 500 
portable tollets.n 
Those cubicles will accom- 
modate thousands of 
bluegrass music lovers and 
gned-time seekers expected 
to conver~e on Van Hoy'.s 
farm this weekend for the 
54th annual Old Time Fid- 
dlers' Convention. 
"It's as country as 'the 
wilderness and open plains," 
Van Hey says ointhe three- 
day festival that begins 
Thursday.n. 
His father started the 
aff~k to raise money for a 
nearby one-room school. 
From humble begluningn in 
1924nwith a few ban jo  
pickers and a listener or 
two,nthe •convention has 
caught on in recent years 
like blue jeans and cowboy 
boots .  • ' 
The local sherlff'f 
department and state high- 
way patrol say that last year 
some 1~,000 people planted 
themselves on  500. acres 
here, about 80 kilometres 
north of Charlotte. 
Scattered about were 
veteran string music lovers, 
but most of the fans were too 
young to remember when, 
for folks outside the south, 
"bluegrass" meant merely a
hearty vegetation. 
ECHO WITH MUSIC 
Tents sprouted like spring 
flowers, a communal spirit 
settled an the land and the 
hills echoed with bluegrass 
music. 
"The timing in the spring 
and the setting of the con- 
vestlan is conducive to the 
young at heart," says Van 
Hey, a robust 60 himself. 
"Aft~ you pass 50, you're 
not going to get Grandma 
and bivouac in the woods for 
three days." 
Bl~-name musicians are 
rare, but spirited bands vie 
for trophies and cash 
ranging from ~ to $1#00 for 
the best, fiddler. Judging is 
based on~ categories such as 
accurate tuning and how 
good It scusds. 
No ~ectric instruments 
are allowed-indeed, there 
are no electric outlets ~m the 
stage of the 12,000-seat 
Free after 
15 years 
/ -  
• SAN QUENTIN, Calif. The court 
(AP)--RobartL0k~.--poot, L0key and 
painter, .sculptor, amateur were restored, 
lawyer, inventor, fireman_ right to visits 
and ex-prisoner at San and twn daagi 
Qumtin penitentiary-- says. 
the lS years he spent behind 
bars for murder "turned a 
fool into a thinking man." 
Lokey, ~, walked away 
from the big house a free 
man Saturday, his life 
smtence cut short by parole. 
He carried a shopping bag 
full of belongings in  one 
hand, his portable type- 
writer in the other. 
Standing outside the gates, 
Lokey took a deep breath, 
glanced up at a sunny sky 
and murmured, "Ah, free 
a i r . "  
San Quentin officials say 
he was one of the prison's 
most rumarkable convicts. 
"If we had an institution 
full oinguys like him we 
could lay off half the staff," 
said program co.urdlnator 
William Merkle. 
in 1963, I~key and his said. 
brother, Galen, were cen- 
victed of murder in the 
course of a robbery and 
kidnapping. Lokey's. gun 
went off by accident in the 
struggle with his victim, wh o 
died. 
The court, noting the 
accidental nature of the 
death,  sentenced the 
brothers to life im- 
prisenment instead of death. 
Gelenswas .paroled seven 
years ago. 
EARNED DIPLOMA 
After entering prison, 
Lokey, a grade school 
dropout, earned a high 
schnel diploma nna degree 
in behavioral scieace from 
the College of Maria, gradu- 
ating with high honors. After 
completing a course in office 
machine technology, ~he 
learned to paint and sculpt, 
wrote short stories, easays, 
poetry and a book about his 
life. 
"When I went to prison, I
w~s a fool," Lokey said 
outside the gates.n"The 
changes I went through ere 
turned a fool into a thinking 
man. ,! 
He said he plans to study 
law, but needs a Job first. 
Acting as his own lawyer, 
I~key won a court suit 
~ ainststhe state corrections partment and fl~e state 
attorney-general's office. 
He successfully argued 
that he had been r~noved 
from mlnimttm security and 
thrown into the mainqine 
lookup without due proems. 
He drew an admission from 
officials that he had not been 
sent into the main line for 
any ~cepl isary reason, but 
because of a new depart- 
mental policy. . 
amphitheatre VaunHoy built 
two years ago. 
At conventions past, the 
aroma of smouldering mari- 
Juana has wafted out of 
Union Grove. Occasionally a 
festival has been markednby 
rowdiness. 
Capt. Bill Stamey of the 
Iredell County  sheriff's 
department saidnhe and his 
47 deputies have been 
preparing for nearly a 
month. 
"During the last couple of 
years, everybody's been 
pretty good. We usednto 
have a problem with drugs 
but , now it 's illegal 
wbisky.nSome of them bring 
down a little 'shine Item the 
mountains." 
~ : : : : . ' : : : : :  
UTILIZE BEET JUICE 
Don't hrow away the juice 
from canned beets, add It to 
soup made with cabbage, 
carrot, Onion, celery and 
vegetable bouillon cubes/ 
agreed with 
all ~ p~vf l~  
!, including the 
from his wife 
bte~s, n
HOLDS PATENTS 
He holds patents on 
several inventions, including 
a safety device for a rotarx 
saw that causes the tool to 
stop when flesh comes near 
the spinning blade. He in- 
vented an improved braille 
writing machine and a 
soldering tool for repairing 
typewriters. 
Hca good behavior earned 
him an assignment outside 
the walls as second in 
command of the prison fire 
departmest. He lived in the 
fire stati6n and was per- 
mired to travel outside to 
has .been heightened by 
recent reports that womm 
taldng the pill face increased 
risk of circulatory disease 
after 35 years of age, 
especially if they smoke. 
But when the first tests of 
progestogen o ly were made 
on men in the United Staten 
about 20 years ago, the side- 
effects were bizarre, Dr. 
Hirsh said. Volmtsers grew 
breasts, lost their beards, in 
some cases turned pink and 
lost interest in sex. 
John Newton, director of 
the WHO clinical research 
cmtre into human 
reproduction here and 
developer of the L~ndon 
tests, estimates it may be 
five to seven years before a 
male pill is on the market. 
His program will last two 
years. 
The doctors are not ac- 
tually testing the doses' 
ability to prevent con- 
coptlon. They hays chosen 
men whose wives and girl- 
friends are already taldng 
birth control. Instead, they 
will monitor the volunteer's 
sperm count wice a month. 
But as important as the 
sperm count--as indication 
of fertillty--are the men's 
sex drive, potency and 
general feelings about their 
sex lives. A team of 
psychologists i monitoring 
these aspects,haS well as 
findingnont what wives and 
girlfriends think about the 
male pill. 
.%~.%%-~..-..-.-...-...:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:. 
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VENTED 
The original of today's 
fountain pen was invented by 
John Jeselh PARKERIN 
DRINK DE~JCRIBED 
The "sack" of 
Shakespeare's day was 
made of dry sherry mixed 
with Barbados sugar and 
8~ce. 
If so, you have probably 
recdvd a m ingnmtion slip 
(T4U) inthe mail. 
I fthe sup hasn't 
arrived... 
If you didn't get a T4U 
from us, go to your local 
post office. Pickup a postal 
reply card to apply for 
duplicates. Fill it in and 
assist nearby fire depart- ~ it. You'll get your  
ments in Marin County. duplicate T4U in time to 
,as he left the prison, Lokey 
was asked if he would have file your tax  return. 
accomvlished so much had 
he not been imprisoned. "I 
'don't know the answer," he I f  the  slip has  
arrived • ro l l  e@e 
635-6576 ~ 4606 Lazelle 
Hours Tues..Sat. 9 a.rn..$:30 p.m. Friday 9 a.m.4 p . .  
~gN 
Ladies 0easter 
*119. ,s 
• ~ _ Deluxe 
~ Motoeross 
s139. ,s 
o 
1 
6 Speed Ladies. 
s149." 
~23"  Frame, 
ene 3 speed. 
s139." 
Writer If you did get a T4U but 
needa replacement for any 
D ies  reason, also use the postal 
NoRw~x, Conn. (~l- reply card, Mark "rep_lace- 
Faith Baldwin, the prolific meat" on the card m 
light-fiction writer whose 
~t novel w. pu.ished in up_per ight hand comer. 
1921, has died after a 17- " - - - ~  ' 
month illness. She was 84. s l ip  h ar~.'ved 
Miss Baldwin died at her If the as 
home ~turday. bu .yo Born in New Rochelle,. t uneed more infor- 
N.Y., on Oct.1, 1893, M iss  marion... 
Baldwin wrote about 85 
books, including more than 
60 novels. She also wrote two 
books of poetry and 
numerous magazine articles 
"and short stories. 
With such books as Office 
Wife, District Nurse, Honor 
Boand and Rich Girl, Poor 
Girl, Miss Baldwin reached 
thepeak of her success in the 
1930s. 
In an interview in the late 
l~0s, she said: "I never 
wanted to be a writer. I 
wrote all the time, but I 
wanted to' be an  actress. I 
thougmt hat was the only 
way I could be adventurous 
and independent." 
In the mid-1960s, her 
monthly column in Women's 
Day magazine drew 300 
letters a month from 
rea(krs. 
She is survived by a son, 
two daughters and a sister. 
~ : : : : : : : ; -  
MAKE GOOD DESSERT 
Fold crushed peppermint 
sandy .stick into softened 
vanilla i ce  cream and 
beeze-top it with chocolate 
sauce when serving. 
" 23" Frame, 
27" wheels. 
s169.oo  still need an xtenmed state- 
ment, fill in the same card. 
You must write the total ~ ~n i 
UI benefits you go_t in 1977 
somewhere on the-card. 
This is important. It ,will eluxe 1O speed, 
help us get your statement tO ~ ~21"  frame, 
you in time. You'll fred the 
¢ 
IIMI . , , . , . . , ,  
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• Insurance  Program 
Working with people 
whowant to work. 
• IlL Employment and . EmpMI et 
• "F" Immigration Canaan Immigration Canada 
Bud Cullen, Minister Bud Culten, Mlnistre DIANW 
